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IBM SYSTEM/360 DISK AND TAPE OPERATING SYSTEMS UTILITY PROGRAMS SPECIFICATIONS 

Whatever may be the specific uses of a data 
processing system, there exist certain unique 
operations that must be performed frequently. 
These operations may differ in detail, de
pending on the particular machine configura
tion and data format of the individual user, 
while the essential function remains the 
same. The burden of programming these op
erations because of their frequent use, for 
each specific and perhaps non-recurring job 
could be prohibitive, even if advanced lan
guages are used. Therefore, there is a need 
for generalized routines designed to satis
fy specific functions. These routines must 
be flexible enough to allow the user to as
sign the specifications of his particular 
problem. 

IBM supplies several types of programs 
that meet these requirements. Those des
cribed in this publication are grouped un
der the heading Utility Programs. They are 
designed to assist the user in day-to-day 
operation of his installation. With these 
programs, certain frequently required opera
tions, such as transferring disk-storage 
files from cards or tape, and printing out 
areas of tape or disk for program-testing 
purposes, can be performed without program
ming effort on the part of the user. 

DESCRIPTION 

All twenty of the programs described in this 
publication are disk resident. Six of these 
disk-resident utilities are also available 
as tape-resident utility programs (see 
Organization). The disk-resident utilities 
are located in the relocatable library of 
the IOCS supervisor, with the exception of 
the Clear Disk and Clear Data Cell programs 
that are found in the Core Image Library. 
Each of these programs can be cataloged in 
the Core Image Library for permanent resi
dence. When the programs are located in 
the relocatable library, greater flexibility 
is offered when user routines are handled. 
Execution time for the programs is faster 
when executed from the Core Image Library 
as the linkage-editor function need not be 
performed. When the same utility is used 
frequently, it is to the user's advantage 
to have the program permanently resident in 
the core image library. 

All programs are loaded into core by the 

see the publications as listed on the front 
cover of this publication. Each program 
handles a particular type-of job (the tape
to-printer program). A s,ymbolic assembly 
is not necessary for the loperation of a pro
gram. These utility prog,rams process either 
consecutive.or split-cylinder type files. 
For more information on these file arrange
ments, see the Supervisor and I/O Macros 
publication listed on the front cover of 
this publication. Output records from 
sequential files (consecut~ve or split
cylinder) produced by the Systern/360 Operat
ing System can be processed by these utility 
programs. However, these records must not 
be a combination of records to be printed 
and punched. 

All utility control cards are shown in 
this publication as beginning with //. 
However, to remain compatible with IBM 
System/360 Operating System Utility Pro
grams ./ is acceptable. 

To handle a specific job, the generalized 
program is modified by control cards. Con
trol cards are free-form in that optional 
parameters can be punched in any order. The 
programs assume a normal use for most op
tions when a choice is not indicated in a 
utility-control card. 

Consistency of control information is 
maintained by providing for all control in
formation to be specified in a similar man
ner for all programs. Where the same device 
is used with different programs, the control 
information related to the device is similar 
for all programs. The manner in which con
trol information re~ated to input and output 
device assignment and description is done, 
and the manner in which label handling is 
done, is compatiblerwith IBM Disk and Tape 
Operating Systems ~pCS. 

MACHINE REQUIREMENTS 

The minimum machine configuration required 
for these programs is: 

• IBM System/360 processing unit with 16K 
positions of core storage. 

For control statement loading: 

system loader. Each tape-resident program _ IBM 1442 Card Reader or 
functions identically to its disk-resident 
counterpart and all are described as one in _ IBM 2501 Card Reader or 
this publication. For further information 
needed to load the desired program into core, • IBM 2520 ~ard Read-Punch or 
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• IBM 2540 Card Read-Punch or 

• IBM 2400 Series Tape Drive 

For Program Residence: 

• IBM 2311 Disk Storage Drive or 

• IBM 2400-Serie:s Tape Unit 

For program operation; 

• In~ut/Output devices required by the 
specific program. Supported devices 
include: 

IBM 1442 Card Read-Punch 

IBM 2501 Card Reader 

IBM 2520 Card Read-Punch 

IBM 2540 Card Read-Punch 

IBM 1403 Printer 

IBM 1404 Printer (continuous-forms 
printing only) 

IBM 1443 Printer 

IBM 2311 Disk Storage Drive 

IBM 2321 Data Cell Drive 

IBM 2400-series tape unit (with or with
out the 7-track feature). 

For logging and error messages: 

• IBM 1403 Printer or 

• IBM 1404 Printer (continuous forms only) 
or 

• IBM 1443 Printer or 

• IBM 2400-Series Tape Unit or 

• IBM 1052 Printer-Keyboard. 

CONTROL STATEMENT CONVENTIONS 

The conventions used in this publication to 
illustrate control statements are as follows: 

1. A parameter is a variable, with its 
identifying character, that is given a 
constant value for a specific purpose 
(i.e ...• ,Sx, .•. where Sx is a parameter 
within possibly a string of parameters; 
S being the identifier, and x, the 
variable) . 

2. DASD means a Direct Access Storage Device 
such as a disk or data cell drive. 

6 DOS and TOS Utile Progs. Specs. 

3. 

4. 

Uppercase letters and punctuation marks 
represent information that must be 
coded exactly as shown. 

Lowercase letters represent information 
that must be supplied by the programmer. 
The letter b always indicates one blank 
space. Where a parameter variable is 
concerned, lower case letters represent 
constants that must be supplied and the 
lowercase x represents an optional 
parameter. 

5. Options contained within braces { } 
represent ~lternatives, one of which 
must be chosen. 

6. An ellipsis (a series of three periods) 
indicates that a variable number of 
items may be included. 

ORGANIZATION 

The programs described in this publication 
and their resident devices are: 

Card to Disk (disk) 

Card to Printer and/or Punch (tape and 
disk) 

Card to Tape (tape and disk) 

Data Cell to Data Cell (disk) 

Data Cell to Disk (disk) 

Data Cell to Printer (disk) 

Data Cell to Tape (disk) 

Disk to Card (disk) 

Disk to Data Cell (disk) 

Disk to Disk (disk) 

Disk to Printer (disk) 

Disk to Tape (disk) 

Tape to Card (tape and disk) 

Tape to Data Cell (disk) 

Tape to Disk (disk) 

Tape to Printer (tape and disk) 

Tape to Tape (tape and disk) 

Clear Data Cell (disk) 

Clear Disk (disk) 

Tape Compare (tape and disk) 



The first seventeen programs are known as 
file-to-file programs and transfer a file 
from an input device to an output device. 

Information pertaining to the utility 
programs is presented in three major 
sections: 

• Job-Control, system-assignment, and 
checkpoint record information that ap
plies to all programs. 

• General information that applies to the 
file-to-file programs only. 

• Individual program descriptions, alpha
betically arranged, with a sample control 
statement stream for each program. The 
collection of control statement sets 
makes up a di~erse set of examples and 
may be cross referenced for different 
applications. 
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CONTROL STATEMENTS 

JOB CONTROL 

Job-Control statements related to channel 
and unit assignment label processing, and 
physical-device description are used with 
these programs. For information on Job
Control statements, see the System Control 
and System Service publications as listed 
on the front cover of this publication. 
The required Job-Control sta-tements for 
r~nning each of these programs are given in 
F1gure 1. The entries, for specific fields 

unique to the Utility programs are shown in 
Figure 2.' 

LINKAGE-EDITOR CONTROL STATEMENTS 

The required linkage-editor control state
ments for each program are given in Figure 3. 
Each of the 17 file-to-file utility pro
grams is contained in five phases. Phases 
2 and 5 are the same for all programs and 

Fi Ie to File Programs Tape Compare Program Clear Disk Clear Data Cell 

JOB Required Required Required Required 

LBLTYP Required only if tape label Not Used Not Used Not Used 
checking from the relocat-
able library 

VOL Required if label process- Not Used Required Required 
ing 

TPLAB Required if tape ,label pro- Not Used Not Used Not Used 
cessing 

DLAB Required for DASD label Not Used Required for DASD label Required for DASD l'abel 
processi'ng handling handling 

XTENT Required for DASD (Direct Not Used Required for DASD Required for DASD 
Access Storage Device) 

ASSGN Required if devices are Required if devices are Required if devices are Required if devices are 
different from those as- different from those as- different from those as- different from those as-
signed at IPL time signed at IPL time signed at IPL time signed at IPL time 

UPSI Optional Optionql Optional Optional 

EXEC Required Required Required Required 

/* Required for card input Not Used Not Used Not Used 
program * 

/& Required Required Required Required 

~' 

* This card must immediately follow the data cards for card input programs. In addition, card columns 3-80 of the card 
must be entirely blank, otherwise the card will be ignored and treated as data • 

Figure 1. Job-Control Statements Used in Each Program 
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File to File Programs Tape Compare Program Clear Disk Clear Data Cell 

VOL (filename) U I N for input file Not Used UOUT UOUT 
UOU T for output file 

ASSGN device for SYSlOG SYSlOG SYSlOG SYSlOG 
logging operator mes-
sages 

ASSGN utility control SYSIPT SYSIPT SYSIPT SYSIPT 
statement input device 

ASSGN device for SYSlST SYSlST SYSlST SYSlST 
logging programmer 
messages 

ASSGN Primary tape SYS004 SYSOO4 Not Used Not Used 
and card input and 
alternate tape input 

ASSGN Primary tape SYSOO5 SYSOO5 Not Used Not Used 
and printer output and 
alternate tape output 

\ 

ASSGN linkage SYSlNK SYSlNK SYSlNK SYSlNK 
editor * SYSOOI SYSOOI SYSOOI SYSOOI 

SYSOO2** SYSOO2** SYSOO2** SYSOO2** 

ASSGN card output SYS006 Not Used Not Used Not Used 
device 

ASSGN DASD input SYSOOO- Not Used SYSOOO- SYSOOO-
and or output device*** SYSnnn SYSnnn SYSnnn 

* These programmer units are available when not in use by the linkage editor. 
** This unit is available for TOS only. 

*** SYSnnn can be no greater than the greatest physical unit block assigned and must not conflict with the 
assignment of any other device. 

Figure 2. Job-Control Statement File Names and ASSignments 
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File to File Tape Compare Clear Disk Clear [bta 
Programs Program Cell 

PHASE Required Required Not Used Not Used 

INCLUDE Required Required Not Used Not Used 

ENTRY Required Required Not Used Not Used 

Figure 3. Linkage-Editor Control 
Statements 

need only to be loaded in two relocatable 
modules for all 17 programs. The module 
names for phases 2 and 5 are IJWGEN and 
IJWLAB respectively. Figure 4 contains the 
85 phase and 59 module names for the seven
teen programs. The contents of the modules 
for all programs are given in Appendix A. 
When programs are cataloged into the Core 
Image or Relocatable Library these phase or 
module names must be used. The following 
are sample control statements that can be 
used to execute a program. A prime example 
of the control cards used when executing a 
tape-to-tape program that is resident in 
the relocatable library is: 

PROGRAM PHASE NAMES 1 THROUGH 5 

Card to Disk CDDK-CDDK2-CDDK3-CDDK4-CDDK5 

Card to Printer and/or Punch CDPP-CDPP2-CDPP3-CDPP4-CDPP5 

Card to Tape CDTP-CDTP2-CDTP3-CDTP4-CDTP5 

Data Cell to Data Cell DCDC-DCDC2-DCDC3-DCDC4-DCDC5 

Data Cell to Disk DCDK-DCDK2-DCDK3-DCDK4-DCDK5 

Data Cell to Printer DCPR-DCPR2-DCPR3-DCPR4-DCPR5 

Data Cell to Tape DCTP-DCTP2-DCTP3-DCTP4-DCTP5 

Disk to Card DKCD-DKCD2-DKCD3-DKCD4-DKCD5 

Disk to Data Cell DKDC- OK DC2-DK DC3-DK DC4-DKDC5 

Disk to Disk DKDK-DKDK2-DKDK3-DKDK4-DKDK5 

Disk to Printer DKPR-DKPR2-DKPR3-DKPR4-DKPR5 

Disk to Tape DKTP-DKTP2-DKTP3-DKTP4-DKTP5 

Tape to Card TPCD-TPCD2-TPCD3-TPCD4-TPCD5 

Tape to Data Cell TPDC-TPDC2-TPDC3-TPDC4-TPDC5 

Tape to Disk TPDK-TPDK2-TPDK3-TPDK4-TPDK5 

Tape to Pririter TPPR-TPPR2-TPPR3-TPPR4-TPPR5 

Tape to Tape TPTP-TPTP2-TPTP3-TPTP4-TPTP5 

.,. Include as part of module name. 

jjbJOB 

j/bLBLTYP 

//bASSGN 

//bOPTION LINK 

bINCLUDE IJWTT 

bPHASEbTPTP5, 
IJWTTCS2,NOAUTO 

User-defined job name. 

Defines the reserved label 
area. (Used only if tape 
label checking from the 
relocatable library.) 

Assigns the input and out
put devices. 

Indicates that the program 
is to be link-edited. 

Identifies the tape-to
tape modules to be 
link-edited. 

Gives the name of the last 
phase of the program and the 
main-storage address where 
it is to be loaded by using 
the operand in the previous 
control card followed by 
CS2. 

I 

MODULE NAMES 1 f 2 CARD : TOS* 005* 
I 

IJWCD-IJWCD l-IJWCD3-IJWCD4-IJWG EN-IJW LAB I IJJCPDO I 

I 
IJWCP-IJWCP1-IJWCP3-IJWCP4-IJWGEN-IJWLAB IIJJCPO 

IJWCT-IJWCT1-IJWCT3-IJWCT4-IJWGEN-IJWLAB IJJCPO 

IJWMM-IJWMM l-IJWDD3-IJWDD4-IJWGEN-IJWLAB IJJCPDO 

IJWMD-IJWMD1-IJWDD3-IJWDD4-IJWGEN-IJWLAB I IJJCPDO 

IJWMP-IJWMP l-IJWDP3-IJWDP4-IJWGEN-IJWLAB IJJCPDO 
, 

IJWMT-IJWMT1-IJWDT3-IJWDT4-IJWGEN-IJWLAB IJJCPDO 

IJWDC-IJWDC1-IJWDC3-IJWDC4-IJWGEN-IJWLAB I IJJCPDO 

IJWDM-IJWDM l-IJWDD3-IJWDD4-IJWGEN-IJWLAB IJJCPDO 

IJWDD-IJWDD1-IJWDD3-IJWDD4-IJWGEN-IJWLAB IJJCPDO 

IJWDP-IJWDP1-IJWDP3-IJWDP4-IJWGEN-IJWLAB IJJCPDO 

IJWDT-IJWDT1-IJWDT3-IJWDT4-IJWGEN-IJWLAB IJJCPDO 

IJWTC-IJWTC1-IJWTC3-IJWTC4-IJWGEN-IJWLAB JJCPO 

IJWTM-IJWTM l-IJWTD3-IJWTD4-IJWGEN-IJWLAB IJJCPDO 

I 
IJWTD-IJWTD l-IJWTD3-IJWTD4-IJWGEN-IJWLAB I IJJCPDO 

I 
I 

IJWTP-IJWTP1-IJWTP3-IJWTP4-IJWGEN-IJWLAB I JJCPO I , 
IJWTT -IJWTT l-IJWTT3-IJWTT 4-IJWG E N-IJWLAB IJJCPO: 

Figure 4. Phase and Module Names for the File-to-File Programs 
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bINCLUDE IJWLAB Link-edits the dummy label 
module. If the operand is 
omitted from this state
ment, the text of the 
user's routine must be 
present on SYSIPT and fol
lowed by the /* statement. 
(If SYSRDR and SYSIPT are 
the same device, the user's 
routine must be inserted 
after the INCLUDE state
ment.)~ If a user's routine 
is supplied from the re
locatable library, that 
module's unique name must 
be entered in place of the 
IJWLAB operand. 

bENTRY Defines the end of the last 
input object module. 

//bEXEC LNKEDT Executes the linkage-editor 
program. 

On a tape resident system, the result of 
this job is a new resident tape, which 
would be generated on SYS002. 

If the user routine option is desired, 
the program(s) should not be deleted from 
the relocatable library after cataloging 
into the core image library since it will 
be necessary to linkage edit the user's 
routine with the utility program. A prime 
example of the control cards used when 
executing a tape-to-tape program from the 
Core Image Library for a distinct job is: 

//bJOB 

//bVOL 

//bTPLAB 

User-defined job name. 

Tape volume label informa
tion (only if label 
checking) . 

Tape file label informa
tion (only if label 
checking) • 

//bVOL 
//b TP LAB 

Tape volume-label informa- //bASSGN 
tion. Used only if label 

Input and output device 
assignments. 

checking. If running a 
disk program, the complete //bUPSI 
job control set VOL, DLAB, 

User defined label 
processing. 

//bEXEC 

and XTENT must be used. 

Defines the end-of-job con
trol cards and signals the 
start of program execution. 

Utility control information (assuming 
SYSIPT and SYSRDR are assigned to the same 
device) • 

/& Defines the end-of-job. 

Note: To catalog this program from the 
relocatable to the core image library the 
preceding job stream can be used with the 
following changes: 

• //bOPTION LINK changed to //bOPTION CATAL 

• //bEXEC changed to //bEXEC MAl NT 

• Delete utility assignment information. 

//bEXEC TPTP Program execution card. 

utility control statements as 
needed (assuming SYSIPT and SYSRDR 
are assigned to the same device). 

//bEND Defines the end of utility 
control cards. 

/& Defines the end-of-job. 

CHECKPOINT RECORDS 

When any utility program encounters a 
checkpoint record, the record is ignored 
and bypassed. 
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LOGICAL FILE-TO-FILE UTILITIES 

Seventeen utility programs are provided for 
the transfer of data files f.rom any of the 
normal input devices to any of the normal 
output devices. These programs are: 

Card to Disk 
Card to Printer and/or Punch 
Card to Tape 
Data Cell to Data Cell 
Data Cell to Disk 
Data Cell to Printer 
Data Cell to Tape 
Disk to Card 
Disk to Data Cell 
Disk to Disk 
Disk to Printer 
Disk to Tape 
Tape to Card 
Tape to Data Cell 
Tape to Disk 
Tape to Printer 
Tape to Tape 

A file can be transferred between unlike 
storage mediums (tape to disk), like mediums 
(tape to tape), or in the case of disk to 
disk or data cell to data cell, the files 
may be transferred from one area to another 
area of the same unit. Throughout the 
general discussion of the file-to-file pro
grams, any reference to DASD information can 
be equally applied to disk or data cell. 

A file can be transferred from an input 
medium to an output medium with these op
tions: 

COPY. This type of transfer indicates that 
the file is to be transferred from an in
put medium to an output medium without 
change to the format of the records or 
the file. 

REBLOCK. The input file is transferred from 
an input medium to an output medium with 
only the block size being changed. 

FIELD SELECT. Fields within each input rec
ord are rearranged, dropped, or converted 
to zoned or packed decimal through the 
choice of this option. 

REBLOCK AND FIELD SELECT. This is a combi
nation of the reblock and field-select 
options. The format of the record is re
arranged by moving, dropping, or convert
ing fields within a record along with 
changing the block size. 

PRINTER OUTPUT allows the user to show 
the output in two ways: 

12 DOS and TOS Utile Progs. Specs. 

DISPLAY. This option allows the user to dis
play a byte-for-byte representation of 
the information. 

LIST. This option gives an edited represen
tation of the information. 

LIST AND FIELD SELECT. This is a combina
tion of the list and field-select options. 

For the CARD TO PRINTER and/or PUNCH 
programs, two other combinations are: 

BOTH PRINT AND PUNCH. This is a combination 
of copy and list for the card to printer 
and/or punch program. 

BOTH PRINT AND PUNCH WITH FIELD SELECT. 
This is a combination copy and list with 
field select in the card-to-printer and/ 
or punch program. 

These programs will handle fixed-length, 
variable-length, and undefined-length rec
ords; however, only fixed- or variable
length records can be reblocked or field
selected. 

If fields are selected from variable
length records, a portion of the record must 
be described as the fixed portion of the 
record and only on the fixed portion can 
field-select be employed. A field cannot 
be selected into the first four bytes of 
the output record. The fixed portion of a 
variable-length record is the initial sec
tion of a record that is common to all 
records. The first four bytes of the fixed 
portion of a variable-length record is the 
record length field. 

LABEL CHECKING 

The IBM System/360 Disk and Tape Operating 
Systems Utility Programs process tape and 
DASD labels in a manner consistent with 
Disk and Tape Operating Systems IOCS. For 
information on label checking see the Super
visor and Input/Output publication as listed 
on the front cover of this publication. 

NONSTANDARD AND USER LABEL HANDLING 

It is possible to process tape files con
taining no labels or IBM standard labels 
without providing a user routine. When any 
label processing is to be performed, the 
UPSI job-control card must set bits 0-4 as 
follows (0 equals off, 1 equals on). Bits 
o and 1 are switches for input-label 
checking. 



Bit 0 Off for standard input-label check- IJWLABOU 
ing; on for nonstandard or no input-

The symbolic entry point to the 
output-label processing section 
of the user's routine. label checking. 

Bit 1 Off if not doing user input-label IJWLABND The symbolic entry to represent 
the last location +1 of the 
program. 

checking; on if user input-label 
checking. 

Bits 2 and 3 are switches for output-label 
checking. 

Bit 2 

Bit 3 

Off for standard output-label 
checking; on for nonstandard 
or no output-label checking. 

Off if not user output-label check
ing; on if user output-label 
checking. 

Bit 4 is for nonstandard or no output-label 
handling. 

Bit 4 Off 

On 

write tape mark separating the 
label from data. 
do not write a tape mark to 
separate the label from the 
data. 

A user label routine must be supplied 
only if bits 1 or 3 of the UPSI byte are 
ON. 

Examples: 

No label checking on input and standard 
labels on output with user label checking 
requires an UPSI card punched: 

//bUPSI 10010 

No label checking on input or output 
with a leading tape mark on the output re
quires the UPSI card to be punched: 

//bUPSI 10100 

An UPSI card is not required when there 
is standard label checking on input and 
output and no user label checking. 

When an UPSI card is supplied to a pro
gram the byte is propagated from job step 
to job step, unless another UPSI card is 
supplied to reset the bits. All of the 
UPSI bits are set to 0 following each job 
performed unless a new statement is sup
plied. When rightmost bits are not set by 
an UPSI statement, they are assumed to be 
zero. 

The user must supply his label checking 
routine in assembled, relocatable format. 
This control section must define three sym
bolic names as entry (ENTRY) points. 

I JWLAB IN The symbolic entry point to the 
input-label processing section 
of the user's routine. 

After the program is loaded, control is 
given to the user's initialization routine 
through the address found in the END card 
(assembly program END card). The user can 
then perform any initialization desired be
fore label checking. Upon completion of 
initialization, the user must branch back 
to the utility program. The return address 
is found in register 14. The user's ini
tialization routine may consist of only the 
return branch instruction. All other en
tries made to the user's routine will be 
made through the symbolic names IJWLABIN or 
IJWLABOU. To return from IJWLABIN and 
IJWLABOU user-label processing to laCS label 
processing, use the LBRET macro instruction 
(see the Supervisor and I/O Macros pub
lication). The user's routine will be en
tered from the laCS label-processing 
routines. 

The user's routine must be assembled with 
a 16K assembler. This routine has access 
to all laCS macros, except those which use 
the transient area (CANCEL, EOJ, FETCH, 
OPEN, CLOSE). 

For further information concerning com
munication with the laCS Open and Close 
routine, see the Supervisor and I/O Macros 
publications as listed on the front cover 
of this publication. 

UTILITY MESSAGE ROUTINES 

The message routine of the utility programs 
is available to the user. The entry point 
to the message routine is located at the 
symbolic address, IJWxxxMS, where xxx can 
be found in Figure 5. The user's routine 
may not have access to register 4 and must 
supply registers 0, 1, and 7 with the fol~ 
lowing information. 

Reg 0 The length of the message. 
Reg 1 The address of the first 

byte of the message. 
Reg 7 The return address to the 

user's routine. 
No diagnostics will be performed on the 

contents of the input parameters found in 
these registers. 

If the first character of a message is 
nonblank, the message will be printed on 
SYSLST and SYSLOG, and a reply is requested 
from SYSLOG. The reply, or answer byte 
given, must be one character located at the 
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symbelic address IJWxxxAN on return frem 
the message routine (xxx can be fo.und in 
Figure 5). If the first character ef a 
message is blank, the message is printed 
only en SYSLST. In either case, the first 
character ef the message is not printed. 

If a message is printed that requires a 
reply and SYSLOG is a printer, a X'FF' is 
in the answer byte (IJWxxxAN) en return 
frem the message routine. 

If SYSLST and SYSLOG are the same printer 
and the message was designated to SYSLST 
and SYSLOG, the message will only appear 
ence. 

MULTI-FILE VOLUMES (TAPE) 

The utility pregrams may be used to. build 
multi-file velumes and read frem them at 
later dates. File pesitioning will be per
formed by legical IOCS if the files are 
labeled with IBM standard labels. The 
filename, yelume-sequence, and file-sequence 
numbers must be placed in the TPLAB card so. 
that this pesitiening may be perfermed. 

xxx MEANING 

COl Card to Disk Program 

CTl Card to Tape Program 

DCI Disk to Card Program 

DOl Disk to Disk Program 

DMI Disk to Data Cell Program 

DPI Disk to Printer Program 

DTl Disk to Tape Program 

MOl Data Cell to Disk Program 

MMl Data Cell to Data Cell Program 

MPl Data Cell to Printer Program 

MTl Data Cell to Tape Program 

TCl Tape to Card Program 

TDl Tape to Disk Program 

TMl Tape to Data Cell Program 

TPl Tape to Printer Program 

TTl Tape to Tape Program 

rcp Tape Compare Program 

Figure 5. Answer Byte or Entry Peint 
Cempletiens 
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File pesitiening will net be perfermed 
fer eutput files, nenstandard labeled files, 
er unlabeled files. The pesitiening 
perfermed must be by the use ef the Magnetic 
Tape Cemmand (MTC). Reference infermatien 
en the MTC can be feund in the System Cen
trel and Service Publicatien (TOS/360) 
listed en the frent cever ef this publica
tien. 

When using the utility pregrams to. prec
cess multi-file tape input velumes the ne
rewind-optien (IN) parameter, feund in the 
utility medifierstatement, must be specified. 

MULTI-VOLUME FILES (TAPE) 

Input er eutput files to. these pregrams can 
censist ef multiple velumes. The multiple 
velume must beleng to. the same data files, 
and the centrel statement entries used to. 
precess the first velume are used to. pre
cess each successive velume. The same 
fields are checked in each velume. Each 
tape reel ef a multi-velume tape file is 
unconditienally reweund and unleaded if no. 
alternate tape drive has been assigned. In 
all ether cases the velume will be treated 
as specified by the input er eutput param
eter in the utility modifier statement. 
When alternate tape drives are specified and 
precessing is cempleted en a particular 
file the last drive precessed will beceme 
the primary drive. If a new jeb is executed 
at this time the last drive precessed will 
then beceme the primary drive unless a re
assignment of tape drives is made. 

RECORD SKIPPING 

Any number ef legical recerds (up to. 
99,999,999) may be bypassed befere prec
essing is to. be perfermed. This number can 
be indicated in a utility medifier statement 
parameter. The number indicated in the 
parameter will be the first recerd to. be 
processed. 

Recerd skipping cannet be perfermed fer 
the Cepy functien (TC) , and if specified 
fer the Cepy functien it will be ignered. 
If it is desired to. skip recerds at the be
ginning ef a file, and cepy the remainder, 
the Rebleck functien (TR) must be indicated, 
and the input-descriptien and eutput
descriptien parameters must centain identi
cal values. 

SEQUENCE NUMBERING 

Sequence generatien on card eutput can be 
indicated in the utility modifier state
ment. A field up to. ten characters leng 
can be punched into. each card. This field 



is numbered starting from 1 (with high
order zeros), and is increased by 1 for 
each succeeding card. If a sufficiently 
long field is not defined to number all of 
the cards, the number wraps around to zero 
without an error indication. The sequence 
number overlays any data selected into the 
sequence area of the card. Sequence check
ing also can be performed for card input to 
assure ascending sequence of the specified 
field. If a card is out of sequence, a 
message is written on SYSLST and processing 
continues. 

PRINTER OUTPUT 

Printer output can be in 120-, 132-, or 144-
character line length, depending on the 
printer being used. Printer output can be 
in one of two formats: Display or List. 
Examples of these formats appear in 
Appendix F. 

DATA DISPLAY 

The data-display format provides a visual 
picture of the data file. Fixed, variable, 
and undefined records can be handled, and 
the field-select option cannot be used. 
Every byte of data in the file appears in 
the printout. Only portions of the print 
line are used for data. The first twenty 
positions (columns 1-20) are reserved for 
information describing the file, such as: 
block size, block number, and record number. 
Data is normally displayed in hexadecimal 
form but may optionally be displayed in al
phameric form. A heading line can be print
ed. A scale line prints at the top and bot
tom of each page. If record length is speci
fied as fixed length or variable length, 
each logical record starts on a new line. 
The input block size prints only if the in
put length is not equal to the specified 
block size. The excess is not printed when 
the specified maximum length block size is 
exceeded. Single spacing is used between 
lines of print. 

DATA LIST 

The data-list format provides a simple ed
ited listing of the file. The entire print 
line is available for data output. Output 
is restricted to one line per logical rec
ord. Fields can be selected to be unpacked, 
converted to hexadecimal representation, 
and format the page. Data-list mode allows 
character printing only unless a hexadecimal 
field is selected through a field select 
entry. 

Page numbers normally print at the bot
tom of each page but may be suppressed. A 
heading line can optionally be printed. 

AVAILABLE I/O AREA 

These programs take advantage of up to 
l,024K positions of main storage. The maxi
mum amount of storage available as I/O area 
is the area beginning at the end of the pro
gram being run and extending to the end of 
the available storage. The available stor
age area is reduced by: 

• Field Selection 

• Reblocking 

• Supervisor. 

FIELD-SELECT 

The field-select routines are generated in 
upper storage. The instructions necessary 
to move and process each field defined 
reduce the available I/O area. 

REBLOCKING 

The reb lock routines are generated in upper 
storage. The I/O area is reduced by the 
number of instructions necessary to move 
one record. 

Note: The reblock and field-select options 
limit the I/O area as does field-select. 

SUPERVISOR 

The origin location of the utility program 
can immediately follow the supervisor. A 
large supervisor, therefore, reduces the 
I/O area. 

MINIMUM I/O AREA 

Before reduction of the I/O area, caused by 
the type of user processing to be performed, 
the programs ensure the user of the follow
ing minimum I/O areas. 

Card to Disk 

Card to Printer 
and/or Punch 

Card to Tape 

Data Cell to 
Data Cell 

Not less than 6,000 bytes. 

Not less than 4,500 bytes. 

Not less than 6,400 bytes. 

Not less than 5,500 bytes. 
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Data Cell to 2 input and 1 output areas 
Disk Not less than 5,500 bytes. 1 input and 1 output area. 

Data Cell to 
Printer Not less than 5,000 bytes. FIRST-CHARACTER FORMS CONTROL 

Data Cell to 
Tape Not less than 5,800 bytes. 

Disk to Card Not less than 5,200 bytes. 

Disk to Data 
Cell Not less than 5,500 bytes. 

Disk to Disk Not less than 5,500 bytes. 

Disk to Printer Not less than 5,000 bytes. 

Disk to Tape Not less than 5,800 bytes. 

Tape to Card Not less than 6,000 bytes. 

Tape to Data 
Cell Not less than 5,400 bytes. 

Tape to Disk Not less than 5,400 bytes. 

Tape to Printer Not less than 5,100 bytes. 

Tape to Tape Not less than 5,900 bytes. 

Clear Data Cell Enough to clear three 
tracks at one time. 

Clear Disk Enough to clear one track 
at one time. 

Tape Compare Not less than 6,000 bytes. 

The preceding core sizes are based on a 
supervisor of 6,144 'bytes. 

I/O AREA ASSIGNMENT 

If the utility program can assign two input 
or output areas, overlap of the I/O opera
tions can be performed whenever channel 
assignment permits. The utility program 
determines the method of I/O area assign
ment based on the maximum block size, the 
available I/O area, and the type of job 
being processed. 

For the copy and both print and punch 
functions, the I/O area assignments may be: 

2 input/output areas 
1 input/output area 

For the field select, reblock, reblock 
and field select, list, list and field 
select, data display, and both print and 
punch with the field select function, the 
I/O area assignments may be: 

2 input and 2 output areas 
1 input and 2 output areas 
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When first-character forms control is used, 
the first character of the data record is 
considered to be the forms-control charac
ter and is printed unless excluded by field 
selection. For fixed-length records, the 
forms-control character is the first char
acter of the logical record. For variable
length records, the forms-control character 
i$ the first character following the record
length field. First-character forms control 
is invalid for records with key fields or 
data display. This option allows a choice 
of four standards by which forms control 
can be regulated: 

The type of first-character forms-control 
character to be recognized can be indicated 
in the S parameter of the tape, disk, and 
data cell to printer programs. 

TYPE A 

Indication of Type A allows the user to use 
the character that is the command-code por
tion of the System/360 Channel Command word 
used in printing a line or spacing the forms. 
If the character is not one of the follow
ing characters, single spacing after print
ing is performed and no error indication is 
given. Printing occurs only for command 
codes which include a print in the operation. 

8-Bit Punch 
Code Combination Function 

00000001 12,9,1 

00001001 12,9,8,1 

00010001 11,9,1 

00011001 11,9,8,1 

10001001 12,0,9 

10010001 12,11,1 

Write (no automat
ic space) 

Write and space 
1 line after 
printing 

Write and space 
2 lines after 
printing 

Write and space 
3 lines after 
printing 

Write and skip 
to channel 1 
after printing 

Write and skip 
to channel 2 
after printing 



8-Bit 
Code 

10011001 

10100001 

10101001 

10110001 

10111001 

11000001 

11001001 

11010001 

11011001 

11100001 

00001011 

00010011 

00011011 

10001011 

10010011 

10011011 

10100011 

10101011 

Punch 
Combination 

12,11,9 

11,0,1 

11,0,9 

12,11,0,1 

12,11,0,9 

12,1 

12,9 

11,1 

11,9 

11,0,9,1 

12,9,8,3 

11,9,3 

Tl,9,8,3 

12,0,8,3 

12,11,3 

12,11,8,3 

11,0,3 

11,0,8,3 

Function 

Write and skip 
to channel 3 
after printing 

Write and skip 
to channel 4 
after printing 

Write and skip 
to channel 5 
after printing 

Write and skip 
to channel 6 
after printing 

Write and skip 
to channel 7 
after printing 

Write and skip 
to channel 8 
after printing 

Write and skip 
to channel 9 
after printing 

Write and skip 
to channel 10 
after printing 

Write and skip 
to channel 11 
after printing 

Write and skip 
to channel 12 
after printing 

Space 1 line 
immediately 

Space 2 lines 
immediately 

Space 3 lines 
immediately 

Skip to channel 
1 immediately 

Skip to channel 2 
immediately 

Skip to channel 3 
immediately 

Skip to channel 4 
inunediate1y 

Skip to channel 5 
immediately 

8-Bit 
Code 

10110011 

10111011 

11000011 

11001011 

11010011 

11011011 

11100011 

00000011 

TYPE B 

Punch 
Combination 

12,11,0,3 

12,11,0,8,3 

12,3 

12,0,9,8,3 

11,3 

12,11,9,8,3 

0,3 

12,9,3 

Function 

Skip to channel 6 
immediately 

Skip to channel 7 
immediately 

Skip to channel 8 
immediately 

Skip to channel 9 
immediately 

Skip to channel 
10 immediately 

Skip to channel 
11 immediately 

Skip to channel 
12 immediately 

No op 

Type B allows the user to use the d-modifier 
character of the IBM 1401 carriage-control 
instruction used in printing a line or spac
ing forms with a 1401 system. Printing oc
curs only for the d-modifiers which include 
a print in the operation. If the character 
read is not one of the valid characters, the 
line will be printed after single spacing 
and no error indication will be given. The 
codes are as follows. 

d 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

o 

# 

@ 

immediate 
skip to 

channel 1 

channel 2 

channel 3 

channel 4 

channel 5 

channel 6 

channel 7 

channel 8 

channel 9 

channel 10 

channel 11 

channel 12 

d 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

G 

H 

I 

? 

skip after 
print to 

channel 1 

channel 2 

channel 3 

channel 4 

channel 5 

channel 6 

channel 7 

channel 8 

channel 9 

channel 10 
(EBCDIC or BCDlC) 

channel 11 

channel 12 
(EBCDIC or BCDlC) 
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immediate after print-
d space d sEace 

J I space / I space 

K 2 spaces S 2 spaces 

L 3 spaces T 3 spaces 

TYPE C 

Type C allows the use of the following codes 
as first-character forms-control characters. 
If the character read is not one of the 
valid characters, the line will be printed 
with single spacing after printing and no 
error indication will be given. 

Code Space or SkiE Action 

plus (EBCDIC or , Suppress space and print. 
BCDrC) 

blank 

zero 

1-9 or J-R 

TYPE D 

Print and single space 

Double space, print, and 
space 

Triple space, print, and 
space 

Immediate skip, to chan
nel 1-9, (that is, 1 or 
J=skip to channell; 2 or 
K=skip to channel 2; etc), 
print (and then space). 

Type D allows the use of the ASA FORTRAN 
first character forms control set. If the 
character read is not one of the valid 
characters, the line will be printed with 
single spacing before printing and no error 
indication will be given. 

Code 

blank 

o 

+ ~EBCDIC or 
BCDIC) 

1 

Space or Skip Action 

Space one line before 
printing 

Space two lines before 
printing 

Space three lines before 
printing 

Suppress space before 
printing 

Skip to Channel 1 before 
printing 

2 Skip to Channel 2 before 
printing 
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Code Space or Skip Action 

3 Skip to Channel 3 before 
printing 

4 Skip to Channel 4 before 
printing 

5 Skip to Channel 5 before 
printing 

6 Skip to Channel 6 before 
printing 

7 Skip to Channel 7 before 
printing 

8 Skip to Channel 8 before 
printing 

9 Skip to Channel 9 before 
printing 

A Skip to Channel 10 before 
printing 

B Skip to Channel 11 before 
printing 

C Skip to Channel 12 before 
printing 

SYSLST/SYS005 Carriage Control 

When separate printers are assigned to 
SYSLST and SYS005, or the same device is 
assigned to both, consideration must be 
given to determine the controlling factor 
in carriage control skipping. The follow
ing shows the possible printer assignments 
and the determining carriage control 
factors. 

PRINTER ASSIGNMENT 

SYSLST as a separate 
printer. 

SYS005 as a separate 
printer. 

SYSLST and SYS005 as 
the same printer. 

CONTROL FACTORS 

LINECT (line count) 
operand in the SET 
command. 

Sensing either chan
nel 12 or the proper 
first character forms 
control character. 

First character forms 
control character or 
if none is present 
the LINECT operand in 
the SET command. 
Channel 12 will not 
be detected. 



FIRST CHARACTER STACKER-SELECT CONTROL 

First Character Stacker-Select Control can 
be specified for the tape and disk to card 
programs. The stacker-select control char
acter must be the first character of the 
data portion of the record and is punched 
unless excluded by field-select. These 
characters cause the indicated action, and 
any other character will cause the selec
tion of pocket 1. 

Character Action 

v Select pocket 1 

w Select pocket 2 

UTILITY-MODIFIER STATEMENT 

This statement is used with the logical 
file-to-file programs, and allow~ the user 
to describe the input file that is to be 
processed and the output file that is de
sired. If the statement is present and 
optional parameters are left out, assumed 
values are used. 

When a file is to be copied without 
change, it is possible to use the program 
without the presence of a utility-modifier. 
All record statement formats (fixed length, 
variable length, undefined) may be copied 
without change as long as maximum block 
sizes do not exceed the 'assumed values of 
the particular program. If assumed values 
are exceeded, the output block is truncated. 

Following these identifiers the desired 
parameters are indicated. Each parameter 
must be followed by a comma except the last 
parameter, which must be followed by at 
least one blank. The optional parameters 
[Ix,Ox,Px,Q=(x,y),Rx,Sx] can be omitted 
from the utility-modifier statement, and 
assumed values are made. Commas should not 
be entered to indicate omitted parameters. 

Tt 

The first parameter, indicated by Tt in the 
general format, describes the type of func
tion to be performed. The letter T is 
entered to identify this parameter and is 
followed by one or two additional charac
ters to indicate the type of function to 
be performed. This parameter is required 
in all utility modifier statements. 

TC Copy. 
TF Field-Select. 
TR Reblock. 
TRF Reblock and Field-Select. 

For printer output programs: 

TD Data Display (a byte-for-byte 
representation of the file). 

TL List (an edited representation of the 
file). 

TLF List and Field-Select. 

For printed and punched output with the 
Card-to-Printer and/or Punch program. 

The values the program assumes are unique TB· Both print and punch. 
Both print and punch with Field-Select. to each program and are given in the dis- TBF 

cussion of each program. 

The general format of the utility
modifier statement is: 

//bUxxbTt,Ff,A=(input),B=(output),Ix,Ox,Px, 
Q=(x,y) ,Rx,Sx 

Figure 6 shows detailed information of 
the entries in the utility-modifier state
statement. 

//bUxxb 

//bU Identifies this as a utility
modifier control statement. 
(The letter b always indi
cates a blank space.) 

These are the initials of the 
program and can be omitted if 
this statement is to be used 
with more than one program. 

Ff 

The second parameter indicated by Ff in the 
general format describes the format of the 
records to be processed for input and out
put. This parameter is required in all 
utility modifier statements. 

The letter F is entered to identify this 
parameter, and is followed by an additional 
letter to indicate the exact record format: 

FF 
FV 
FU 

Fixed-length records. 
Variable-length records. 
Undefined-length records. 

A=(INPUT RECORD AND/OR BLOCK LENGTH) 

The third parameter indicated in the gen
eral format is the input-file description. 
This parameter is required in all utility 
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PARAMETER 

Function 
Tt 

Format 
Ff 

Input 
Description 

Output 
Description 

Figure 6. 

POSSIBLE 
FORMS 

TC 
TF 
TR 
TRF 
TD 
TL 
TLF 
TB 
TBF 

FF 
FV 
FU 

A=(n,m) 

ENTRIES 

T 

C 

F 

R 

RF 

D 

L 

LF 

B 

BF 

F 

F 

V 

U 

A= 

EXPLANATION 

The initial T identifies this as the type of function parameter. 

Copy 

Field Select 

Reblock 

Reblock and Field Select 

Display 

list 

list and Field Select 

Both print and punch 

Both print and punch with field select. 

The leading F of these three possible forms identifies this as the format parameter. 

The second F must be indicated for fixe.d-Iength records. 

The letter V must be indicated for variable-length records. 

The letter U must be indicated for undefined records. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

(n,m) For fixed-length input records, the input record length (the letter n) and the input block length 

A=(K=I, D-,-I) A= 

(K=I,D=I) 

A=(g} A= 

(g) 

B:-(n,m) B= 

(n,m) 

B=(K=I, D=I) B= 

(K=I,D=I) 

B=(g) B= 

(the letter m) must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. For field select with 
variable-length input records, the fixed portion of each input record (the letter n) and the maximum 
block length (the letter m) must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

For fixed-length DASD input records with keys, the letter K and symbol = must precede the length 
of the key field. The letter D and symbol = must precede the length of the data field. These two 
fields must be separated by a comma and enclosed in parentheses. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

For undefined input records or variable input records without field select, the maximum block 
length must be enclosed in parentheses. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the output-description parameter. 

For fixed-length output records, the output record length (the letter n) and the output block 
length (the letter m) must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. For field select 
with variable-length output records, the fixed portion of each output record (the letter n) and 
the maximum output block length (the letter m) must be enclosed in parentheses and separated 
by a comma. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the output-description parameter. 

For fixed-length DASD output records with keys, the letter K and symbol = must precede the length 
ofthe key field. The letter D and symbol = must precede the length of the data field. These two 
fields must be separated by a comma and enc losed in parentheses. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the output-description parameter. 

Utility-Modifier Statement Parameters (Part 1 of 2) 
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PARAMETER POSSIBLE 
FORMS 

ENTRIES EXPLANA TlON 

(g) For undefi ned output records or variable input records without fiel d se lect, the max imum block length 
must be enclosed in parentheses. 

B=(p) B= This letter and symbol indicate this is the output-description parameter. 

(p) For printer output the size of the print line (120, 132, 144) must be entered. 

B=(n,p) B= This letter and symbol indicate this is the output description parameter. 

(n,p) For field select of variable length records with printer output records, the fixed portion of each 
output record (the letter n) and the size of the print line(the letter p) must be enclosed in 
parentheses and separated by a comma. 

Optional Ix These parameters are unique to each program and are explained under the discussions of the 
Ox individual programs. 
Sx 
Px 
Rx 
Q=(x,y) 

Figure 6. Utility-Modifier Statement Parameters (Part 2 of 2) 
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modifier statements and is entered in one 
of three forms: 

A=(n,m) 

A=(n,m) 
A=(K=l,D=l) 
A=(g) 

This form is indicated for fixed-length 
records without key fields and variable
length input records with field select 
without key fields. The letter A and sym
bol = identify this as the input-file 
description parameter. The (n,m) ind~cates 
that the input record length or the flxed 
portion of variable-length records (the, 
letter n) and input-block length or max7-
mum block length (the letter m) for varl
able records should be entered, separated 
by a comma and enclosed in parentheses. 
If a fixelinput record length is 50 char
acters long and the block length is 250 
characters long, the input parameter must 
be entered A=(50,250), and must be fol
lowed by a comma to separate this param
eter from the one following. 

A=(K=l,D=l) 

This form of the input-file description 
parameter is indicated for fixed-length DASD 
records when key fields are present. The 
letter A and symbol = identify this as the 
input-file description. The (K=l,D=l) 
indicates that the letter K and symbol 
are followed by the length of the key, and 
that the letter D and symbol = are followed 
by the length of the data field. These must 
be separated by a comma and enclosed within 
parentheses. If a DASD-input record has a 
key length of 10 and data field length of 
60, the input parameter must be entered 
A=(K=10,D=60), and must be followed by a 
comma to separate this parameter from the 
one to follow. 

A=(g) 

Undefined input records and variable-length 
records without field select must be indi
cated in this form. The letter A and the 
symbol = identify this as the input-file 
description. The (g) indicates that the 
maximum input-block length is to be entered 
in parentheses. If a file of undefined 
records contains a maximum block length of 
300, the input parameter must be entered 
A=(300), and must be followed by a comma 
to separate this parameter from the one 
following. 
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B=(OUTPUT RECORD AND/OR BLOCK LENGTH) 

The fourth parameter indicated in the gen
eral format is the output-file description, 
and is entered in one of four forms, similar 
to the input parameter. 

The four forms are: 

B=(n,m) 

B=(n,m) 
B=(K=l,D=l) 
B={g) 
B=(p) 

This form is indicated for fixed-length 
records without key fields and variable
length records with field select without key 
fields. The letter B and the symbol = 
identify this as the output-file descrip
tion parameter. The (n,m) indicates that 
the output record length or the fixed por
tion of variable length records (the letter 
n) and the output block length or maximum 
block length (the letter m) for variable
length r~cords should be entered, separa
ted by a comma and enclosed in parentheses. 
If a fixed-length output record length is 
50'characters long and the block length is 
250 characters long, the output parameter 
must be entered B=(50,250), and must be 
followed by a comma if another parameter is 
to follow. 

B=(K=l,D=l) 

This form of the output-file description 
parameter is indicated for fixed-length DASD 
records when key fields are present. The 
letter B and symbol = identify this as the 
output file description. The (K=l,D=l) 
indicates that the letter K and symbol 
are followed by the length of the key, and 
the letter D and symbol = are followed by 
the length of the data field. These must be 
separated by a comma and enclosed within 
parentheses. If a DASD output record has a 
key length of 10 and a data-field length of 
60, the output parameter must be entered 
B=(K=10,D=60), and must be followed by a 
comma if another parameter is to follow. 

B=(p) 

This form of the output-file description 
parameter is indicated for printer output 
programs. The letter B and the symbol = 
identify this as the output-file description. 
The (p) indicates the size of the print line 
(120, 132, or 144). 



B={n,p) 

This form of the output-file description 
parameter is indicated for printer output--
programs with field select of variable
length records. The letter n indicates the 
last print position that may be used for 
field selection. If copy variable is to be 
performed, the variable portion of the rec
ord will follow the nth print position. The 
last print position (the letter n) and the 
size of the print line (the letter p) must 
be enclosed in parentheses and separated by 
a comma. 

Undefined output records and variable-length 
records without field select must be indica
ted in this form. The letter B and the sym
bol = identify this as the output file de
scription. The (g) indicates that the maxi
mum output-block length is to be entered 
within parentheses. If an output file of 
undefined records is to contain a maximum 
block length of 300, the outpu~ parameter 
must be entered B=(300), and must be fol
lowed by a comma if another parameter is to 
follow. 

PARAMETER COMBINATIONS 

The record-format, input-file description, 
and output-fi1e-description parameters allow 
for these possible forms in which they can 
be presented: 

FF,A={n,m) ,B=(n,m) 
FF ,A= (K=l, 0=1) ,B= (n,m) 
FF,A={n,m) ,B=(K=l,D=l) 
FF,A=(K=l,D=l) ,B=(K=l,D=l) 
FV,A=(n,m) ,B=(n,m) 
FV,A=(g) ,B=(g) 
FU, A= ( g) ,B= (g) 

The optional parameters [Ix,Ox,Px, 
Q=(x,y),Rx, and Sx] are unique to 
each program and are explained under 
the discussions of the individual 
programs. 

For printer output, there are five addi
tional forms: 

FF,A~(n,m),B=(p) 
FF,A=(K=l,D=l) ,B=(p) 
FV,A=(g),B=(p) 
FU ,A= (g) ,B;= (p) 
FV,A=(n,m) ,B=(n,p) 

FIELD SELECT STATEMENT 

With the choice of this option, a field in 
each input record or the fixed portion for 
variable-length records can be moved to a 

different relative location in the corres
ponding output record. Those areas of the 
output record that are not filled with se-

_~~ected fields are blank X'40'. A selected 
field can be moved in the following ways: 

• Moved without change. 

• Moved and converted from zoned to 
packed decimal. 

• Moved and converted from packed to 
zoned decimal. 

• Moved and converted to hexadecimal 
for printer output. 

Converting a field causes the output 
field to be smaller or larger than the in
put field. A field converted to hexadeci
mal representation for printer output re
quires twice the amount of area as that 
required for input. 

When field-select is used, only those 
bytes in the input record that are selected 
will be transferred to the output record. 
It is therefore possible with field-select 
to ignore certain fields and have them 
dropped from the output record. The section 
of a variable-length record that is not de
fined as the fixed portion can be copied 
onto the output record. As a result of 
dropping fields or changing field formats, 
it is possible to have output records of a 
length different from the input records. 

The utility programs generate the neces
sary instructions for this option. This 
technique provides optimum performance for 
the user. 

A KEY FIELD can be selected from or 
placed iT! co the key portion of a DASD 
record. The field that is selected must 
be completely contained within the key 
field or data field. A field that is placed 
in a key fiela or data field must be placed 
entirely in the key portion or the data 
portion of the record. Fields are selected, 
or placed, relative to one of the first 
byte of either the key, or data field. 

The field-select control statement 
provides the information for the file-to
file programs to transfer fields from an 
input record to the same or a different 
relative location of the output record. 
As many field-select statements as necessary 
may be used. If punched in cards each card 
need not be filled even if additional field
select cards follow. The field selected 
must be complete on one statement. Field
select can be performed on any portion of 
fixed-length records; however, only fields 
within the fixed portion of each variable
length record can be selected. 
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The fixed-length portion of a variable
length record is the initial section of a 
record that is common to all records. The 
first four bytes of this fixed portion is 
always the record-length indication. 

For nonprinter programs involving 
variable-length records, the record length 
is generated into the first four bytes of 
each output record. The generation of this 
field prohibits field selection from being 
performed in this area. When performing 
field selection with non-printer, variable
or fixed-length records, the rand t in 
the field selection parameter (r,s,t) are 
relative to the first byte of the record, 
which includes the 4-byte record length 
indication. 

For printer programs (list mode) involv
ing variabl~-length records, the record
length indication is not generated into the 
output record unless field selected. When 
printer output field selecting of variable
length records is performed, the r in the 
field selection parameter (r,s,t) is rela
tive to the first byte of the record in
cluding the 4-byte record length indication, 
and the t is relative to the first print 
position of the print line. The remainder 
of the variable-length record can be copied 
onto the output record if indicated in the 
field-select statement. The format and 
contents of this statement are: 

Contents 

IlbFSb 

r,s,tl 

/lbFSbr,s,t/r,s,t/r,s,t 

.Explana tion 

lib identify this as a 
control statement. 
FS identify this as a 
field-select control 
statement. 

r indicates the starting 
position relative to one, 
of the field in the input 
record to be selected. 
For binary records, this 
number is relative to the 
record as it appears in 
main storage, not on 
the statement. 

, (comma) separates the 
entries in the parameter. 

s indicates the length of 
the field in bytes. 

, separator 

t indicates the starting 
position relative to one, 
of the output record. 
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I (slash) separates se
lected fields. 

When a field is to be selected from a 
key field (DASD input), the letter K fol
lowed by a comma and the starting position 
of the field to be selected must be placed 
in parentheses. 

Example: //bFSb(K,r) ,s,t 

When a field is to be placed into a key 
field (DASD output), the letter K followed 
by a comma and the starting position of the 
field in the output record must be placed 
in parentheses. 

Example: l/bFSbr,s,(K,t) 

When a field is to be selected from a 
key field (DASD input) and is to be placed 
into a key field (DASD output), the start
ing position of the field in the input rec
ord and output record must be preceded by 
the letter K and a comma, and enclosed in 
parentheses. 

Example: IlbFSb(K,r) ,s, (K,t) 

The other operations: pack, unpack, and 
convert-to-hexadecimal, are defined in the 
field-length portion of the parameter. 
These operations are independent of whether 
the field source or destination is a key. 

PACK 

When the input field is to be packed before 
it is placed in the output record (invalid 
for printer output), the field-select param
eter will appear in this form: 

r, (l?,n,m),t 

P identifies the pack operation; 
n is the size of the input field; 
m is the size of the output field. 

UNPACK 

When the input field is to be unpacked be
fore it is placed in the output record, the 
field-select parameter will appear in this 
form: 

r, (U,n,m)t 

U identifies the unpack operation; 
n is the size of the input field; 
m is the size of the output field. 



HEXADECIMAL 

When a program ha~ printed output, the 
field selected may be printed in hexadeci
mal representation. This operation is in
dicated as follows: 

r,(X,n),t 

X identifies the hexadecimal operation; 
n is the size of the input field. Only 
the field length of the input is neces
sary for this operation because the out
put length will always be assumed to be 
twice as large. X and n are enclosed in 
parentheses and separated by a comma. 

COpy VARIABLE 

When the section of a variable-length rec
ord not defined as the fixed portion, is to 
be copied, the letters CV (copy variable) 
must be present in the field-seJect control 
statement. If this entry is made when proc
essing records that have been defined as 
fixed length, an error will be indicated. 
The CV entry can be entered as one of the 
following: 

• Before the first field to be selected 

• Between selected fields 

• Following selected fields 

Examples: //bFSbCV/r,s,t 
//bFSbr,s,t/CV/r,s,t 
//bFSbr,s,t/r,s,t/CV 

The variable section of the record is 
placed in the output record following the 
fixed portion of the record as defined in 
the output description parameter. 

PRINT HEADER 

A heading line can be printed, for programs 
with printer output. Header lines are ig
nored if first-character forms control is 
specified. A maximum of two statements can 
be used to indicate the heading line de
sired. The second statement need not be 
entered if the first statement contains all 
of the desired information. The first 
statement is entered //bHlb (followed by the 
information to be printed in print positions 
1-74). The second statement is entered 
//bH2b (followed by the information to be 
printed in the rest of the heading line). 

This statement must be the last of the 
utility-control statements in the 
program. 

//b 

END 

EXAMPLES 

//bEND 

Indicates that this is 
a control statement. 

Indicates the last 
utility-modifier control 
statement. 

The following are examples of utility
modifier-statement and field-select state
ment preparation (one card-to-tape, two 
tape-to-tape, and one disk-to-disk) for 
creating a file of fixed-length records for 
testing, from a payroll file. 

CARD TO TAPE 

The input file contains 8 fields. The 
fields numbered' .2,7,8,4, and 3 are to be 
moved in that order, to the output area, 
and fields 2,4,7, and 8 are to be packed 
while being moved. 

1. Name in positions 1-15. 

2. Hourly rate in positions 16-20. 

3. Number of dependents is 21-22. 

4. Earnings to date in positions 23-30. 

5. Address in positions 31-66. 

6. Date of service in positions 67-71. 

7. Hours worked in positions 72-74. 

8. Weekly earnings in positions 75-80. 

The utility-modifier statement is entered 
as: 

//bUCTbTF,FF,A=(80,80) ,B=(80,80) 

The field-select statement is entered as: 

//bFSbl,15,1/16, (P,5,3) ,16/72, (P,3,4) ,19/ 
75, (P,6,4) ,21/23, (P,8,S) ,25/21,2,30 
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Tape to Tape 

The input-file format is the same as the 
card-to-tape program. If an exact copy is 
to be made of the input file, a field
select statement is not needed. 

10. Weekly earnings in positions 80-S5. 

11. positions 86-100 unused. 

Utility-modifier statement is entered as: 

//bUDDbTF,FF,A~(K=lO,D;:::lOO} ,B=(K=10,D=3l} 
The utility-modifier statement is entered: 

as: 

//bUTTbTC,FF,A=(80,SO} ,B=(SO,80} 

TAPE TO TAPE 

The input file contains variable-length 
records. The minimum length logical rec
ord is twenty-four bytes, and the maximum 
block length is 300 bytes. The fixed por
tion of the logical record is defined as 
24 bytes and consists of two ten-byte fields 
and the record-length field. The two ten
byte fields are to be interchanged, and the 
variable portion of each logical record is 
to be copied. 

The utility modifier statement is entered 
as: 

//bUTTbTF,FV,A=(24,300} ,B=(24,300} 

The field-select statement is entered as: 

//brSb5,10,15/l5,lO,5/CV 

DISK TO DISK 

The input file contains 9 data fields and 
a key field. The first field (1) is the 
key field and is to be transferred to the 
output key field. Field 2 is to be dropped. 
Fields 3,4,9,10,6, and 5, in that order, 
are to be transferred to the output record. 
Fields 4,5,6,9, and 10 are to be packed 
while being moved. 

1. Man number in positions 1-10 of the 
ten-position key field. 

2. Department number in positions 1-5. 

3. Name in positions 6-20. 

4. Hourly rate in positions 21-25. 

Field-select control statements are 
entered as: 

//bFSb(K,l) ,10, (K,1)/6,15,1/2l, (P,5,3) ,16 

KEY FIELDS 

DASD processing begins in the area of DASD 
indicated in the XTENT statement as the 
lower limit, and continues consecutively 
until the upper limit or EOF is reached. 
A field can be selected from, or placed into, 
the key portion of a DASD record. The field 
that is selected must be completely con
tained within the key field or data field. 
A field that is placed in a key field or a 
data field must be placed entirely in the 
key portion or data portion of the record. 
DASD files without keys are handled with
out consideration to the key field, and 
can be thought of as being similar to tape 
files. 

Disk files with key fields require in
formation unique to key-field processing. 
The records must be fixed-length and un
blocked or one of the following types of 
records identified as an undefined record: 

Fixed-length blocked 
Variable-length blocked or unblocked 
Undefined. 

The records identified as undefined rec
ords with keys are restricted to being 
copied or dis~layed and are valid for DASD
to-DASD and DASD-to-printer programs only. 

DASD FILES WITH KEY FIELDS (FIXED-LENGTH 
UNBLOCKED) 

Key fields are only valid for: 

5. • Number of dependents in positions 26-27. 
DASD input 

6. Earnings to date in 28-35. 

7. Address in positions 37-71. 

S. Date of service in positions 72-76. 

9. Hours worked in positions 77-79. 
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• 
• 
• 

DASD output 

DASD input and DASD output 

DASD input and printer output (printer 
output is capable of printing key 
fields). 



DASD to Card or Tape 

To transfer data from DASD to card or tape, 
field-select must be used to transfer the 
key field to a data field f~r output .. De
pending upon the output deslred, certaln 
information is required. 

Tape Output 

1. Field-select must be used. 

2. Reblocking and field-select to
gether can be specified for blocked 
output records. 

Card Output 

1. Field-select must be used. 

2. Reblocking and field-select together 
are not valid because disk input 
is unblocked and card output must 
be unblocked. 

Card or Tape to DASD 

When data is transferred from card or tape 
to DASD, field-select must be used to create 
the key field for output. Depending upon 
the output desired, certain information is 
required. 

Card Input 

1. Field-select must be used. 

2. Reblocking and field-select to
gether are not valid, because card 
input and disk output must both be 
unblocked. 

Tape Input 

1. Field-select must be used. 

2. Reblocking and field-select to
gether must be specified when the 
input is blocked. 

DASD to Printer 

When a DASD file is printed, it is possible 
to print the key fields by either the dis
play or list print format. 

Display: 

List: 

The key field must be specrfied 
on the utility-modifier card in 
the format (K=l,D=l). This will 
~ause the key and data field both 
to be printed out. 

Field-select can be used to select 
a field from the key for printing. 
If field-select is not used, the 
key and data must fit on the print 
line. 

DASD to DASD 

When records from DASD to DASD are trans
ferred, with these key field conditions, 
the following functions can be performed: 

Copy: 

Field
serect: 

The file is transferred without 
change. 

The file can be transferred with: 

Data fields dropped or rearranged. 
Record length changed. 
Key fields changed. 

Key fields on input and no key fields on 
output. 

Field
sere"Ct: 

Reblock 
and Field-

Field-select must be used to: 

Either remove the key field from 
the data, or 

Remove the key field and drop or 
rearrange data fields. 

Remove the key field and change 
the record length. 

select: This function can be used to do 
those options under field-select 
and provide blocked output records. 

No Key on Input and Key on Output 
(Unblocked Input). 

Field
seleCt: Field-select must be used to: 

Create key fields, 

Create key fields and drop or 
rearrange data fields, 

Create key fields and change the 
record length. 

No Key on Input and Key on Output 
(Blocked Input). 

Reblock 
and Field-
select: This function must be used to do 

those options under field-select 
and provide unblocked output. 

DASD FILES WITH KEY FIELDS (UNDEFINED) 

Copy and Display are the only valid func
tions that can be performed. The unde~ 
fined-with-keys format is valid only for 
the DASD-to-DASD program and the DASD-to
printer program. 
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CARD TO DISK 

The card-to-disk program transfers the con
tents of a card file from cards to an area 
of disk. The cards may be punched in ex
tended binary coded decimal or in binary. 
The input records must be fixed-length un
blocked, and each logical record must fit 
on one card. The maximum-size input record 
is 80 bytes, or 160 for binary. 

These files may be copied, reblocked, 
field-selected, or reblocked and field
selected. 

UTILITY-MODIFIER STATEMENT 

This statement contains information requir
ed for the operation of this program. If 
this statement is omitted from the program, 
the following parameters are assumed: 

IlbUbTC,FF,A=(80,80) ,B=(80,80),Il,OY,Rl 

The format and entries for the utility
modifier statement for this program are: 

IlbUCDbTt,FF,A=(input) ,B=(output), 
Ix,Ox,Q=(x,y),Rx 

Figure 7 shows detailed information of 
the entries in the utility-modifier state
ment for the card-to-disk program. 

IlbU 

COb 

Reason 

These entries identify this 
as a utility-modifier 
statement. 

The initials of the program. 
These initials can be omit
ted if the statement is to 
be used for more than one 
program. 

FIELD-SELECT STATEMENT 

The field-select control statement provides 
the information for the file-to-file pro
gram to transfer fields from an input rec
ord to the same or to a different relative 
location of the output record. As many 
field-select statements as necessary may be 
used. If punched in cards each card need 
not be filled even if additional field
select cards follow. The field selected 
must be complete in one statement. The for
mat and contents of this statement are: 

Contents 

IlbFSb 

IlbFSbr,s,t/r,s,t/r,s,t 

Explanation 

I/b identify this as a con
trol statement. FS identifies 
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Contents 

r,s,t/ 

Explanation 

this as a field-select 
control statement. 

r indicates the starting 
position relative to one, 
of the field in the input 
reGord to the selected. For 
binary records this number 
is relative to the record 
as it appears in core, not 
on the card. 

, (comma) separates the en
tries in the parameter. 

s indicates the length of 
the field in bytes. 

, separator. 

t indicates the starting 
position relative to one, 
of the output record. 

I (slash) separates selected 
fields. 

When a field is to be placed into a key 
field (disk output), the letter K followed 
by a comma and the starting position of the 
field in the output record must be placed 
in parentheses. 

Example: /lbFSbr,s, (K,t) 

PACK 

When the input field is to be packed before 
it is placed in the output record, the 
field-select parameter will appear in this 
form: 

r,(P,n,m),t 

P identifies the pack operation; 
n is the size of the input fie~d; 
m is the size of the output field. 

UNPACK 

When the input field is to be unpacked be
fore it is placed in the output record, the 
field-select parameter will appear in this 
form: 

r, (U,n,m) It 

U identifies the unpack operation; 
n is the size of the input field; 
m is the size of the output field. 



PARAMETER 

Function 
Tt 

FOJTllat 
Ff 

Input 
Description 

Output 
Description 

Card Input 
Ix 

Disk Check 
Ox 

Sequence
numbering 
Q=(x,y) 

First Record 
Rx 

Figure 7. 

POSSIBLE 
FORMS 

TC 
TF 
TR 
TRF 

FF 

A=(n,m) 

B=(n/m) 

ENTRIES 

T 

C 

f 

R 

RF 

F 

F 

A= 

(n,m) 

B= 

(n,m) 

B=(K=I,D=I) B= 

11 
12 

OY 
ON 

Q=(x,y) 

Rx 

(K=I,D=I) 

2 

o 

y 

N 

Q= 

x 

y 

R 

x 

EXPLANATION 

The initial T identifies this as the type of function parameter. 

Copy 

Field Select 

Reblock 

Reblock and Field Select 

The initial F of th is form identifies this as the format parameter. 

The second F of the form must be indicated for fixed-length records. 

The letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

For fixed-length output records, the output record length (the letter n) and the output block length 
(the letter m) must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. 

Th is letter and symbol indicate th is is the output-description parameter. 

For fixed-length output records, the output record length (the letter n) and the output block length 
(the letter m) must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the output-description parameter. 

For fixed-length disk output records wifh keys, the letter K and symbol = must precede the length 
of the key field. The letter 0 and symbol = must precede the length of the data field. These two 
fields must be separated by a comma and enclosed in parentheses. 

The first letter in these forms identifies this parameter. 

EBCDIC input. 

Binary input. 

The first letter in these forms identifies this parameter. 

Write-disk check. 

Do not write-disk check. 

Th is first letter and symbol identify this parameter. 

This represents the first position of a field in a card (relative to one) for sequence-numbering (1 or 2 
digits). 

Separator. 

This represents the length of the field (maximum 10). The (x,y) portion of this parameter must be 
enclosed in parentheses. 

The first letter in this form identifies this parameter. 

This represents the position of the first logical input record to be output (x-l records will be by 
passed). If the file is to be copied, the function parameter must be indicated to be reblocked 
and the input-and output file description parameters must contain identical values. 

Card-to-Disk Utility-Modifier Statement 
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CONTROL STATEMENT STREAM 

A sample control statement input stream for 
running the card-to-disk program from the 
relocatable disk resident library follows; 
device and file descriptions are peculiar 
to the job being run. 

//bJOBbEXAMPLE 
//bASSGNbSYSLNK,X'190' 
//bASSGNbSYSOOl,X'180' 
//bASSGNbSYS004,X'00A' 
//bASSGNbSYS009,X'19l' 
//bOPTIONbLINK 
bINCLUDEbIJWCD 
bPHASEbCDDK5,IJWCDCS2,NOAUTO 
bINCLUDEbUSERLABR (module name for user's 

label processing routine) 
bENTRY 
//bEXECbLNKEDT 
//bUPSlbOOOlOOOO (standard and user-standard 

labels on input and output) 
//bVOLbSYS009,UOUT 
//bDLABb'DISKbFILEb ... bl006801',b ... bC 

(col. 54 t) (col. 72 t) 
b ..• bOOOl,66030,66030,'bSYSTEMbCODEb' 

(col.16 t) 
//bXTENTb128,0,000120004,000140007, 

'00680l',SYS009 
//bEXEC 
//bUCDbTF,FF,A=(80,80) ,B=(K=26,D=80) 
//bFSbl,80,1/30,26,(K,1) 
//bEND 

(data cards on SYS004) 
/* 
/& 
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Input records to this program must be f~xed 
length and unblocked. Card input and out
put can be either EBCDIC or binary, except 
when both printing and punching. For both 
printing and punching it must be EBCDIC. 
Card to Punch requires the 1/2-4/ burst 
mode switch of the 2821 to be in 2-4, or 
burst setting, to allow maximum throughput 
speed on the 2540. 

CARD TO PRINTER 

The card-to-printer program can produce 
printed output in two formats (display and 
list). Sequence checking is performed on 
the input. 

DISPLAY 

The card-to-printer program with the dis
play option transfers the contents of a 
card file to a printer with each record be
ing placed on one print line. The ~ield~ 
select option cannot be performed wlth dlS
play. In this format the first 20 posi- . 
tions of the print line are reserved for In
formation describing the file. When hexa
decimal printout is called for, the entire 
card is printed on two lines. 

LIST 

The input records to this program are trans
ferred to the printer with each record be
ing fully printed. The field-select option 
may be used. The full print line is avail
able for printing. When hexadecimal print
out is called for, the output-record size 
is bound by the size of the print line. 

CARD TO PUNCH 

The card-to-punch program can accept input 
records punched in either EBCDIC or binary. 
Output records may also be in either EBCDIC 
or binary. The records may be copied or 
field selected. Sequence fields are gen
erated but input is not checked. 

CARD TO PRINTER AND PUNCH 

This program allows EBCDIC input and output 
records. Printed output is in the list for
mat. Sequence fields are generated but 
input is not checked. 

CARD TO PRINTER AND/OR PUNCH 

UTILITY-MODIFIER STATEMENT 

This statement contains information requir
ed for the operation of this program. If 
this statement is omitted from the program, 
both printing and punching will be perform
ed, and the following parameters are assum
ed: 

Card to Punch: 

//bUbTB,FF,A=(80,80),B=(80,80),II,Ol,S2,Rl 

Card to Printer: 

//bUbTB,FF,A=(80,80),B=(120) ,Il,OC,PY,S2,RI 

The format and entries for the utility
modifier statement are: 

Card to Punch: 

//bUCPbTt,FF,A=(n,m),B=(a,b),Ix,bx,Rx,Sx.,Q=(X,y) 

Card to Printer: 

//bUCPbTt,FF,A=(n,m),B=(p),Ix,Ox,Px,Rx,Sx,Q=(x,y) 

Card to Printer and Punch: 

//bUCPbTt,FF,A=(n,m),B=(a,b) ,Ix,Px,Rx,Sx,Q=(x,y) 

Figure 8 shows detailed information of 
the entries in the utility-modifier state
ment for the card-to-printer and/or punch 
program. 

//bU 

CPb 

Reason 

These entries identify this 
as a utility-modifier 
statement. 

The initials of the program. 
These initials can be omit
ted if the statement is to 
be used for more than one 
program. 

FIELD-SELECT STATEMENT 

The field-select control statement provides 
the information for the file-to-file pro
gram to transfer fields from an input rec
ord. As many field-select statements as 
necessary may be used. If punched in cards 
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POSSIBLE 
PARAMETER FORMS· ENTRIES EXPLANATION 

Function 18 T The initial T identifies this as the type of function parameter. 
Tt TBF 

TC 8 Both print and punch. 
TO 
TF BF Both print and punch with Field select 
TL 
TLF C Copy (punch output only) 

0 Display 

F Field Select (punch output only) 

L List 

LF List and Field Select 

Format 
Ff FF F The initial F of this form identifies this as the format parameter. 

F The second F of the form must be indicated for fixed-length records. 

Input 
. Description A=(n,m) A= This letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

(n,m) For fixed-length input records, the input length (the letter n) and the input block length (the letter 
m) must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. 

Output 
Description B=(n,m) 8= This letter and symbol indicate this is the output-description parameter. 

(n,m) For fixed-length output records, the output record length (the letter n) and the output block length 
(the letter m) must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. 

B=(p) 8= This letter and symbol indicate this as the output-description parameter. 

(p) For printer output, the size of the print line (120, 132, or 144) must be entered. 

Card Input 
Ix 11 I The first letter in these forms identifies this parameter. 

12 
1 EBCDIC input. 

2 8inary input. 

Printer or 01 0 The first letter in these forms identifies this parameter. For printer output, the type of output 
Punch 0 utpu1 02 indicated by the field-select parameter (hexadecimal or character) overrides this parameter. 
Ox OX 

OC 1 E8CDIC output (punch only). 

2 Binary output (punch only). 

X Hexadecimal output (printer only). 

C Character output (pri nter only) • 

Page PY P The first letter in these forms identifies this parameter. 
Numbering 
Px PN Y Number pages. 

N Do not number pages. 

Figure 8. Card-to-Printer and/o'"r Punch Utility-Modifier Statement (Part 1 of 2) 
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PARAMETER 

Sequence-
numbering 
Q=(x,y) 

First Record 
Rx 

Spacing and 
Stacker 
Control 
Sx 

Figure 8. 

POSSIBLE 
FORMS 

Q=(x,y) 

Rx 

51 
52 
53 

ENTRIES 

Q= 

x 

y 

R 

x 

5 

2 

3 

EXPLANATION 

The first letter and symbol identify this parameter. 

This represents the position of a field in a card (relative to one) for sequence-numbering (l or 2 
digits). 

Separator. 

This represents the length of the field (maximum 10). The (x,y) portion of this parameter must be 
enclosed in parentheses. 

The first letter in this form identifies this parameter. 

Th is represents the position of the first logical input record to be output (x-1 records will be by
passed). If the file is to be copied, the function parameter must be indicated to be reblocked and 
the input and output file description parameters must contain identical values. 

This letter in these forms identifies this parameter. 

Printer output: Single spacing. 
Punch output: Select stacker 1 • 
Printer and Punch: Printer control only. 

Printer output: Double spacing. 
Punch output: Select stacker 2. 
Printer and Punch: Printer control only. 

Printer output: Triple spacing. 
Punch output: Invalid 
Printer and Punch: Printer control only. 

Card-to-Printer and/or Punch Utility-Modifier Statement (Part 2 of 2) 
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each card need not be filled even if addi
tional field-select cards follow. The field 
selected must be complete in one statement. 
The format and contents of this statement 
are: 

Contents 

//bFSb 

r,s,t/ 

HEXADECIMAL 

//bFSbr,s,t/r,s,t 

Explanation 

//b identify this as a con
trol statement. 

FS identify this as a field
select control statement. 

r indicates the starting 
position relative to one, 
of the field in the input 
record to be selected. For 
binary records, this number 
is relative to the record 
as it appears in core, not 
on the card. 

, (comma) separates the 
entries in the parameter. 

s indicates the length of 
the field in bytes. 

, separator. 

t indicates the starting 
position relative to one, 
of the output record. 

/ (slash) separates selected 
fields. 

When a program has printed output, the 
field selected may be printed in hexadeci
mal representation. This operation is in
dicated as follows: 

r, (X,n) ,t 

X identifies the hexadecimal operation; 

n is the size of the input field. Only 
the field length of the input is neces
sary for this operation, because the out
put length will always be assumed to be 
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twice as large. X and n are enclosed in 
parentheses and separated by a comma. 

PACK 

When the input field is to be packed before 
it is placed in the output record, the 
field-select parameter will appear in this 
form: 

r, {P, n, m} ,t 

P identifies the unpack operation; 
n is the size of the input field; 
m is the size of the output field. 

UNPACK 

When the input field is to be unpacked be
fore it is placed in the output record, the 
field-select parameter will appear in this 
form: 

r, {U,n,m} ,t 

U identifies the unpack operation; 
n is the size of the input field; 
m is the size of the output field. 

Note: Field selections when running card 
to printer and/or punch will be 
reflected both on printer output as 
well as punched output. 

CONTROL STATEMENT STREAM 

A sample control-statement input stream for 
running the card-to-printer and/or punch 
program from the core image library follows; 
device and file descriptions are peculiar 
to the job being run. 

//bJOBbEXAMPLE 
//bASSGNbSYS004,X'OOC' 
//bASSGNbSYS005,X'OOE' 
//bASSGNbSYS006,X'OOD' 
//bEXECbCDPP 

(Reader) 
(Printer) 
{Punch} 

//bEND {Assumed value~} 
(Data cards on SYS004) 

/* 
/& 



CARD TO TAPE 

The card-to-tape program transfers the con- Contents 
tents of a card file from cards to tape. 

Explanation 

The cards may be punched in extended binary IlbFSb 
coded decimal or binary. The input records 

lib identify this as a con
trol statement. 

must be fixed-length unblocked, and each 
logical record must fit on one card. The 
maximum size record is 80 bytes, or 160 
bytes for binary records. 

These files may be copied, reblocked, 

FS identify this as a field
select control statement. 

field-selected, or reblocked and field- r,s,tl r indicates the starting 
position relative to one, 
of the field in the input 
record to be selected. For 
binary records, this number 
is relative to the record 
as it appears in core, not 
on the card. 

selected. 

UTILITY-MODIFIER STATEMENT 

This statement contains information required 
for the operation of this program. If this 
card is omitted from the program, the fol
lowing parameters are assumed: 

IlbUbTC,FF,A=(80,80) ,B=(80,80) ,Il,OU,Rl 

The format and entries for the utility
modifier statement for this program are: 

IlbUCTbTt,Ff,A=(input) ,B=(output) , 
Ix,Rx,Ox,Q=(x,y} 

Figure 9 shows detailed information of 
the entries in the utility-modifier state
ment for the card-to-tape program. 

IlbU 

CTb 

Reason 

These entries identify this 
as the ut~lity-modifier 
statement. 

The initials of the program. 
These initials can be omit
ted if the statement is used 
for more than one program. 

FIELD-SELECT STATEMENT 

The field-select control statement provides 
the information for the file-to-file pro
gram to transfer fields from an input rec
ord to the same or a different relative lo
cation of the output record. As many field
select statements as necessary may be used. 
If punched in cards each card need not be 
filled even if additional field-select cards 
follow. The field selected must be complete 
on one statement. The format and contents 
of this statement are: 

IlbFSbr,s,t/r,s,t/r,s,t 

PACK 

, (comma) separates the en
tries in the parameter. 

s indicates the length of 
the field in bytes. 

, separator. 

t indicates the starting 
position relative to one, 
of the output record. 

I (slash) separates selected 
fields. 

When the input field is to be packed before 
it is placed in the output record, the 
field-select parameter will appear in this 
form: 

r,(P,n,m),t 

P identifies the pack operation; 
n is the size of the input field; 
m is the size of the output field. 

UNPACK 

When the input field is to be unpacked be
fore it is placed in the output record, the 
field-select parameter will appear in this 
form: 

r, (U,n,m) ,t 

U identifies the unpack operation; 
n is the size of the input field; 
m is the size of the output field. 
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CONTROL STATEMENT STREAM 

A sample control statement input stream for 
running a card-to-tape program from the 
disk resident relocatable library follows; 
device and file descriptions are peculiar 
to the job being run. 

//bJOBbEXAMPLE 
//bLBLTYPbTAPE 
//bASSGNbSYSLNK,X'l90' 
//bASSGNbSYSOOl,X'l80' 
//bOPTIONbLINK 
bINCLUDEbIJWCT 
bPHASEbCDTP5,IJWCTCS2,NOAUTO 
bINCLUDEbIJWLAB 
bENTRY 
//bEXECbLNKEDT 
//bUPSlbOOlOlOOO (unlabeled output with no 

tape mark at start of file) 
//bASSGNbSYS004,X'OOC' (reader) 
//bASSGNbSYS005,X'l82, (tape drive) 
//bASSGNbSYS005,X'l83',ALT (alternate tape 

drive) 
//bEXEC 
//bUCTbTR,FF,A=(80,80) ,B=(80,800),OR 
//bEND 

(Data goes in SYS004) 
/* 
/& 
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PARAMETER 
POSSIBLE 

ENTIRES EXPLANATION FORMS 

Function TC T The initial T identifies this as the type of function parameter. 
Tt TF 

TR C Copy 
TRF 

F Field Select 

R Reblock 

RF Reblock and Field Select 

Format FF F The leading F of this form identifies this as the fOl1Tlat parameter. 
Ff 

F The second F of the form must be indicated for fixed-length records. 

Input 
Description A=(n,m) A= This letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

(n,m) For fixed-length input records, the input record 'length (the letter n) and the input block length 
(the letter m) must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. 

Output 
Description B=(n, m) B= This letter and symbol indicate this is the output-descripfionparameter. 

(n,m) For fixed-length output records, the output record length (the letter n) and the output block length 
(the letter m) must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. 

Card Input 11 I The first letter in these forms identifies this parameter .• 
Ix 12 

1 EBCDIC input. 

2 Binary input. 

Rewind OR 0 The first letter in these forms identifies th is parameter. The rewind option for the output tape is 
Output ON active both before and after data transfer. 
Ox au 

R Rewind both before and after data transfer. 

N Do not rewind either before or after data transfer. 

U Rewind before and rewind and unload after data transfer. 

Sequence- Q=(x,y) Q= The first letter and symbol identify this par(lmeter. 
numbering 
Q=(x,y) x Th is represents the first position of a field i,!" a card (relative to one) for sequence-numbering 

(lor 2 digits) • 

, Separator. 

y This represents the length of the field (maximum 10). The (x, y) portion of this parameter must be 
included in parentheses. 

First Record Rx R The first letter in this fOI1Tl identifies this parameter. 
Rx 

x This represents the position of the first logical input record to be output (x-1 records will be by-
passed). If the file is to be copied, the function parameter must be indicated to be reblocked 
and the input and output file description parameters must contain identical values. 

Figure 9. Card-to-Tape Utility-Modifier statement 
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DATA CELL TO DATA CELL 

The data-cell-to-data-cell program transfers Contents 
a file between any number of assigned data-

Explanation 

cell units or between areas of the same unit. //bFSb 
Using the same device for input and output 

//b identify this as a con
trol statement. 

can cause a reduction in performance. 

Files can be copied, reblocked, field
selected, or reblocked and field-selected. 
If the field-select or reblock options are 
to be used, the input records must be fixed 

FS identify this as a field
select control statement. 

length or variable length. r,s,t/ r indicates the starting 
position relative to one, 
of the field in the input 
record to be selected. UTILITY-MODIFIER STATEMENT 

This statement contains information required 
for the operation of this program. If this 
statement is omitted from the program, the 
following parameters are assumed: 

//bUbTC,FU,A=(lOOO) ,B=(lOOO) ,OY,Rl 

The format and entries for the utility
modifier statement for this program are: 

//bUMMbTt,Ff,A=(input),B=(output) ,Ox,Rx 

Figure 10 shows detailed information of 
the entries in the utility-modifier state
ment for the data cell to data cell program. 

//bU 

MMb 

Reason 

These entries identify this 
as a utility-modifier 
statement. 

The initials of the program. 
These initials can be omitted 
if the statement is· to be 
used for more than one 
program. 

FIELD-SELECT STATEMEN~ 

The field-select contrJl statement provides 
the information for the file-to-file program 
to transfer fields from an input record to 
the same or to a different relative location 
of the output record. As many field-select 
statements as necessary may be used. If 
punched in cards, each card need not be 
filled even if additional field-select state
ments follow. The field selected must be 
complete in one statement. The format and 
contents of this statement are: 

//bFSbr,s,t/r,s,t/r,s,t 
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, (comma) separates the en
tries in the parameter. 

s indicates the length of 
the field in bytes. 

, separator. 

t indicates the starting 
position relative to one, 
of the output record. 

/ (slash) separates selected 
fields. 

When a field is to be selected from a 
key field (data-cell input), the letter K 
followed by a comma and the starting posi
tion of the field to be selected must be 
placed in parentheses. 

Example: //bFSb(K,r),s,t 

When a field is to be selected from a 
key field (data-cell input) and is to be 
placed into a key field (data-cell output), 
the starting position of the field in the 
input record and output record must be pre
ceded by the letter K and a comma and en
closed in parentheses. 

Example: //bFSb(K,r),s,(K,t) 

When a field is to be placed into a key 
field (data-cell output), the letter K fol
lowed by a comma and the starting position 
of the field in the output record must be 
placed in parentheses. 

Example: //bFSbr,s, (K,t) 

PACK 

When the input field is to be packed before 
it is placed in the output record, the 



PARAMETER 

Function 
Tt 

Format 
Ff 

Input 
Description 

Output 
Description 

Data Cell 
Check 
Ox 

First Record 
Rx 

Figure 10. 

POSSIBLE 
FORMS 

TC 
TF 
TR 
TRF 

FF 
FY 
FU 

A=(n,m) 

A=(g) 

A=(K=I, D=I) 

B=(n,m) 

·ENTRIES 

T 

C 

F 

R 

RF 

F 

F 

Y 

U 

A= 

A= 

(g) 

A= 

(K=I, D=I) 

B= 

(n,m) 

B=(K=I, D=I) B= 

B=(g) 

OY 
ON 

Rx 

(K=I, D=I) 

B= 

(g) 

o 

y 

N 

R 

x 

EXPLANATION 

The initial T identifies this as the type of function parameter. 

Copy 

Field Select 

Reblock 

Reblock and Field Select 

The leading F of these three possible forms identifies this as the format parameter. 

The second F must be indicated for fixed-length records. 

The letter Y must be indicated for variable-length records. 

The letter U must be indicated for undefined records. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

For fixed-Ie.ngth input records, the input record length (the letter n) and the input block length 
(the letter m) must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. For field select with 
variable-length records the letter n indicates the size of the fixed portion of each record, and the 
letter m indicates the maximum block size. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

For undefined input records or variable input records without field select, the maximum block length 
must be enclosed in parentheses. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

For fixed-length data cell input records with keys, the letter K and symbol = must precede the 
length of the key fie Id. The letter D and symbo I = must precede the length of the data fie Id. 
These two fields must be separated by a comma and enclosed in parentheses. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the output-description parameter. 

For fixed-length output records, the output record length (the letter n) and the output block length 
(the letter m) must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. For field select with 
variable-length records the letter n indicates the size of the fixed portion of each record, and the 
letter m indicates the maximum block size. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the output description parameter. 

For fixed-length data cell output records with keys, the letter K and symbol = must precede the 
length of the key field. The letter D and symbol = must precede the length of the data field. 
These two fields must be separated by a comma and enclosed in parentheses. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the output-description parameter. 

For undefined output records or variable output records without field select, the maximum block 
length must be enclosed in parentheses. 

The first letter in these forms identifies this parameter. 

Write-data cell check (forced for this program). 

Do not write-data cell check (ignored for this program). 

The first letter in this form identifies this parameter. 

This represents the position of the first logical input record to be output (x-I records will be by
passed). If the file is to be copied, the function parameter must be indicated to be reb locked 
and the input and output file description parameters must contain identical values. 

Data-Cell-to-Data Cell Utility-Modifier Statement 
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field-select parameter will appear in this 
form: 

r, (P ,n,m) ,t 

P identifies the pack operation; 
n is the size of the input field; 
m is the size of the output field. 

UNPACK 

When the input field is to be unpacked be
fore it is placed in the output record, the 
field-select parameter will appear in this 
form: 

r, (U,n,m),t 

U identifies the unpack operation; 
n is the size of the input field; 
m is the size of the output field. 

COpy VARIABLE 

When the section of a variable-length rec
ord, not defined as the fixed portion, is 
to be transferred to the output record, the 
letters CV (copy variable) must be present 
in the field-select control statement. If 
this entry is made when processing records 
that have been defined as fixed length, an 
error will be indicated. The CV entry can 
be entered: 

1. Before the first field to be selected. 

2. Between selected fields. 

3. Following selected fields. 
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Examples: 

//bFSbCV/r,s,t/r,s,t 
//bFSbr,s,t/CV/r,s,t 
//bFSbr,s,t/r,s,t/CV 

The variable section of the record is placed 
in the output record following the fixed 
portion of the record as described in the 
output description parameter. 

CONTROL STATEMENT STREAM 

A sample control statement input stream for 
running a data cell-to-data cell program 
from the core image library follows; device 
and file descriptions are peculiar to the 
job being run. 

//bJOBbEXAMPLE 
//bASSGNbSYSOlO,X'193, 
//bUPSIbOOOOOOOO (standard labels) 
//bVOLbSYSOlO,UIN 
/ /bDLABb'DCbFILEb ..• blOl0203' ,b •.• bC 

(col. 54t) (col. 72t) 
b •.. bOOOl,66005,66l30,'DATAbCELLblbb' 

(col.16 t) 
//bXTENTbl,O,4l9000006,4l90004l9,'Ol0203',SYSOll 
//bVOLbSYSOlO,UOUT 
//bDLABb'DATAbCELLbOUTPUTb .•. bl000123' ,b •.• bC 

(col. 54t) (col. 72t) 
b ••. bOOOl,66l30,66l50,'DATAbCELLb2bb' 
//bXTENTbl,O,5l9000006,5l90004l9,'000123' ,SYSOll 
//bEXECbDCDC 
//bUMMbTF,FF,A=(80,80),B=(K=lO,D=70) ,ON 
//bFSb75,6,(K,1)/1,70,1 
//bEND 
/& 



The data-cell-to-disk program transfers a 
file between any number of assigned data 
cells and disks. 

Files can be copied, reblocked, field
selected, or reblocked and field-selected. 
If the field-select or reblock options are 
to be used, the input records must be fixed 
length or variable length. 

UTILITY-MODIFIER STATEMENT 

This statement contains information required 
for the operation of this program. If this 
statement is omitted from the program, the 
following parameters are assumed: 

l/bUbTC,FU,A=(lOOO) ,B=(lOOO) ,Oy,Rl 

The format and entries for the utility
modifier statement for this program are: 

//bUMDbTt,Ff,A=(input) ,B=(output) ,Ox,Rx 

Figure 11 shows detailed information of 
the entries in the utility-modifier state
ment for the data cell-to-disk program. 

//bU 

MOb 

Reason 

These entries identify this as a 
utility-modifier statement. 

The initials can be omitted if the 
statement is to be used for more 
than one program. 

FIELD-SELECT STATEMENT 

The field-select control statement provides 
the information for the file-to-file program 
to transfer fields from an input record to 
the same or to a different relative location 
of the output record. As many field-select 
statements as necessary may be used. If 
punched in cards each card need not be 
filled even if additional field-select cards 
follow. The field selected must be complete 
on one statement. The format and contents 
of this statement are: 

Contents 

l/bFSb 

//bFSbr,s,t/r,s,t/r,s,t 

Explanation 

lib identify this as a control 
statement. 

Contents 

r,s,t/ 

Explanation 

FS identify this as a field
select control statement. 

r indicates the starting po
sition relative to one, of 
the field in the input record 
to be selected. 

, (comma) separates the en
tries in the parameter. 

s indicates the length of the 
field in bytes. 

, separator. 

t indicates the starting po
sition relative to one, of 
the output record. 

/ (slash) separates selected 
fields. 

When a field is to be selected from a 
key field (data cell input), the letter K 
followed by a comma and the starting posi
tion of the field to be selected must be 
placed in parentheses. 

Example: //bFSb(K,r) ,s,t 

When a field is to be selected from a 
key field (data cell input) and is to be 
placed into a key field (disk output), the 
starting position of the field in the input 
record and output record must be preceded 
by the letter K and a comma and enclosed 
in parentheses. 

Example: //bFSb(K,r) ,s,(K,t) 

When a field is to be placed into a key 
field (disk output), the letter K followed 
by a comma and the starting position of the 
field in the output record must be placed 
in parentheses. 

Example: l/bFSbr,s,(K,t) 

PACK 

When the input field is to be packed before 
it is placed in the output record, the 
field-select parameter will appear in this 
form: 

r,(P,n,m),t 
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PARAMETER 

Function 
Tt 

Format 
Ff 

Input 
Description 

Output 
Description 

Disk Check 
Ox 

First Record 
Rx 

Figure 11. 

POSSIBLE 
FORMS 

TC 
TF 
TR 
TRF 

FF 
FV 
FU 

A=(n,m) 

A=(g) 

A=(K=I, D=I) 

B=(n,m) 

ENTRIES EXPLANATION 

T The initial T identifies this as the type of function parameter. 

C Copy 

F Field Select 

R Reblock 

RF Reblock and Field Select 

F The leading F of these three possible forms identifies this as the format parameter. 

F The second F of the first possible form mvst be indicated for fixed-length records. 

v The letter V must be indicated for variable-length records. 

U The letter U must be indicated for undefined records. 

A= This letter and symboJ indicate thrs is fEte inptJt-description parameter. 

(n, m) For fixed-length input records, the input record length (the letter n) and the input block length 
(the letter m) must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. For field select with 
voriable length records the letter n indicates the size of the fixed portion of each record, and 
the letter m indicates the maximum block size. 

A= 

(g) 

A= 

(K=I,D=I) 

B= 

(n,m) 

This letter and symbol indicote this is the inp-tJ!t-description parameter. 

For undefined input records or variable input records without field select, the maximum block 
length must be enclosed in parentheses. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the inpvt-description parameter. 

For fixed-length data ceil input records with keys, the letter K and symbol = must precede the 
length of the key field. The ~etter D and symbol = must precede the length of the data field. 
These two fields must be separated by a comm:o and enclosed in parentheses. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the output-description parameter. 

For fixed-length output records, the output record length (the letter n) and the output block 
length (the letter m) must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. For field 
select with variable length records the letter n indicates the size of the fixed portion of eoch 
record, and the letter m indicates the maximum block size. 

B=(K=I, D=I) B= This letter ond symbol indicate this is the output description parameter. 

B=(g) 

OY 
ON 

Rx 

(K=I, D=I) 

B= 

(g) 

o 

y 

N 

R 

x 

For fixed-length disk output records with keys, the letter K and symbol = must precede the length 
of the key field. The letter D and symbol = must precede the data field. These two fields must 
be separated by a comma and enclosed in parentheses. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the output-description parameter. 

For undefined output records or variable output records without field select, the maximum block 
length must be enclosed in parentheses. 

The first letter in these forms identifies this parameter. 

Write-disk check. 

Do not write-disk check. 

The first letter in this form identifies this parameter. 

This represents the position of the first logical input record to be output (x-l records will be 
bypassed). If the file is to be copied, the function parameter must be indicated to be reblocked 
and the input and output file description parameters must contain identical values. 

Data-Cell-to-Disk Utility-Modifier Statement 
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P identifies the pack operation; 
n is the size of the input field; 
m is the size of the output field. 

UNPACK 

When the input field is to be unpacked be
fore it is placed in the output record, the 
field-select paramet.er will appear in this 
form: 

r,(U,n,m),t 

U identifies the unpack operation; 
n is the size of the input field; 
m is the size of the output field. 

COpy VARIABLE 

When the section of a variable-length rec
ord, not defined as the fixed portion, is 
to be transferred to the output record, the 
letters CV (copy variable) must be present 
in the field-select control statement. If 
this entry is made when processing records 
that have been defined as fixed length, an 
error will be indicated. The CV entry can 
be entered: 

1. Before the first field to be selected. 

2. Between selected fields. 

3. Following selected fields. 

Examples: 

//bFSbCV/r,s,t/r,s,t 
//bFSbr,s,t/CV/r,s,t 
//bFSbr,s,t/r,s,t/CV 

The variable section of the record is placed 
in the output record following the fixed 
portion of the record as described in the 
output description parameter. 

CONTROL STATEMENT STREAM 

A sample control statement input stream for 
running a data cell-to-disk program from 
the core image library follows; device and 
file descriptions are peculiar to the job 
being run. 

//bJOBbEXAMPLE 
//bASSGNbSYSOIO,X'193' 
//bASSGNbSYS015,X'191' 
//bUPSIbOOOOOOOO (standard labels) 
//bVOLbSYSOIO,UIN 
//bDLABb'EXAMPLEbFILEb ••. blOl0203' ,b ••• bC 

(col. 54 t) (col. 72t) 
b ••. bOOOl,66100,66205,'DATAbCELLbbbb' 

(col.16t) 
//bXTENTbl,O,4l2000200,412000419,'Ol0203',SYSOl 
//bVOLbSYS015,UOUT 
//bDLABb'DISKbFILEbEXAMPLEb ..• bl000123',b ••. bC 

( co 1 . 54 t) (co 1. 72 t ) 
b •.• bOOOl,66205,66315,'DISKbOUTPUTbb' 

(col.16+) 
//bXTENTbl,O,000150002,000153009,'000123' ,SYSOI 
//bEXECbDCDK 
//bUMDbTC,FF,A=(K=lO,D=lOO),B=(K=lO,D=lOO},OY 
//bEND 
/& 
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DATA CELL TO PRINTER 

The data-cell-to-printer program can dis- Contents Explanation 
play a data-cell file in two different for-
mats: data display and data list. Data IlbFSb lib identify this as a con

trol statement. display provides a visual picture of the 
data where every byte appears in the printed 
output. This format can handle fixed, vari-
able, and undefined records. Data list pro-
vides a simple edited list of the file. The 

FS identify this as a field
select control statement. 

input file can come from one or more data- I 
cells. If data list is used, input records r,s,t r indicates the starting 

position relative to one, 
of the field in the input 
record to be selected. 

must be fixed or variable Teng~th. 

UTILITY-MODIFIER STATEMENT 

This statement con thins information required 
for the operation of this program. If this 
statement is omitted from the program, the 
f.ollowing parameters are assumed: 

IlbUbTD,FU,A=(lOOO) ,B=(120) ,OX,Sl,Py,Rl 

The format and entries for the utility
modifier statement for this program are: 

/lbUMPbTt,Ff,A=(input),B=(output),Ox,Sx,Px,Rx 

Figure 12 shows detailed information of 
the entries in the utility-modifier state
ment for the data cell-to-printer program. 

IlbU 

MPh 

Reason 

These entries identify this 
card as the utility-modifier 
statement. 

The initials of the program. 
These initials can be omitted 
if the statement is used for 
more than one program. 

FIELD-SELECT STATEMENT 

The field-select control statement provides 
the information for the file-to-file pro
gram to transfer fields from an input rec
ord to the same or a different relative lo
cation of the output record. This is valid 
only for data list mode. As many field
select statements as necessary may be used. 
If punched in cards, each card need not be 
filled even if additional field-select cards 
follow. The field selected must be complete 
in one statement. The format and contents 
of this statement are: 

IlbFS/br,s,t/r,s,t/r,s/t 
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UNPACK 

, (comma) separates the en
tries in the parameter. 

s indicates the length of 
the field in bytes. 

, separator. 

t indicates the print 
position relative to one, 
of the print line. 

I (slash) separates selected 
fields. 

When the input field is to be unpacked be
fore it is placed in the output record, the 
field-select parameter will appear in this 
form: 

r, (U,n,m) ,t 

U identifies the unpack operation; 
n is the size of the input field; 
m is the size of the output field. 

HEXADECIMAL 

When a program has printed output, the 
field selected may be printed in hexadecimal 
representation. This operation is indicated 
as follows: 

r,(X,n),t 

X identifies the hexadecimal operation; 

n is the size of the input field. Only 
the field length of the input is neces
sary for this operation because the out
put length will always be assumed to be 
twice as large. X and n are enclosed in 
parentheses and separated by a comma. 



PARAMETER 

Function 
Tt 

Format 
Ff 

Input 
Description 

Output 
Description 

Printer 
Output 
Ox 

Page
numbering 
Px 

First Record 
Printed 
Rx 

~\ 

Figure 12. 

POSSIBLE 
FORMS 

TD 
TL 
TLF 

FF 
FV 
FU 

A=(n,m} 

ENTRIES EXPLANATION 

T The initial T identifies this as the type of function parameter. 

D Display 

L List 

LF List and Field Select 

F The leading F of these three possible forms identifies this as the format parameter. 

F The second F must be indicated for fixed-length records. 

v The letter V must be indicated for variable-length records. 

u The letter U must be indicated for undefined records. 

A= This letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

(11, m) For fixed-length input records, the input record length (the letter n) and the input block length 
(the letter m) must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. For field select with 
variable length records the letter n indicates the size of the fixed portion of each record, and the 
letter m indicates the maximum block size. 

A=(K=I, D=I) A= 

(K=I,D=I) 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

For fixed-length data cell input records with keys, the letter K and symbol = must precede the 
length of the key field. The letter D and symbol = must precede the length of the data field. 
These two fields must be separated by a comma and enclosed in parentheses. 

A=(g} 

B=(P) 

B=(n,p) 

OX 
OC 

PY 
PN 

Rx 

A= 

(g) 

B= 

(P) 

B= 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

For undefined input records or variable input records without field select, the maximum block 
length must be enclosed in parentheses. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the output-description parameter. 

For printer output, the size ofthe print line (120, 132, or 144) must be entered. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the output description parameter. 

(n,p) For field select of variable length records with printer output records the fixed portion of each 
output record (the letter n) and the size of the print line (the letter p) must be enclosed in 
parentheses and separated by a comma. 

o 

X 

C 

P 

y 

N 

R 

x 

The first letter in these forms identifies this parameter. The character printout is forced 
for data list. The type of output indicated by the field-select parameter {hexadecimal or 
character} overrides th is parameter. 

Hexadecimal printout. 

Character printout. 

The first letter in these forms identifies th is parameter. 

Number pages. (Forced for data display.) 

Do not number pages. (Forced for first character forms control.) 

The first letter in these forms identifies th is parameter. 

This represents the position of the first logical record to be printed; x-1 records will be bypassed. 

Data-Cell-to-Printer Utility-Modifier Statement (Part 1 of 2) 
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PARAMETER POSSIBLE ENTRIES EXPLANATION 
FORMS 

Spacing S1 S The first letter in these forms identifies tfYls parameter. 
Sx S2 

S3 1 Single spacing. (Forced for data display.) 
SA 
SB 2 Double spacing. 
SC 
SD 3 Triple spacing. 

A Type A fi rst character forms contro I. 

B Type B first character forms contro I. 

e Type e first character forms control. 

0 Type D first character forms control. 

Figure 12. Data-Cell-to-Printer Utility-Modifier Statement (Part 2 of 2) 

COPY VARIABLE 

When the section of a variable-length rec
ord, not defined as the fixed portion, is 
to be transferred to the output record, the 
letters CV (copy variable) must be present 
in the field-select control statement. If 
this entry is made when processing records 
that have been defined as fixed length, an 
error will be indicated. The CV entry can 
be entered: 

1. Before the first field to be selected. 

2. Between selected fields. 

3. Following selected fields. 

Examples: 

//bFSbCV/r,s,t/r,s,t 
//bFSbr,s,t/CV/r,s,t 
//bFSbr,s,t/r,s,t/CV 

The variable section of the record is placed 
in the output record following the fixed 
portion of the record as described in the 
output description parameter. 
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CONTROL STATEMENT STREAM 

A sample control statement input stream for 
running a data cell-to-printer program from 
the core image library follows; devices and 
file descriptions are peculiar to the job 
being run. 

//bJOBbEXAMPLE 
//bASSGNbSYSOlO,X' 193 , 
//bASSGNbSYS005,X'OOE' 
//bVOLbSYSOlO,UIN (assume standard labels) 
//bDLABb'bEXAMPLEbFILEb •.. blOOllOl',b .•. bC 

(col. 54+) (col. 72+) 
b •.• bOOOl,6603l,6700l,'bSYSTEMbCODEb' 

(col.16 t) 
//bXTENTbl,O,3l200l000,3l20094l9,'OOllOl' ,SYSOI 
//bXTENTbl,1,3l6000000,3l60000l2,'OOllOl' ,SYSOI 
/!bEXECbDCPR 
//bUMPbTL,FF,A=(K=20,D=90),B=(120) ,OC,S2,PN 
//bHlbLISTbOFDATAbCELLbFILE 
//bEND 
/& 



DATA CELL TO TAPE 

The data cell-to-tape program transfers a Contents Explanation 
file from one or more data cells to one or 
more tape reels. These files maybe copied, r,s,tl 
reblocked, field-selected, or reblocked and 
field-selected. If the field-select or re-

r indicates the starting posi
tion relative to one, of the 
field in the input record to 
be selected. block options are to be used, the input rec-

ords must be fixed or variable-length. 

UTILITY-MODIFIER STATEMENT 

This statement contains information required 
for the operation of this program. If this 
statement is omitted from the program, the 
following parameters are assumed: 

IlbUbTC,FU,A=(lOOO) ,B=(IOOO) ,OU,RI 

The format and entries for the utility
modifier statement for this program are: 

IlbUMTbTt,Ff,A=(input) ,B=(output),Ox,Rx 

Figure 13 shows detailed information of 
the entries in the utility-modifier state
ment for the data cell-to-tape program. 

IlbU 

MTb 

Reason 

These entries identify this as 
a utility-modifier statement. 

The initials of the program. 
These initials can be omitted if 
the statement is to be used for 
more than one program. 

FIELD-SELECT STATEMENT 

The field-select control statement provides 
the information for the file-to-file program 
to transfer fields from an input record to 
the same or to a different relative location 
of the output record. As many field-select 
statements as necessary may be used. If 
punched in cards each card need not be 
filled even if additional field-select cards 
follow. The field selected must be complete 
in one statement. The format and contents 
of this statement are: 

Contents 

IlbFSb 

IlbFSbr,s,t/r,s,t/r,s,t 

Explanation 

lib identify this as a control 
statement. 

FS identify this as a field
select control statement. 

, (comma) separates the en
tries in the parameter. 

s indicates the length of the 
field in bytes. 

, separator. 

t indicates the starting posi
tion relative to one, of the 
output record. 

I (slash) separates selected 
fields. 

When a field is to be selected from a 
key field (data cell input), the letter K 
followed by a comma and the starting posi
tion of the field to be selected must be 
placed in parentheses. 

Example: IlbFSb(K,r) ,s,t 

PACK 

When the input field is to be packed before 
it is placed in the output record, the 
field-select parameter will appear in this 
form: 

r, (P,n,m) ,t 

P identifies the pack operation; 
n is the size of the input field; 
m is the size of the output field. 

UNPACK 

When the input field is to be unpacked be
fore it is placed in the output record, the 
field-select parameter will appear in this 
form: 

r, (U,n,m) ,t 

U identifies the unpack operation; 
n is the size of the input field; 
m is the size of the output field. 
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PARAMETER 

Function 
Tt 

Format 
Ff 

Input 
Description 

Output 
Description 

POSSIBLE 
FORMS 

TC 
TF 
TR 
TRF 

FF 
FV 
FU 

A=(n,m} 

A=(K=I,D=I} 

A=(g) 

B=(n,m) 

B=(g) 

Rewind Output OR 
ON 
OU 

First Record 
Rx 

Rx 

ENTRIES 

T 

C 

F 

R 

RF 

F 

F 

V 

U 

A= 

(n,m) 

A= 

(K=I, D=I) 

A= 

(g) 

B= 

(n,m) 

B= 

(g) 

o 

R 

N 

U 

R 

x 

EXPLANATION 

The initial T identifies this as the type of function parameter. 

Copy 

Field Select 

Reblock 

Reblock and Field Select 

The leading F of these three possible forms identifies this as the format parameter. 

The second F of the first possible form must be indicated for fixed-length records. 

The letter V must be indicated for variable-length records. 

The letter U must be indicated for undefined records. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the input description parameter. 

For fixed-length input records, the input record length (the letter n) and the input block length 
(the letter m) must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. For field select with 
variable length records the letter n indicates the size of the fixed portion of each record, and 
the letter m indicates the maximum block size. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

For fixed-length data cell input records with keys, the letter K and symbol = must precede the 
length of the key field. The letter D and symbol = must precede the length of the data field. 
These two fields must be separated by a comma and enclosed in parentheses. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

For undefined input records or variable input records without field select, the maximum block 
length must be enclosed in parentheses. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the output-description parameter. 

For fixed-length output records, the output record length (the letter n) and the output block 
length (the letter m) must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. For field select 
with variable length records the letter n indicates the size of the fixed portion of each record, 
and the letter m indicates the maximum block size. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the output-description parameter. 

For undefined output records or variable output records without field select, the maximum block 
length must be enclosed in parentheses. 

The letter in these forms identifies this parameter. The rewind option for the output tape is 
active both before and after data transfer. 

Rewind both before and after data transfer. 

Do not rewind either before or after data transfer. 

Rewind before and rewind and unload after data transfer. 

The first letter in this form identifies this parameter. 

This represents the position of the first logical input record to be output (x-l records will be 
bypassed). If the file is to be copi-ed, the function parameter must be indicated to be reblocked 
and the input and output file description parameters must contain identi cal values. 

Figure 13. Data-Cell-to-Tape Utility-Modifier statement 
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COpy VARIABLE 

When the section of a variable-length rec
ord, not defined as the fixed portion, is 
to be transferred to the output record, the 
letters CV (copy variable) must be present 
in the field-select control statement. If 
this entry is made when processing records 
that have been defined as fixed length, an 
error· will be indicated. The CVentry 
can be entered: 

1. Before the first field to be selected. 

2. Between selected fields. 

3. Following selected fields. 

Examples: 

//bFSbCV/r,s,t/r,s,t 
//bFSbr,s,t/CV/r,s,t 
//bFSbr,s,t/r,s,t/CV 

The variable section of the record is placed 
in the output record following the fixed 
portion of the record as described in the 
output description parameter. 

CONTROL STATEMENT STREAM 

A sample control statement input stream 
for running a data cell-to-tape program 
from the disk resident relocatable library 
follows; device and file descriptions are 
peculiar to the job being run. 

//bJOBbEXAMPLE 
//bLBLTYPbTAPE 
//bASSGNbSYSOlO,X'193' 
//bASSGNbSYS005,X'182, 
//bASSGNbSYSLNK,X'190' 
//bASSGNbSYSOOl,X'180' 
//bUPSIbOlOOOOOO (user-standard input, and 

standard output labels) 
//bOPTIONbLINK 
bINCLUDEbIJWMT 
bPHASEbDCTP5,IJWMTCS2,NOAUTO 
bINCLUDEbULABROUT (user label processing 

routine) 
bENTRY 
//bEXECbLNKEDT 
//bVOLbSYS005,UOUT 
//bTPLABb'EXAMPLEbFILEbbbbbOl0203000l000l000l0lb6603Ib66150' 
//bVOLbSYSOlO,UIN 
//bDLABb'DATAbCELLbTObTAPEb ••. bl000123',b •.• bC 

(col. 54+) (col. 72+) 
b •.• bOOOl,66l30,66l50,'bbDATAbCELLbb' 

(col.16+) 

//bXTENTb,1,0,9l2006400,9l20064l9,'000123',SYSOlO 
//bEXEC 
//bUMTbTRF,FF,A=(K=10,D=100),B=(110,440),ON 
//bFSb(K,l),lO,l/l,lOO,ll 
//bEND 
/& 
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DISK TO CARD 

The disk-to-card program transfers the con
tents of a disk file to a card file. The 
output file may be punched in either ex
tended binary-coded decimal or binary. Each 
logical-output record must fit on one card 
(80 bytes for extended BCD or 160 bytes for 
binary). Unless only a portion of the in
put record is transferred through the field
select option, the input-record size will 
be restricted to 80 or 160. Input records 
to this program must be fixed length. 

Files in this program may be copied, re
blocked, field-selected, or reblocked and 
field-selected. Blocked input records 
must be reblocked. 

SEQUENCE-NUMBERING 

Sequence-numbering of the output to this 
program may be requested. A field up to 
ten characters in length will be punched 
into each card. This field will be num
bered starting from one (with high-order 
zeros), and will be increased by one for 
each succeeding card. In the event that a 
sufficiently long field is not defined to 
number all of the cards, the numbers will 

,wrap around to zero with no error indica
tion. This option is independent of field
select. The sequence number will overlay 
any data selected into the sequence area 
of the card. 

UTILITY-MODIFIER STATEMENT 

This statement contains information required 
for the operation of this program. If this 
statement is omitted from the program, the 
following parameters are assumed: 

//bUbTC,FF,A=(80,80),B=(80,80),Ol,Rl,S2 

The format and entries for the utility
modifier statement for this program are: 

//bUDCbTt,Ff,A=(input) ,B=(output),OX,Rx, 
SX,Q=(x,y) 

Figure 14 shows detailed information of 
the" entries in the utility-modifier state
ment for the disk-to-card program. 

//bU 

Reason 

These entries identify this 
as the utility-modifier 
statement. 
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Entry 

DCb 

Reason 

The initials of the pro
gram. These initials can 
be omitted if the state
ment is used for more than 
one program. 

FIELD-SELECT STATEMENT 

The field-select control statement pro
vides the information for the file-to
file program to trans"fer fields from an 
input record to the same or a different 
relative location of the output record. 
As many field-select statements as neces
sary may be used. If punched in cards 
each card need not be filled even if 
additional field-select cards follow. 
The field selected must be complete in 
one statement. The format and contents 
of this statement are: 

//bFSbr,s,t/r,s,t/r,s,t 

Contents 

IlbFSb 

r,s,tl 

Explanation 

lib identify this as a con
trol statement. 

FS identify this as a 
field-select control state
ment. 

r indicates the starting 
position relative to one, 
of the field in the input 
record to be selected. For 
binary records, this number 
is relative to the record 
as it appears in core, not 
on the card. 

, (comma) separates the en
tries in the parameter. 

s indicates the length of 
the field in bytes. 

, separator. 

t indicates the starting 
position relative to one, 
of the output record. 

I (slash) separates select
ed field. 

When a field is to be selected from a 
key field (disk input), the letter K fol
lowed by a comma and the starting position 



PARAMETER 

Function 
Tt 

Format 
Ff 

Input 
Description 

Output 
Description 

Output Mode 
Ox 

Sequence
Numbering 
Q=(x,y} 

First Record 
Rx 

Stacker 
Select 
Sx 

Figure 14. 

POSSIBLE 
FORMS 

TC 
TF 
TR 
TRF 

FF 

A=(n,m) 

ENTRIES 

T 

C 

F 

R 

RF 

F 

F 

A= 

(n,m) 

A=(K=I,D=I} A= 

B=(n,m) 

01 
02 

Q=(x,y) 

Rx 

Sl 

S2 

S3 

(K=I,D=I) 

B= 

(n, m) 

o 

2 

Q= 

x 

y 

R 

x 

S 

2 

3 

EXPLANATION 

The initial T identifies this as the type of function parameter. 

Copy 

Field Select 

Reblock 

Reblock and Field Select 

The leading F of this form identifies this as the format parameter. 

The second F of the form must be indicated for fixed-length records. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

For fixed-length input records, the input record length (the letter n) and the input block length 
(the letter m) must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

For fixed-length disk input records with keys, the letter K and symbol = must precede the length of 
the key field. The letter D and symbol = must precede the length of the data field. These two 
fields must be separated by a comma and enclosed in a parentheses. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the output-description parameter. 

For fixed-length output records, the output record length (the letter n) and the output block length 
(the letter m) must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. 

The first letter in these forms identifies this parameter. 

EBCDIC punching 

Binary punching 

The first letter and symbol identify this parameter. 

This represents the first position of a field in a card (relative to one) for sequence-numbering (l or 2 
digits). 

Separator. 

This represents the length of the field (maximum 10). The (x,y) portion of this parameter must be 
enclosed in parentheses. 

The first letter in th is form identifies this parameter. 

This represents the position of the first logical input record to be output (x-1 records will be by
passed). If the file is to be copied, the function parameter must be indicated to be reblocked and 
the input and output file description parameters must contain identical values. 

The first letter in these forms identifies this parameter. 

Select pocket 1 

Select pocket 2 

First character stacker select 

Disk-to-Card Utility-Modifier Statement 
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of the field to be selected must be placed 
in parentheses. 

Example.: / /bFSb (K, r) , s, t 

PACK 

When the input field is to be packed before 
it is placed in the output record, the 
field-select parameter will appear in this 
form: 

r,(P,n,m),t 

P identifies the pack operation; 
n is the size of the input field; 
m is the size of the output field. 

UNPACK 

When the input field is to be unpacked be
fore it is placed in the output record, 
the field-select parameter will appear in 
this form: 

r, (U,n,m),t 

U identifies the unpack operation; 
n is the size of the input field; 
m is the size of the output field. 
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CONTROL STATEMENT STREAM 

A sample control statement input stream for 
running a disk-to-card program from the core 
image library follows; device and file de
scriptions are peculiar to the job being 
run. 

//bJOBbEXAMPLE 
//bASSGNbSYS006,X'OOD' 
//bASSGNbSYS009,X'19l' 
//bVOL,SYS009,UIN (standard labels assumed) 
//bDLABb'DISKbFILEb ••• bII12233',b ••• bC 

(col. 54t) (col. 72t) 
b ••• bOOOI,66l50,66155,'bDISKbTObCARD' 

(col.16 t) 
//bXTENTbl,O,OOOI40000,OOOI44002,'112233',SYSOO~ 
//bEXECbDKCD 
//bEND 
/& 



The disk-to-data-cell program transfers a 
file between any number of assigned data 
cells and disks. 

Files can be copied, reblocked, field
selected, or reblocked and field-selected. 
If the field-select or reblock options are 
to be used, the input records must be fixed 
length or variable length. 

UTILITY-MODIFIER STATEMENT 

This statement contains information re
quired for the operation of this program. 
If this statement is omitted from the pro
gram, the fOllowing'parameters are assumed: 

IlbUbTC,FU,A=(lOOO),B=(lOOO) ,OY,Rl 

The format and entries for the utility
modifier statement for this program are: 

IlbUDMbTt,Ff,A=(i~put),B=(output) ,Ox,Rx 

Figure 15 shows detailed information of 
the entries in the utility-modifier state
ment for the disk-to-data-cell program. 

IlbU 

DMb 

Reason 

These entries identify this 
as a utility-modifier 
statement. 

The initials of the program. 
These initials can be omit
ted if the statement is to 
be used for more than one 
program. 

FIELD-SELECT STATEMENT 

The field-select control statement provides 
the information for the file-to-file pro
gram to transfer fields from an input rec
ord to the same or to a different relative 
location of the output record. As many 
field-select statements as necessary may be 
used. If cards are punched each card need 
not be filled even if additional field
select statements follow. The field se
lected must be complete in one statement. 
The format and contents of this statement 
are: 

IlbFSbr,s,t/r,s~t/r,s,t 

Contents 

IlbFSb 

r,s,tl 

DISK TO DATA CELL 

Explanation 

lib identify this as a con
trol statement. 

FS identify this as a field
select control statement. 

r indicates the starting 
position relative to one, 
of the field in the input 
record to be selected. 

, (comma) separates the en
tries in the parameter. 

s indicates the lengt~ of 
the field in bytes. 

, separator. 

t indicates the starting 
position relative to one, 
of the output record. 

I (slash) separates selected 
fields. 

When a field is to be selected from a 
key field (disk input), the letter K fol
lowed by a comma and the starting position 
of the field to be selected must be placed 
in parentheses. 

Example: IlbFSb(K,r),s,t 

When a field is to be selected from a 
key field (disk input) and is to be placed 
into a key field (data-cell output), the 
starting position of the field in the input 
record and output record must be preceded 
by the letter K and a comma and enclosed in 
parentheses. 

Example: IlbFSb(K,r),s(K,t) 

When a field is to be placed into a key 
field (data-cell output), the letter K fol
lowed by a comma and the starting position 
of the field in the output record must be 
placed in parentheses. 

Example: IlbFSbr,s,(K,t) 

PACK 

When the input field is to be packed before 
it is placed in the output record, the 
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PARAMETER 

Function 
Tt 

Format 
Ff 

Input 
Description 

Output 
Description 

Data Cell 
Check Ox 

First Record 
Rx 

Figure 15. 

POSSIBLE 
FORMS 

TC 
TF 
TR 
TRF 

FF 

FV 
FU 

A={n, m) 

A=(g) 

A=(K= I, D=I} 

B=(n,m) 

B=(K=I, D=I) 

B=(g) 

OY 
ON 

Rx 

ENTRIES EXPLANATION 

T The initial T identifies this as the type of function parameter. 

C Copy 

F Field Select 

R Reblock 

RF Reblock and Field Select 

F 

F 

v 

U 

A= 

(n,m) 

A= 

The leading F of these three possible forms identifies this as the format parameter. 

The second F of the first possible form must be indicated for fixed-length records. 

The letter V must be indicated for variable-length records. 

The letter U must be indicated for undefined records. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

For fixed-length input records, the input record length (the letter n) and the input block length 
(the letter m) must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. For field select with 
variable length records the size of the fixed portion of each record, and the letter m indicates the 
maximum block size. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

(g) For undefined input records or variable input records without field select, the maximum block length 
must be enclosed in parentheses. 

A= This letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

(K=I, D=I) For Fixed-length disk input records with keys, the letter K and symbol = must precede the length of 
the key field. The letter D and symbol = must precede the length of the data field. These two fields 
must be separated by a comma and enclosed in parentheses. 

B= 

(n,m) 

B= 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the output-description parameter. 

For fixed-length output records, the output record length (the letter n) and the output block length 
(the letter m) must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. For field select with 
variable length records the letter n indicates the size of the fixed portion of each record, and the 
letter m indicates the maximum block size. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the output description parameter. 

(K=I, D=I) For fixed-length data cell output records with keys, the letter K and symbol = must precede the length 
of the key field. The letter D and symbol = must precede the length of the data field. These two 
fields must be separated by a comma and enclosed in parentheses. 

B= This letter and symbol indicate this is the output-description parameter. 

(g) For undefined output records or variable output records without field select, the maximum block length 
must be enc losed in parentheses. 

o 

y 

N 

R 

x 

The first letter in these forms identifies this parameter. 

Write-data cell check (forced for this program). 

Do not write-data cell check (ignored for this program). 

The first letter in this form identifies this parameter. 

This represents the position of the first logical input record to be output (x-l records will be by
passed). If the file is to be copied, the function parameter must be indicated to be reblocked and 
the input and output file description parameters must contain identical values. 

Disk-to-Data-Cell Utility-Modifier statement 
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field-select parameter will appear in this 
form: 

r, (P,n ,m) , t 

P identifies the pack operation; 
n is the size of the input field; 
m is the size of the output field. 

UNPACK 

When the input field is to be unpacked be
fore it is placed in the output record, 
the field-select parameter will appear in 
this form: 

r, (U,n,m),t 

U identifies the unpack operation; 
n is the size of the input field; 
m is the size of the output field. 

COPY VARIABLE 

When the section of a variable-length rec
ord, not defined as the fixed portion, is 
to be transferred to the output record, the 
letters CV (copy variable) must be present 
in the field-select control statement. If 
this entry is made when processing records 
that have been defined as fixed length, an 
error will be indicated. The CV entry 
can be entered: 

1. Before the first field to be selected. 

2. Between selected fields. 

3. Following selected fields. 

Examples: 

//bFSbCV/r,s,t/r,s,t 
//bFSbr,s,t/CV/r,s,t 
//bFSbr,s,t/r,s,t/CV 

The variable section of the record is placed 
in the output record following the fixed 
portion of the record as described in the 
output description parameter. 

CONTROL STATEMENT STREAM 

A sample control statement input stream for 
running the disk-to-data cell program from 
the core image library follows; device and 
file descriptions are peculiar to the job 
being run. 

//bJOBbEXAMPLE 
//bPAUSEbMOUNT PACK 352336 ON 190 AND CELL 

362431 ON BIN 4 OF 193 
//bASSGNbSYS004,X'190' 
//bASSGNbSYS005,X'193, 
//bVOLbSYS004,UIN (standard labels assumed) 
//bDLABb'DISKbFILEb •.. b1352336',b ••• bC 

(col. 54 +) (col. 72 t) ) 
b ..• bOOOI,65001,66365,'bSYSTEMbCODEb' 

(col.16+) 
//bXTENTbl,O,000055001,000063002,'352336',SYS004 
//bVOLbSYS005,UOUT 
//bDLABb'BACK-UPbFILEb ..• b1362437',b ••. bC 

(col. 54+) (col. 72+) 
b •.• bOOOI,65001,66365,'bSYSTEMbCODEb' 

(col.16t) 
//bXTENTbl,O,401004305,401004416,'362437',SYS005 
//bEXECbDKDC 
//bUDMbTC,FU,A=(960) ,B=(960),OY 
//bEND 
/& 
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DISK TO DISK 

The disk-to-disk program transfers a file 
between disk units, or between areas of 
the same unit. Using the s'ame device for 
input and output can cause a reduction in 
performance. 

Files can be copied, reblocked, field
selected, or reblocked and field-selected. 
If the field-select or reblock options are 
to be used, the input records must be fixed 
or variable length. 

UTILITY-MODIFIER STATEMENT 

This statement contains information re
quired for the operation of this program. 
If this statement is omitted from the pro
gram, the following parameters are assumed: 

IlbUbTC,FU,A=(lOOO) ,B=(lOOO) ,OY,Rl 

The format and entries for the utility
modifier statement for this program are: 

IlbUDDbTt,Ff,A=(input) ,B=(output),Ox,Rx 

Figure .16 shows detailed information of 
the entries in the utility-modifier state
ment for the disk-to-disk program. 

IlbU 

DDb 

Reason 

These entries identify this 
as a utility-modifier 
statement. 

The initials of the program. 
These initials can be omit
ted if the statement is to 
be used for more than one 
program. 

FIELD-SELECT STATEMENT 

The field-select control statement provides 
the information for the file-to-file pro
gram to transfer fields from an input rec
ord to the same or to a different relative 
location of the output record. As many 
field-select statements as necessary may 
be used. If punched in cards each card 
need not be filled even if additional 
field-select cards follow. The field se
lected must be complete in one statement. 
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The format and contents of this statement 
are: 

IlbFSbr,s,t/r,s,t/r,s,t 

Contents Explanation 

IlbFSb 

r,s,tl 

lib identify this as a con
trol statement. 

FS identify this as a field
select control statement. 

r indicates the starting 
position relative to one, of 
the field in the input rec
ord to be selected. 

, (comma) separates the en
tries in the parameter. 

s indicates the length of 
the field in bytes. 

, separator. 

t indicates the starting 
position relative to one, 
of the output record. 

I (slash) separates selected 
fields. 

When a field is to be selected from a 
key field (disk input), the letter K fol
lowed by a comma and the starting position 
of the field to be selected must be placed 
in parentheses. 

Example: IlbFSb(K,r) ,s,t 

When a field is to be selected from a 
key field (disk input) and is to be placed 
into a key field (disk output), the start
ing position of the field in the input rec
ord and output record must be preceded by 
the letter K and a comma and enclosed in 
parentheses. 

Example: IlbFSb(K,r),s, (K,t) 

When a field is to be placed into a key 
field (disk output), the letter K followed 
by a comma and the starting position of the 
field in the output record must be placed 
in parentheses. 

Example: IlbFSbr,s, (K,t) 



PARAMETER 

Function 
Tt 

Format 
Ff 

Input 
Description 

Output 
Description 

Disk Check 
Ox 

First Record 
Rx 

Figure 16. 

POSSIBLE 
FORMS 

TC 
TF 
TR 
TRF 

FF 
FY 
FU 

A=(n,m} 

A=(g) 

A=(K=I, D=I) 

B=(n,m) 

ENTRIES EXPLANATION 

T The initial T identifies this as the type of function parameter. 

c Copy 

F Field Select 

R Reblock 

RF Reblock and Field Select 

F The leading F of these three possible forms identifies this as the format parameter. 

F The second F of the first possible form must be indicated for fixed-length records. 

Y The letter Y must be indicated for variable-length records. 

U The letter U must be indicated for undefined records. 

A= This letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

(n,m) For fixed-length input record length (the letter n) and the input block length (the letter m) must be 
enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. For field select with variable length records 
the letter n indicates the size of the fixed portion of each record, and the letter m indicates the 
maximum block size. 

A= 

(g) 

A= 

(K=I, D=I) 

B= 

(n,m) 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

For undefined input records or variable input records without field select, the maximum block 
length must be enclosed in parentheses. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

For fixed-length disk input records with keys, the letter K and symbol = must precede the length 
of the key field. The letter D and symbol = must precede the length of the data field. These 
two fields must be separated by a comma and enclosed in parentheses. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the output-description parameter. 

For fixed-length output records, the output record length (the letter n) and the output block length 
(the letter m) must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. For field select with 
variable length records the letter n indicates the size of the fixed portion of each record, and the 
letter m indicates the maximum block size. 

B=(K=I, D=I) B= This letter and symbol indicate this is the output description parameter. 

B=(g} 

OY 
ON 

Rx 

(K=I, D=I) 

B= 

(g) 

o 

y 

N 

R 

x 

For fixed-length disk output records with keys, the letter K and symbol = must precede the length 
of the key field. The letter D and symbol = must precede the length of the data field. These two 
fields must be separated by a comma and enclosed in parentheses. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the output-description parameter. 

For undefined output records or variable output records without field select, the maximum block 
length must be enclosed in parentheses. 

The first letter in these forms identifies th is parameter. 

Write-disk check. 

Do not write-disk check. 

The first letter in this form identifies this parameter. 

This represents the position of the first logical input record to be output (x-l records will be bypassed). 
If the file is to be copied, the function parameter must be indicated to be reblocked and the input 
and output file description parameters must contain identical values. 

Disk-to-Disk Utility-Modifier Statement 
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PACK Examples: 

When the input field is to be packed before 
it is placed in the output record, the field
select parameter will appear in this form: 

//bFSbCV/r,s,t/r,s,t 
//bFSbr,s,t/CV/r,s,t 
//bFSbr,s,t/r,s,t/CV 

r, (P,n,m) ,t 

P identifies the pack operation; 
n is the size of the input field; 
m is the size of the output field. 

UNPACK 

When the input field is to be unpacked be
fore it is placed in the output record, 
the field-select parameter will appear in 
this form: 

r, (U,n,m) ,t 

U identifies the unpack operation; 
n is the size of the input field; 
m is the size of the output field. 

COPY VARIABLE 

When the section of a variable-length rec
ord, not defined as the fixed portion, is 
to be transferred to the output record, the 
letters CV (copy variable) must be present 
in the field-select control statement. If 
this entry is made when processing records 
that have been defined as fixed length, an 
error will be indicated. The CV entry can 
be entered: 

1. Before the first field to be selected. 

2. ,Between selected fields. 

3. Following selected fields. 
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The variable section of the record is placed 
in the output record following the fixed 
portion of the record as described in the 
output description parameter. 

CONTROL STATEMENT STREAM 

A sample control statement input stream for 
running a disk-to-disk program from the 
core image library follows; device and file 
descriptions are peculiar to the job being 
run. 

//bJOBbEXAMPLE 
//bPAUSEbMOUNTbPACKbONbDRlVEbl9l 
//bASSGNbSYS004,X'l91' 
//bASSGNbSYS005,X'19l' 
//bVOLbSYS004,UIN (standard labels assumed) 
//bDLABb'DISKbINPUTb •.• bl222333',b .•• bC 

( co l. 54 t ) ( co 1 . 72 t ) 
b •.• bOOOl,63l24,66l82,'bSYSTEMbCODEb' 

(col.l6t) 
//bXTENTbl,O,00009l003,000093002,'222333' ,SYSO( 
//bVOLbSYS005,UOUT 
//bDLABb'DISKbOUTPUTb ... bl222333'b ••• bC 

(col. 54+) (col. 72t) 
b •.. bOOOl,63l29,66l89,'bSYSTEMbCODEb' 

(col.l6t) 
//bXTENTbl,O,000041003,000043002,'222333' ,SYSO( 
//bEXECbDKDK 
//bUDDbTR,FF,A=(80,80) ,B=(80,960) ,OY 
//bEND 
/& 



The disk-to-printer program can display a 
disk file in two different formats: data 
display and data list. Data display pro
vides a visual picture of the data where 
every byte appears in the printed output. 
This form~t can handle fixed, variable, 
and undef~ned records. Data list provides 
a simple edited list of the file. If data 
list is used, input records must be fixed 
or variable length. 

An option is available to this program 
to specify the number of logical records 
in a file to b~ bypassed before beginning 
to print. 

UTILITY-MODIFIER STATEMENT 

This statement contains information re
quired for the operation of this program. 
If this statement is omitted from the pro
gram, the following parameters are assumed: 

IlbUbTD,FU,A=(lOOO),B=(120),OX,Sl,PY,Rl 

The format and entries for the utility
modifier statement for this program are: 

IlbUDPbTt,Ff,A=(input),B=(Output),Ox,Sx, 
PX,Rx 

Figure 17 shows detailed information of 
the entries in the utility-modifer state
ment for the disk-to-printer program. 

IlbU 

DPb 

Reason 

These entries identify this 
as the utility-modifier 
statement. 

The initials of the program. 
These initials can be omitted 
if the statement is used for 
more than one program. 

FIELD-SELECT STATEMENT 

The field-select control statement provides 
the information for the file-to-file pro
gram to transfer fields from an input rec
ord to the same or a different relative 
location of the output record. This is 
valid only for data-list mode. As many 
field-select statements as necessary may 
be used. If punched in cards each card 
need not be filled even if additional field
select cards follow. The field selected 
must be complete in one statement. The 
format and contents of this statement are: 

IlbFSbr,s,t/r,s,t/r,s,t 

Contents 

IlbFSb 

r,s,tl 

UNPACK 

DISK TO PRINTER 

Explanation 

lib identify this as a con
trol statement. 

FS identify this as a field
select control statement. 

r indicates the starting 
position relative to one, 
of the field in the input 
record to be selected. 

, (comma) separates the en
tries in the parameter. 

s indicates the length of 
the field in bytes. 

, separator. 

t indicates the print 
position relative to one, 
of the print line. 

I (slash) separates selected 
fields. 

When the input field is to be unpacked be
f~re it is placed in the output record, the 
f2eld-select parameter will appear in this 
form: 

r,(U,n,m),t 

U identifies the unpack operation; 
n is the size of the input field; 
m is the size of the output field. 

HEXADECIMAL 

When a program has printed output, the 
field selected may be printed in hexadeci
mal representation. This operation is in
dicated as follows: 

r,(X,n),t 

X identifies the hexadecimal operation; 

n is the size of the input field. Only 
the field length of the input is nec
essary for this operation because the 
output length will always be assumed 
to be twice as large. X and n are 
enclosed in parentheses and separated 
by a comma. 
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PARAMETER 

Function 
Tt 

Format 
Ff 

Input 
Description 

Output 
Description 

Printer 
Output 
Ox 

Page-
numbering 
Px 

First Record 
Printed 
Rx 

Figure 17. 

POSSIBLE 
FORMS 

TD 
TL 
TLF 

FF 
FV 
FU 

A=(n,m} 

A=(K=I,D=I) 

B=(p) 

B=(n,p) 

OX 
OC 

PY 
PN 

Rx 

ENTRIES 

T 

D 

L 

LF 

F 

F 

v 

U 

A= 

(n, m) 

A= 

(g) 

B= 

(p) 

B= 

EXPLANATION 

The initial T identifies this as the type of function parameter. 

Display 

List 

List and Field Select 

The leading F of these three possible forms iaentifies this as the format parameter. 

The second F must be indicated for fixed-length records. 

The letter V must be indicated for variable-length records. 

The letter U must be indicated for undefined records. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

For fixed-length input records, the input record length (the letter n) and the input block length 
(the letter m) must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. For field select with 
variable length records the letter n indicates the size of the fixed portion of each record, and 
the letter m indicates the maximum block size. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

For undefined input records or variable input records without field select length must be enclosed 
in parentheses. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the output-description parameter. 

For printer output, the size of the print line (120, 132, or ]44) must be entered. 

Th is letter and symbol indicate th is is the output-description parameter. 

{n, p} For field select of variable length records with printer output records, the fixed partion of each 
output record (the letter n) and the size of the print line (the letter p) must be enclosed in 
parentheses and separated by a comma. 

o 

x 

c 

P 

Y 

N 

R 

x 

The first letter in these forms identifies th is parameter. The type of output indicated by the 
field-select parameter (hexadecimal or character) overrides this parameter. 

Hexadecimal printout. (For data display only). 

Alphameric printout. (Forced for data list mode) 

The first letter in these forms identifies this parameter. 

Number pages (Forced for data display). 

Do not number pages. (Forced for first character forms control.) 

The first letter in these forms identifies this parameter. 

Th is represents the position of the first logical record to be printed; x - 1 records will be bypassed. 

Disk-to-Printer Utility-Modifier statement (Part 1 of 2) 
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POSSIBLE 
PARAMETER FORMS ENTRIES EXPLANATION 

Spacing Sl S The first letter in these forms identifies this parameter. 
Sx S2 

S3 1 Single spacing. (Forced for data display) 
SA 
SB 2 Double spacing. 
SC 
SD 3 Triple spacing. 

A Type A first character forms control. 

B Type B first character forms control. 

C Type C first character forms control. 

D Type D first character forms control. 

Figure 17. Disk-to-Printer Utility-Modifier Statement (Part 2 of 2) 

COpy VARIABLE 

When the section of a variable-length rec
ord, not defined as the fixed portion, is 
to be transferred to the output record" <the 
letters CV (copy variable) must he present 
in the field-select control statement. If 
this entry is made when processing records 
that have been defined as fixed length, an 
error will be indicated. The CV entry 
can be entered: 

1. Before the first field to be selected. 

2. Between selected fields. 

3. Following selected fields. 

Examples: 

//bFSbCV/r,s,t/r,s,t 
//bFSbr,s,t/CV/r,s,t 
//bFSbr,s,t/r,s,t/CV 

The variable section of the record is placed 
in the output rec.ord following the fixed 
portion of the record as described in the 
output description parameter. 

CONTROL STATEMENT STREAM 

A sample control statement input stream for 
running a disk-to-printer program from the 
core image library follows; device and file 
descriptions are peculiar to the job being 
run. 

//bJOBbEXAMPLE 
//bASSGNbSYS004,X'19l' 
//bASSGNbSYS005,X'OOE' 
//bUPSIbOOOOOOOO (standard labels) 
//bVOLbSYS004,UIN 
//bDLABb'DISKbFILEb •.• b1333333' ,b •.. bC 

( co 1 • 54 t ) ( co 1. 72 t ) 
b ..• bOOOl,64l85,66359,'bSYSTEMbCODEb' 

(col.16t) 
//bXTENTbl,O,000122004,000124005,'333333',SYS004 
//bEXECbDKPR 
//bUDPbTL,FF,A=(80,400),B=(132),Sl 
//bEND 
/& 
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DISK TO TAPE 

The disk-to-tape program transfers a file 
from one or more disk units to one or more 
tape reels. These files may be copied, re
blocked, field-selected, or reblocked and 
field-selected. If the field-select or re
block options are to be used, the input 
records must be fixed or variable-length. 

UTILITY-MODIFIER STATEMENT 

This statement contains information re
quired for the operation of this program. 
If this statement is omitted from the pro
gram, the following parameters are assumed: 

/lbUbTC,FU,A=(IOOO) ,B=(IOOO) ,OU,RI 

The format and entries for the utility
modifier statement for this program are: 

IlbUDTbTt,Ff,A=(input),B=(output)Ox,Rx 

Figure 18 shows detailed information of 
the entries in the utility-modifier state
ment for the disk-to-tape program. 

l/bU 

DTb 

Reason 

These entries identify this 
as a utility-modifier state
ment. 

The initials of the program. 
These initials can be omitted 
if the ~tatement is to be 
used for more than one pro
gram. 

FIELD-SELECT STATEMENT 

The field-select control statement provides 
the information for the file-to-file program 
to transfer fields from an input record to 
the same or to a different relative location 
of the output record. As many field-select 
statements as necessary may be used. If 
punched in cards each card need not be 
filled even if additional field-select cards 
follow. The field selected must be complete 
on one statement. The format and contents 
of this statement are: 

IlbFSbr,s,t/r,s,t/r,s,t 
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Contents 

/lbFSb 

r,s,tl 

Explanation 

lib identify this as a con
trol statement. 

FS identify this as a field
select control statement. 

r indicates the starting 
position relative to one, of 
the field in the input rec
ord to be selected. 

, (comma) separates the en
tries in the parameter. 

s indicates the length of 
the field in bytes. 

, separator. 

t indicates the starting 
position relative to one, of 
the output record. 

I (slash) separates selected 
fields. 

When a field is to be selected from a 
key field (disk input), the letter K fol
lowed by a comma and the starting position 
of the field to be selected must be placed 
in parentheses. 

Example: IlbFSb(K,r) ,s,t 

PACK 

When the input field is to be packed before 
it is placed in the output record, the 
field-select parameter will appear in this 
form: 

r, (P,n,m),t 

P identifies the pack operation; 
n is the size of the input field; 
m is the size of the output field. 

UNPACK 

When the input field is to. be unpacked be
fore it is placed in the output record, the 
field-select parameter will appear in this 
form: 

r, (U,n,m),t 



PARAMETER 

Function 
Tt 

Format 
Ff 

Input 
Description 

Output 
Description 

POSSIBLE 
FORMS 

TC 
TF 
TR 
TRF 

FF 
FV 
FU 

A=(n,m) 

A=(K=I/D=I) 

A=(g) 

B=(n/m) 

B=(g) 

Rewind Output OR 
Ox ON 

First Record 
Rx 

au 

Rx 

ENTRIES EXPLANATION 

T The initial T identifies this as the type of function parameter. 

C Copy 

F Field Select 

R Reblock 

RF Reblock and Field Select 

F The leading F of these three possible forms identifies this as the format parameter. 

F The second F of the first possible form must be indicated for fixed-length records. 

V The letter V must be indicated for variable-length records. 

U The letter U must be indicated for undefined records. 

\ 

A= This letter and symbol indicate this is the input description parameter. 

(n/m) For fixed-length input records, the input record length (the letter n) and the input block length 
(the letter m) !]lust be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. For field select with 
variable length records the letter n indicates the size of the fixed portion of each record, and 
the letter m indicates the maximum block size. 

A= 

(K=I/D=I) 

A= 

(g) 

B= 

(n/m) 

B= 

(g) 

o 

R 

N 

u 

R 

x 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

For fixed-length disk input records with keys, the letter K and symbol = must precede the length of 
the key field. The letter 0 and symbol = must precede the length of the data field. These two 
fields must be separated by a comma and enclosed in parentheses. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

For undefined input records or variable input records without field select, the maximum block 
length must be enclosed in parentheses. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the output-description parameter. 

For fixed-length output records, the output record length (the letter n) and the output block 
length (the letter m) must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. For field select 
with variable length records the letter n indicates the size of the fixed portion of each record, and 
the letter m indicates the maximum block size. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the output-description parameter. 

For undefined output records or variahle output records without field select, the maximum block 
length must be enclosed in parentheses. 

The letter in these forms identifies th is parameter. The rewind option for the output tape is 
active both before and after data transfer. 

Rewind both before and after data transfer. 

Do not rewind either before or after data transfer. 

Rewind before and rewind and unload after data transfer. 

The first letter in this form identifies this parameter. 

This represents the position of the first logical input record to be output (x-l records will be 
bypassed). If the file is to be copied, the function parameter must be indicated to be reblocked 
and the input and output file description parameters must contain identical values. 

Figure 18. Disk-to-Tape utility-Modifier Statement 
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U identifies the unpack operation; 
n is the size of the input field; 
m is the size of the output field. 

COpy VARIABLE 

When the section of a variable-length rec
ord, not defined as the fixed portion, is 
to be transferred to the output record, the 
letters CV (copy variable) must be present 
in the field-select control statement. If 
this entry is made when processing records 
that have been defined as fixed length, an 
error will be indicated. The CV entry 
can be entered: 

1. Before the first field to be selected. 

2. Between selected fields. 

3. Following selected fields. 

Examples: 

//bFSbCV/r,s,t/r,s,t 
//bFSbr,s,t/CV/r,s,t 
//bFSbr,s,t/r,s,t/CV 
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The variable section of the record is placed 
in the output record following the fixed 
portion of the record as described in the 
output description parameter. 

CONTROL STATEMENT STREAM 

A sample control statement input stream for 
running a disk-to-tape program from the core 
image library follows; devices and file de
scriptions are peculiar to the job being run. 

//bJOBbEXAMPLE 
//bASSGNbSYS004,X'19l' 
//bASSGNbSYS005,X'183 , 
//bUPSIbOOlOOOOO (tapemark at beginning of 

unlabeled output file) 
//bVOLbSYS004,UIN 
//bDLABb'DISKbFILEb ... b1333333' ,b .•. be 

(col. 54t) (col. 72') 
b ••. bOOOl,64l85,66359,'bSYSTEMbCODEb' 

(col.16 t ) 
//bXTENTbl,O,000122004,000124005,'333333',SYSOO' 
//bEXECbDKTP 
//bUDTbTR,FF,A=(80,800),B=(80,80) ,OR 
//bEND 
/& 



The tape-to-card program transfers the con
tents of a tape file to a card file. The 
output file may be punched in either ex
tended binary coded decimal or binary. 
Each logical output record must fit in one 
card (80 bytes for extended BCD or 160 
bytes for binary). Unless only a portion 
of the input record is transferred through 
the field-select or reblock-and-field-select 
option, the input record size will be re
stricted to 80 or 160. Input records to 
this program must be fixed length. 

These files may be copied, reblocked, 
field-selected, or reblocked and field
selected. Blocked input records must be 
reblocked. 

SEQUENCE-NUMBERING 

Sequence-numbering of the output to this 
program may be requested. A field up to 
ten characters in length is punched into 
each card. This field is numbered starting 
from one (with high-order zeros) and will 
be increased by one for each succeeding 
card. In the event that a sufficiently 
long field is not defined to number all of 
the cards, the numbers will wrap around to 
zero with no error indication. The sequence 
number will overlay any data selected into 
the sequence area of the card. 

UTlLlTY-MODIFIER STATEMENT 

This statement contains information required 
for the operation of this program. If this 
statement is omitted from the program, the 
following parameters are assumed: 

IlbUbTC,FF,A=(80,80) ,B=(80,80) ,IU,Ol,Rl,S2 

The format and entries for the utility
modifier statement for this program are: 

IlbUTCbTt,FF,A=(input) ,B=(output) ,Ix,Ox,Rx, 
Sx,Q=(x,y) 

Figure 19"shows detailed information of 
the entries in the utility-modifier state
ment for the tape-to-card program. 

IlbU 

Reason 

These entries identify 
this as the utility
modifier statement. 

Entry 

TCb 

TAPE TO CARD 

Reason 

The initials of the pro
gram. These initials can 
be omitted if the state
ment is used for more than 
one program. 

FIELD-SELECT STATEMENT 

The field-select control statement provides 
the information for the file-to-file pro
gram to transfer fields from an input rec
ord to the same or to a different relative 
location of the output record. As many 
field-select statements as necessary may be 
used. If punched in cards, each card need 
not be filled even if additional field
select cards follow. The field selected 
must be complete on one statement. The 
format and contents of this statement are: 

contents 

IlbFSb 

r,s,tl 

IlbFSbr,s,t/r,s,t/r,s,t 

Explanation 

lib identify this as a 
control statement. 

FS identify this as a 
field-select control 
statement. 

r indicates the starting 
position relative to one, 
of the field in the in
put record to be selected. 
For binary records this 
number is relative to the 
record as it appears in 
core, not on the card. 

, (comma) separates the 
entries in the parameter. 

s indicates the length of 
the field in bytes. 

, separator. 

t indicates the starting 
position relative to one, 
of the output record. 

I (slash) separates se
lected fields. 
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PARAMETER 

Function 
Tt 

Format 
Ff 

Input 
Description 

Output 
.J>escri pt ion 

Rewind Input 
Ix 

Sequence 
Numbering 
Q=(x,y} 

First Record 
Rx 

Stacker 
Control 
Sx 

Output 
Mode 
Ox 

Figure 19. 

POSSIBLE 
FORMS 

TC 
TF 
TR 
TRF 

FF 

A={n,m} 

B={n,m} 

IR 
IN 
IU 

Q={x,y) 

Rx 

Sl 
S2 
S3 

01 
02 

ENTRIES 

T 

C 

F 

R 

RF 

F 

F 

A= 

EXPLANATION 

The initial T identifies this as the type of function parameter. 

Copy 

Field Select 

Reblock 

Reblock and Field Select 

The leading F of this form identifies this as th~ format parameter. 

The second F of the form must be indicated for fixed-length records. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

{n, m} For fixed-length input records, the input record length (the letter n) and the input block length 
{the letter m} must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. 

B= This letter and symbol indicate this is the output-description parameter. 

(n, m) For fixed-length output records, the output record length (the letter n) and the output block 
length {the letter m} must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. 

R 

N 

u 

Q= 

x 

y 

R 

x 

S 

2 

3 

o 
1 
2 

The first letter in these forms identifies this parameter. 

Rewind both before and after data transfer. 

Do not rewind either before or after data transfer. 

Rewind before and rewind and unload after data transfer. 

The letter and symbol identify this parameter. 

This represents the first position of a field in a card {relative to one} for sequence-numbering 
(lor 2 digits). 

Separator. 

This represents the length of the field (maximum 10). The (x,y) parts of this parameter must be 
enclosed in parentheses. Absence of this parameter indicates no sequence numbers. 

The first letter in this form identifies this parameter. 

This represents the position of the first logical input record to be output {x-1 records will be 
bypassed}. rf the file is to be copied, the function parameter must be indicated to be reb locked 
and the input and output file description parameters must contain identical values. 

The first letter in these forms identifies this parameter. 

Se lect pocket 1 

Select pocket 2 

First character stacker control. 

The first letter in these forms identifies this parameter. 
EBCDIC punching 
Binary punching 

Tape-to-Card Utility-Modifier Statement 
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PACK 

When the input field is to be packed before 
it is placed in the output record, the 
field-select parameter will appear in this 
form: 

r, (P ,n,m) ,t 

P identifies the pack operation; 
n is the size of the input field; 
m is the size of the output field. 

UNPACK 

When the input field is to be unpacked be
fore it is placed in the output record, the 
field-select parameter will appear in this 
form: 

r,(U,n,m),t 

U identifies the unpack operation; 
n is the size of the input field; 
m is the size of the output field. 

CONTROL STATEMENT STREAM 

A sample control-statement input stream for 
running a tape-to-card program from the tape 
resident relocatable library follows; de
vices and file descriptions are peculiar to 
the job being run. 

/ /bJOBbEXAMPLE 
//bASSGNbSYSLNK,X'180' 
//bASSGNbSYSOOl,X'l8l' 
//bASSGNbSYS002,X'182' 
//bLBLTYPbTAPE(Ol) (01) indicates one VOL-

TPLAB set) 
//bOPTIONbLINK 
bINCLUDE IJWTC 
bPHASEbTPCD5,IJWTCCS2,NOAUTO 
bINCLUDE 

(user label processing routine on SYSIPT) 

bENTRY 
//bEXECbLNKEDT 
//bASSGNbSYS004,X'l83, 
//bASSGNbSYS006,X'OOD' 
//bUPSlb01000000 (standard and user-standard 

labels) 
//bVOLbSYS004,UIN 
//bTPLABb'bDATAbFILEb638bbbOOOl2l000l000l 

000101b66040b66090' 
//bEXEC 
//bUTCbTRF,FF,A=(70,700) ,B=(80,80) ,IN,Sl, 

Ol,R380 
//bFSbl,70,1/1,lO,7l 
//bEND 
/& 
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TAPE TO DATA CELL 

The tape-to-data cell program transfers a 
file from one or more tape reels to any 
number of assigned data cells. These files 
may be copied, field-selected, reblocked, 
or reblocked and field-selected. If the 
field-select or reblock options are to be 
used, the input records must be fixed or 
variable length. 

UTILITY-MODIFIER STATEMENT 

This card contains information required for 
the operation of this program. If this card 
is omitted from the program, the following 
parameters are assumed: 

//bUbTC,FU,A~(IOOO} ,B=(lOOO) ,IU,OY,Rl 

The format and entries for the utility
modifier statement for this program are: 

//bUTMbTt,Ff,A(input) ,B(output) ,Ix,Ox,Rx 

Figure 20 shows detailed information of. 
the entries in the utility-modifier state
ment for the tape-to-data cell program. 

//bU 

TMb 

Explanation 

These entries identify 
this as the utility
modifier statement. 

The initials of the pro
gram. These initials can 
be omitted if the state
ment is used for mOre 
than one program. 

FIELD-SELECT STATEMENT 

The field-select control statement provides 
the information for the file-to-file pro
grams to transfer fields from an input rec
ord to the same or to a different relative 
location of the output record. As many 
field-select statements as necessary may be 
used. If punched in cards each card need 
not be filled even if additional field
select cards follow. The field selected 
must be complete on one statement. The for
mat and contents of this statement are: 

//bFSbr,s,t/r,s,t/r,s,t 
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contents 

//bFSb 

r,s,t/ 

Explanation 

//b identify this as a 
control statement. 

FS identify this as a 
field-select control 
statement. 

r indicates the starting 
position relative to one, 
of the field in the input 
record to be selected. 

, (comma) separates the 
entries in the parameter. 

s indicates the length of 
the field in bytes. 

, seJ?arator. 

t indicates the starting 
position relative to one 
of the output record. 

/ (slash) separates se
lected fields. 

When a field is to be placed into a key 
field (data-cell output), the letter K fol
lowed by a comma and the starting position 
of the field in the output record must be 
placed in parentheses. 

Example: //bFSbr,s,(K,t) 

PACK 

When the input field is to be packed before 
it is placed in the output record, the 
field-select parameter will appear in this 
form: 

r,(P,n,m},t 

P identifies the pack operation; 
n is the size of the input field; 
m is the size of the output field. 

UNPACK 

When the input field is to be unpacked be
fore it is placed in the output record, the 
field-select parameter will appear in this 
form: 

r, (U,n,m),t 



PARAMETER 

Function 
Tt 

Format 
Ff 

Input 
Description 

Output 
Description 

Rewind Input 
Ix 

Data Cell 
Check 
Ox 

Figure 20. 

POSSIBLE 
FORMS 

TC 
TF 
TR 
TRF 

FF 
FV 
FU 

A={n,m) 

A={g) 

B={n,m) 

ENTRIES EXPLANA TI ON 

T The initial T identifies this as the type of function parameter. 

C Copy 

Field Select 

R Reblock 

RF Reblock and Field Select 

F The leading F of these three possible forms identifies this as the format parameter. 

F The second F must be indicated for fixed-length records. 

v The letter V must be indicated for variable-length records. 

U The letter U must be indicated for undefined records. 

A= This letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

(n,m) For fixed-length input records, the input record length (theletter n) and the input block length (the 
letter m) must be enclosed in parentheses and separated bya comma. 

A= 

(g) 

B= 

(n,m) 

For field select with variable length records, the letter nindicates the size of the fixed portion 
of each record, and the letter m indicates the maximum block siz.e. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

For undefined input records or variable input records without field select, the maximum block 
length must be enclosed in parentheses. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the output-description parameter. 

For fixed-length output records, the output record length (the letter n) and the output 
block length (the letter m) must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. 

For field select with variable length records, the letter n indicates the size of the fixed portion of 
each record, and the letter m indicates the maximum block size. 

B=(K=I, 0=1) B= This letter and symbol indicate this is the output-description parameter. 

B=(g) 

IR 
IN 
lU 

OY 
ON 

(K=I,D=I) 

B= 

(g) 

R 

N 

U 

o 

y 

N 

For fixed-length data cell output records with keys, the letter K and symbol = must precede the 
length of the key field. The letter 0 and symbol = must precede the length of the data field. 
These two fields must be separated by a comma and enclosed in parentheses. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the output description parameter. 

For undefined output records or variable output records without field select, the maximum block 
length must be enclosed in parentheses. 

The first letter in these forms identifies th is parameter. The rewind option for the input tape is 
active both before and after data transfer. . 

Rewind both before and after data transfer. 

Do not rewind either before or after data transfer. 

Rewind before and rewind and unload after data transfer. 

The first letter in these forms identifies this parameter. 

Write-data cell check (forced for this program). 

Do not write-data cell check (ignored for this program). 

Tape-to-Data-Cell Utility-Modifier Statement (Part I of 2) 
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PARAMETER POSSIBLE ENTRIES EXPLANATION 
FORMS 

First Record Rx R The first letter in this form identifies this parameter. 
Rx 

x This represents the position of the first logical input record to be output (x-l records will be 
bypassed). If the file is to be copied, the function parameter must be indicated to be reblocked 
and the input and output file description parameters must contain identical values. 

Figure 20. Tape-to-Data-Cell utility-Modifier Statement (Part 2 of 2) 

U identifies the unpack operation; 
n is the size of the input field; 
m is the size of the outvut field. 

COpy VARIABLE 

When the section of a variab~e-length rec
ord, not defined as the fixed portion, is 
to be transferred to the output record, the 
letters CV (copy variable) must be present 
in the field-select control statement. If 
this entry is made when processing records 
that have been defined as fixed length, an 
error will be indicated. The CV entry 
can be entered: 

1. Before the first field to be selected. 

2. Between selected fields. 

3. Following selected fields. 

Examples: 

//bFSbCV/r,s,t/r,s,t 
//bFSbr,s,t/CV/r,s,t 
//bFSbr,s,t/r,s,t/CV 

The variable section of the record is placed 
in the output record following the fixed 
portion of the record as described in the 
output description parameter. 
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CONTROL STATEMENT CONVENTIONS 

A sample control statement input stream for 
running a tape-to-data cell program from the 
disk resident relocatable library follows; 
device and file descriptions are peculiar 
to the job being run. 

//bJOBbEXAMPLE 
//bLBLTYPbTAPE 
//bASSGNbSYSLNK,X'190' 
//bASSGNbSYSOOl,X'180' 
//bASSGNbSYS004,X'182' 
//bASSGNbSYS014,X'193, 
//bUPSIblOOOOOOO(output standard label 

checking with unlabeled input) 
//bOPTIONbLINK 
bINCLUDEbIJWTM 
bPHASEbTPDC5,IJWTMCS2,NOAUTO 
bINCLUDEbIJWLAB 
bENTRY 
//bEXECbLNKEDT 
//bVOLbSYSOl4,UOUT 
//bDLABb'DATAbCELLbFILEb •.. blOOOlll' ,b ••• bC 

(col. 54 t} (col. 72t) 
b ••• bOOOl,66105,66130,'16KbDISKbbbbb' 

(col.16 t) 
//bXTENTbl,0,601008006,601009419,'OOOlll' ,SYSO] 
//bEXEC 
//bUTMbTRF,FF,A=(llO,440) ,B=(K=lO,D=lOO) ,OY 
//bFSbl,lO,(K,l)/ll,lOO,l 
//bEND 
/& 



The tape-to-disk program transfers a file 
from one or more tape reels to a maximum of 
n disk units where n is the number of disk 
units assigned. These files may be copied, 
field-selected, reblocked, or reblocked 
and field-selected. If the field-select 
or reblock options are to be used, the 
input records must be fixed or variable 
length. 

UTILITY-MODIFIER STATEMENT 

This statement contains information required 
for the operat~on of this program. If this 
statement is omitted from the program, the 
following parameters are assumed: 

//bUbTC,FU,A=(IOOO) ,B=(IOOO) ,IU,OY,RI 

The format and entries for the utility
modifier statement for this program are: 

//bUTDbTt,Ff,A=(input),B=(output) ,Ix,Ox,Rx 

Figure 21 shows detailed information of 
the entries in the utility-modifier state
ment for the tape-to-disk program. 

//bU 

TDb 

Explanation 

These entries identify 
this statement as the 
utility-modifier statement. 

The initials of the pro
gram. These initials can 
be omitted if the state
ment is used for more 
than one program. 

FIELD-SELECT STATEMENT 

The field-select control statement provides 
the information for the file-to-file pro
grams to transfer fields from an input rec
ord to the same or to a different relative 
location of the output record. As many 
field-select cards as necessary may be used. 
Each card need not be filled even if addi
tional field-select statements follow. The 
field selected must be complete on one 
statement. The format and contents of this 
statement are: 

//bFSbr,s,t/r,s,t/r,s,t 

Contents 

//bFSb 

r,s,t/ 

TAPE TO DISK 

Explanation 

//b identify this as a 
control statement. 

FS identify this as a 
field-select control 
statement. 

r indicates the starting 
position relative to one, 
of the field in the input 
record to be selected. 

, (comma) separates the 
entries in the parameter. 

s indicates the length of 
the field in bytes. 

, separator. 

t indicates the starting 
position relative to one, 
of the output record. 

/ (slash) separates se
lected fields. 

When a field is to be placed into~ key 
field (disk output), the letter K followed 
by a comma and the starting position of the 
field in the output record must be placed 
in parentheses. 

Example: //bFSbr,s,(K,t) 

PACK 

When the input field is to be packed before 
it is placed in the output record, the 
field-select parameter will appear in this 
form: 

r, (P, n ,m) , t 

P identifies the pack operation; 
n is the size of the input field; 
m is the size of the output field. 

UNPACK 

When the input field is to be unpacked be
fore it is placed in the output record, the 
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PARAMETER 

Function 
Tt 

Format 
Ff 

Input 
Description 

Output 
Description 

POSSIBLE 
FORMS 

TC 
TF 
TR 
TRF 

FF 
FV 
FU 

A=(n, m) 

A=(g) 

B=(n,m) 

B=(K =1 , D=I) 

B=(g) 

Rewind Input IR 
Ix IN 

IU 

ENTRIES EXPLANATION 

T The initial T identifies this as the type of function parameter. 

C Copy 

F Field Select 

R Reblock 

RF Reblock and Field Select 

F The leading F of these three possible forms identifies this as the format parameter. 

F The second F must be indicated for fixed-length records. 

v The letter V must be indicated for variable-length records. 

U The letter U must be indicated for undefined records. 

A= This letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

(n,m) For fixed-length input records, the input record length (the letter n) and the input block length 
(the letter m) must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. 

A= 

(g) 

B= 

For field select with variable length records the letter n indicates the size of the fixed portion 
of each record, and the letter m indicates the maximum block size. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

For undefined input records or variable input records without field select, the maximum block 
length must be enclosed in parentheses. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the output-description parameter. 

(n,m) For fixed-length output records, the output record length (the letter n) and the output block length 
(the letter m) must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. 

B= 

(K=I, D=I) 

B= 

(g) 

R 

N 

U 

For field select with variable length records, the letter n indicates the size of the fixed portion of 
each record, and the letter m indicates the maximum block size. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the output-description parameter. 

For fixed-length disk output records with keys, the letter K and symbol = must precede the length 
of the key field. The letter D and symbol = must precede the length of the data field. These two 
fields must be separated by a comma and enclosed in parentheses. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the output-description parameter. 

For undefined output records or variable output records without field select, the maximum block 
length must be enclosed in parentheses. 

The first letter in these forms identifies this parameter. The rewind option for the input tape is 
active both before and after data transfer. 

Rewind both before and after data transfer. 

Do not rewind either before or after data transfer. 

Rewind and unload both before and after data transfer. 

Figure 21. Tape-to-Disk Utility-Modifier Statement (Part 1 of 2) 
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PARAMETER 
POSSIBLE 

ENTRIES EXPLANATION 
FORMS 

Disk Check OY 0 The first letter in these forms ideritifies this parameter. 
Ox ON 

y Write-disk check. 

N Do not write-disk check. 

First Record Rx R The first letter in th is form identifies this parameter. 
Rx 

x This represents the position of the first logical input record to be output (x-l records will be 
bypassed). If the file is to be copied, the function parameter must be indicated to be reblocked 
and the input and output file description parameters must contain identical values. 

Figure 21. Tape-to-Disk Utility-Modifier Statement (Part 2 of 2) 

field-select parameter will appear in this 
form: 

r, (U,n,m) ,t 

U identifies the unpack operation; 
n is the size of the input field; 
m is the size of the output field. 

COPY VARIABLE 

When the section of a variable-length rec
ord, not defined as the fixed portion, is 
to be transferred to the output record, the 
letters CV (copy variable) must be present 
in the field-select control statement. If 
this entry is made when processing records 
that have been defined as fixed length, an 
error will be indicated. The CV entry 
can be entered: 

1. Before the first field to be selected. 

2. Between selected fields. 

3. Following selected fields. 

Examples: 

//bFSbCV/r,s,t/r,s,t 
//bFSbr,s,t/CV/r,s,t 
//bFSbr,s,t/r,s,t/CV 

The variable section of the record is placed 
in the output record following the fixed 
portion of the record as described in the 
output description parameter. 

CONTROL STATEMENT CONVENTIONS 

A sample control statement input stream for 
running a tape-to-disk program from the core 
image library follows; device and file de
scriptions are peculiar to the job being run. 

//bJOBbEXAMPLE 
//bASSGNbSYS004,X'182, 
//bASSGNbSYS007,X'191' 
//bUPSlbllOOOOOO (nonstandard input label 

checking, assume nonstandard user label 
routine has been cataloged as the fifth 
phase of this program in the core image 
library) 

//bVOLbSYS007,UOUT 
//bDLABb'DISKbFILEb ••• bl000123' ,b ••• bC 

( co 1. 5 4 t ) ( co 1. 72 t ) 
b ••• b0001,66030,66430,'bCODEbx21-3Ab' 

(col.16 t) 
//bXTENTbl,O,000017006,000017009,'000123' ,SYS007 
//bXTENTbl,l,000086000,000089009,'000123',SYS007 
//bEXECbTPOK 
//bUTDbTR,FV,A=(320) ,B=(600) ,OY,IN 
//bEND 
/& 
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TAPE TO PRINTER 

The tape-to-printer program can display a 
tape file in two different formats: data 
display and data list. Data display pro
vides a byte-for-byte representation of the 
data file where every byte appears in the 
listing. This format can handle fixed, 
variable, and undefined records. Data list 
provides a simple edited representation of 
the file. Input records to this Program 
must be fixed or variable length, and the 
field-select option may be used. An 
option is available to this program to 
specify the number of logical records in 
a file to be bypassed before beginning 
to print. 

UTILITY-MODIFIER STATEMENT 

This statement contains information re
quired for the operation of this program. 
If this statement is omitted from the pro
gram, the following parameters are assumed: 

IlbUbTD,FU,A=(lOOO),B=(120) ,IU,OX,PY,Rl,Sl 

The format and entries for the utility
modifier statement for this program are: 

IlbUTPbTt,Ff,A=(input) ,B=(output),Ix, 
Ox,Px,Rx,Sx 

Figure 22 shows detailed information of 
the entries in the utility-modifier state
ment for the tape-to-printer program. 

IlbU 

TPb 

Reason 

These entries identify 
this as the utility
modifier statement. 

The inititals of the pro
gram. These initials can 
be omitted if the state
ment is to be used for 
more than one program. 

FIELD-SELECT STATEMENT 

The field-select control statement provides 
the information for the file-to-file pro
gram to transfer fields from an input rec
ord to the same or a different relative 
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location of the output record. This is 
valid only for data list mode. As many 
field-select statements as necessary may be 
used. If punched in cards each card need 
not be filled even if additional field
select cards follow. The field selected 
must be complete in one statement. The for
mat and contents of this statement are: 

Contents 

IlbFSb 

r,s,tl 

UNPACK 

IlbFSbr,s,t/r,s,t/r,s,t 

Explanation 

lib identify this as a 
control statement. 

FS identify this as a 
field-select control 
statement. 

r indicates the starting 
position relative to one, 
of the field in the in
put record to be selected. 

, (comma) separates the 
entries in the parameter. 

s indicates the length of 
the field in bytes. 

, separator. 

t indicates the starting 
position relative to one 
of the print line. 

I (slash) separates se
lected fields. 

When the input field is to be unpacked be
fore it is placed in the output record, the 
field-select parameter will appear in this 
form: 

r,(U,n,m),t 

U identifies the unpack operations; 
n is the size of the input field; 
m is the size of the output field. 



PARAMETER 

Function 
Tt 

Format 
Ff 

Input 
Description 

Output 
Description 

Rewind Input 

Print Output 
Ox 

Figure 22. 

POSSIBLE 
FORMS 

TO 
TL 
TLF 

FF 
FV 
FU 

A=(n,m) 

A=(g) 

B=(p) 

B=(n,p) 

IR 
IN 
IU 

OX 
OC 

ENTRIES EXPLANATION 

T The initial T identifies this as the type of function parameter. 

o Display 

L List 

LF List and Fie Id Se lect 

F The leading F of these three possible forms identifies this as the format parameter. 

F The second F must be indicated for fixed-length records. 

v The letter V must be indicated for variable-length records. 

u The letter U must be indicated for undefined records. 

A= This letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

(n,m) For fixed-length input records, the input record length (the letter n) and the input block length 
(the letter m) must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. For field select with 
variable lengij, records the letter n indicates the size of the fixed portion of each record, and the 
letter m indicates the maximum block size. 

A= 

(g) 

B= 

(p) 

B= 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the input-description parameter. 

For undefined input records or variable input records without field select, the maximum block length 
must be enclosed in parentheses. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the output-description parameter. 

For printer output, the size of the print line (120, 132, or 144) must be entered. 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the output-description parameter. 

(n,p) For field select of variable length records with printer output records, the fixed portion of each 
output record (the letter n) and the size of the print line (the letter p) must be enclosed in 
parentheses and separated by a comma. 

R 

N 

U 

o 

X 

C 

The first letter in these forms identifies th is parameter. The rewind option for the input tape is 
active both before and after data transfer. 

Rewind both before and after data transfer. 

Do not rewind either before or after data transfer. 

Rewind before and rewind and unload after data transfer. 

The first letter in these forms identifies th is parameter. 

Hexadecimal printout. (For data display only) 

Character printout. (Forced for data list) 

The type of output indicated by the field-select parameter (hexadecimal or character) overrides 
this parameter. 

Tape-to-Printer Utility-Modifier Statement (Part 1 of 2) 
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PARAMETER 
POSSIBLE 

ENTRIES EXPLA NA TI 0 N 
FORMS 

Spacing SI S The first letter in these forms identifies this parameter. 
Option Sx S2 

S3 I Single spacing. (Forced for data display) 
SA 
SB 2 Double spacing. 
se 
SO 3 Triple spacing. 

A Type A first character forms control. 

B Type B first character forms control. 

e Type C first character forms control. 

D Type D first character forms control. 

Page PY P The first letter in these forms identifies this parameter. 
Numbering PN 
Px Y Number pages. (Forced for data display) 

N Do not number pages. (Forced for first character forms control) 

Fi rst Record Rx R The first letter in these forms identifies this parameter. 
Printed 
Rx x This represents the position of the first logical record to be printed; x-I will be bypassed. 

Figure 22. Tape-to-Printer Utility-Modifier Statement (Part 2 of 2) 

HEXADECIMAL 

When a program has printed output, the field 
selected may be printed in hexadecimal 
representation. This operation is indica
ted as follows: 

r,(X,n),t 

X identifies the hexadecimal operation; 
n is the size of the input field. Only 
the field length of the input is neces
sary for this operation because the out
put length will always be assumed to be 
twice as large. X and n are enclosed in 
parentheses and separated by a comma. 

COpy VARIABLE 

When the section of a variable-length rec
ord, not defined as the fixed portion, is 
to be transferred to the output record, the 
letters CV (copy variable) must be present 
in the field--select control statement. If 
this entry is made when processing records 
that have been defined as fixed length, an 
error will be indicated. The CV entry 
can be entered: 

1. Before the first field to be selected. 

2. Between selected fields. 
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3. Following selected fields. 

Examples: 

//bFSbCV/r,s,t/r,s,t 
//bFSbr,s,t/CV/r,s,t 
//bFSbr,s,t/r,s,t/CV 

The variable section of the record is placed 
in the output record following the fixed 
portion of the record as described in the 
output description parameter. 

CONTROL STATEMENT STREAM 

A sample control statement input stream for 
running a tape-to-printer program from the 
core image library follows; device and file 
descriptions are peculiar to the job being 
run. 

/ /bJOBbEXAMPLE 
//bASSGNbSYS004,X'182, 
//bASSGNbSYS005,X'OOE' 
//bUPSIblOOOOOOO (no label checking) 
//bEXECbTPPR 
//bUTPbTLF,FV,A=(37,98) ,B=(40,132) ,PN,OC,S2 
//bFSbl,37,l/CV 
//bEND 
/& 



The tape-to-tape program transfers a file 
from one or more tape reels to one or more 
other reels. These files may be copied, 
reblocked, field selected, or reblocked and 
field selected. If the reblock or field
select options are used, the input records 
must be fixed- or variable-length. 

UTILITY-MODIFIER STATEMENT 

This statement contains information re
quired for the operation of this program. 
If this statement is omitted from the pro
gram, the following parameters are assumed: 

IlbUbTC,FU,A=(lOOO) ,B=(lOOO) ,IU,OU,Rl 

The format and entries for the utility
modifier statement for this program are: 

IlbUTTbTt,Ff,A=(input) ,B=(output) ,Ix,Ox,Rx 

Figure 23 shows detailed information of 
the entries in the utility-modifier state
ment for the tape~to-tape program. 

IlbU 

TTb 

Reason 

These entries identify 
this as the utility
modifier statement. 

The initials of the pro
gram. These initials can 
be omitted if the state
ment is to be used for 
more than one program. 

FIELD-SELECT STATEMENT 

The field-select control statement provides 
the information for the file-to-file pro
grams to transfer fields from an input rec
ord to the same or a different relative lo
cation of the output record. As many field
select statements as necessary may be used. 
If punched in cards each card need not be 
filled even if additional field-select cards 
follow. The field selected must be com
plete on one card. The format and contents 
of this statement are: 

IlbFSbr,s,t/r,s,t/r,s,t 

Contents 

IlbFSb 

r,s,t/ 

PACK 

TAPE TO TAPE 

Explanation 

lib identify this as a 
control statement. 

FS identify this as a 
field-select control 
statement. 

r indicates the starting 
position relative to one, 
of the field in the input 
record to be selected. 

, (comma) separates the 
entries in the parameter. 

s indicates the length of 
the field in bytes. 

, separator. 

t indicates the starting 
position relative to one, 
of the output record. 

I (slash) separates se
lected fields. 

When the input field is to be packed before 
it is placed in the output record, the 
field-select parameter will appear in this 
form: 

r,(P,n,m},t 

P identifies the pack operation; 
n is the size of the input field; 
m is the size of the output field. 

UNPACK 

When the input field is to be unpacked be
fore it is placed in the output record, the 
field-select parameter will appear in this 
form: 

r,(U,n,m),t 

U identifies the unpack operation; 
n is the size of the input field; 
m is the size of the output field. 
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PARAMETER 

Function 
Tt 

Format 
Ff 

Input 
Description 

Output 
Description 

Rewind 
Option for 
input 
Ix 

First Record 
Rx 

Figure 23. 

POSSIBLE 
FORMS 

TC 
TF 
TR 
TRF 

FF 
FV 
FU 

A=(n,m) 

A=(g) 

8=(n,m) 

8=(g} 

IR 

Rx 

ENTRIES 

T 

c 

F 

R 

RF 

F 

F 

v 

U 

A= 

(n,m) 

A= 

(g) 

B= 

(n,m) 

B= 

(g) 

R 

N 

U 

R 

x 

EXPLANATION 

The first letter in these forms identifies this parameter. 

Copy 

Field Select 

Reblock 

Reblock and Field Select 

The leading F of these three possible forms identifies this as the format parameter. 

The second F must be indicated for fixed-length records. 

The letter V must be indicated for variable-length records. 

The letter U must be indicated for undefined records. 

Th is letter and symbol indicate th is is the input-description parameter. 

For fixed-length input records, the input record length (the letter n) and the input block length 
(the letter m) must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. For field select with 
variable length records the letter n indicates the size of the fixed portion of each record, and the 
letter m indicates the maximum block size. 

Th is letter and symbol indicate th is is the input-description parameter. 

For undefined input records or variable input records without field select, the maximum block 
length must be enclosed in parentheses. . 

This letter and symbol indicate this is the output-description parameter. 

For fixed-length output records, the output record length (the letter n) and the output block 
length (the letter m) must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma. For field 
select with variable length records, the letter n indicates the size of the fixed portion of each 
record, and the letter m indicates the maximum block size. 

Th is letter and symbol indicate this is the output-description parameter. 

For undefined output records or variable output records without field select, the maximum block 
length must be enclosed in parentheses. 

The first letter in these forms identifies th is parameter. The rewind option for the input tape is 
active both before and after data transfer. 

Rewind both before and after data transfer. 

Do not rewind either before or after data transfer. 

Rewind before and rewind and unload after data transfer. 

The first letter in this form identifies this parameter. 

This represents the position of the first logical input record to be output (x-] records will be 
bypassed). If the file is to be copied, the function parameter must be indicated to be reblocked. 
and the input and output file description parameters must contain identical values. 

Tape-to-Tape Utility-Modifier Statement (Part 1 of 2) 
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PARAMETER 
POSSIBLE 

ENTRIES EXPLANATION FORMS 

Rewind Out- OR 0 The first letter in these forms identifies this parameter. The rewind option for the output tape 
put Ox ON is active both before and after data transfer. 

OU 
R Rewind both before and after data transfer. 

N Do not rewind either before or after data transfer. 

U Rewind before and rewind and unload after data transfer. 

Figure 23. Tape-to-Tape utility-Modifier Statement (Part 2 of 2) 

COpy VARIABLE 

When the section of a variable-length rec
ord, not defined as the fixed portion, is 
to be transferred to the output record, the 
letters CV (copy variable) must be present 
in the field-select control statement. If 
this entry is made when processing records 
that have been defined as fixed length, an 
error will be indicated. The CV entry 
can be entered: 

1. Before the first field to be selected. 

2. Between selected fields. 

3. Following selected fields. 

Examples: 

//bFSbCV/r,s,t/r,s,t 
//bFSbr,s,t/CV/r,s,t 
//bFSbr,s,t/r,s,t/CV 

The variable section of the record is placed 
in the output record following the fixed 

portion of the record as described in the 
output description parameter. 

CONTROL STATEMENT STREAM 

A sample control statement input stream for 
running a tape-to-tape program from the core 
image library follows; device and file de
scriptions are peculiar to the job being 
run. 

/ /b JOBbE XAMPLE 
//bASSGNbSYS004,X'l80',X'A8' 
//bASSGNbSYS005,X'18l' 
//bVOLbSYS005,UOUT 
//bTPLABb'bEXAMPLEbFILEbbbbOOOl23000l000l000l 

Olb6603lb6703l' 
//bUPSIblOOOOOOO (unlabeled input and stand-

ard output labels) 
//bEXECbTPTP 
//bUTTbTR,FF,A=(lOO,lOO),B=(lOO,lOOO),OU,IR 
//bEND 
/& 
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CLEAR DATA CELL 

The clear-data cell program clears one or 
more areas of IBM 2321 Data Cell Drive, and 
establishes preformatted tracks containing 
an indicated base throughout the area 
cleared. The control information for the 
operation of this program is entered in 
three types of control statements. 

The first type of control statements 
(job control) define channel and unit as
signment, physical-device description, and 
areas of the data cell to be processed. 

The second type of control statement con
tains the information unique to this pro~ 
gram. This control statement is the utili
ty modifier statement. 

The third type of statement is an END 
card. 

The area to be cleared can be as small 
as one track or up to a maximum of a com
plete data cell. Any number of areas can 
be designated to be cleared with one run of 
this program. When an area of data cell is 
cleared, fixed-length blocks containing 
count, key, and data areas are established 
on the data cell. The information defining 
the key and data areas is indicated in the 
utility modifier statement, or, if a utility 
modifier statement is not entered, values 
are assumed. The count area is generated 
with: 

Cylinder number (2 bytes) 

Head number (2 bytes) 

Record number (1 byte) 

Key length (1 byte) 

Data length (2 bytes). 

The key and data areas defined, with the 
exception of the first eight bytes of the 
data portion of the track descriptor record 
(RO) , are filled with a user-defined charac
ter. The first eight bytes of the data por
tion of the track descriptor record (RO) 
are written: 

Bytes 1-2 

Bytes 3-4 

Byte 5 

The cylinder number 

The head number 

The record number 
(always zero) 
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Bytes .6-7 

Byte 8 

The number of unused 
bytes on the track 

Binary zero. 

Label checking determines whether the area 
to be cleared contains all or part of an un
expired file. Expired labels for the area 
to be cleared are deleted from the VTOC 
(Volume Table of Contents). 

UTILITY-MODIFIER STATEMENT 

The utility-modifier statement allows three 
parameter entries. The first parameter de
fines the length of the key and data block. 

The second parameter defines the fill 
character. 

The third parameter allows the option to 
write-data cell check or not write-data cell 
check. The format and entries for this 
parameter are: 

{C'C!} o{Y} / /bUCMbB= (K=l ,0=1), X' xx'" N 

If the utility-modifier statement is 
omitted, the assumed values are: 

//bU 

CMb 

//bUCMbB={K=O,D=lOO) ,X'OO' ,OY 

These entries identify this as a 
utility modifier statement. 

These letters indicate this is the 
Clear Data Cell program and can be 
omitted. 

Parameter Entry 

B= 

Explanation 

Identifies this 
parameter. 

B=(K=I,D=l) 

(K=l, 
0=1) Indicates the 

length of the key 
and data block in 
bytes. If a key 
length is not de
sired, the key length 
must equal zero. 



Parameter 

C'c' 

X'xx' 

OY 

or 

ON 

END STATEMENT 

C'c' 

X'xx' 

o 

Y 

Explanation 

C is entered and 
followed by the 
fill character 
(EBCDIC) enclosed 
in apostrophes. 

The letter X is 
entered and fol
lowed by the hexa
decimal fill char
acter enclosed in 
apostrophes. 

Identifies this 
as the output 
parameter. 

Indicates write
data cell check 
(forced for this 
program) . 

N Indicates do not 
write-data cell 
(ignored for this 
program) . 

This must be the last control statement. 
The statement is entered: 

//bEND 

//b Indicates that this is a utility 
control statement. 

END Indicates that this is the last 
control statement. 

This program is resident in the core image 
library in three phases: 

CLDC 
CLDC2 
CLDC3 

The following is the job control state
ment input stream necessary to execute this 
program from the core image library; device 
and extent descriptions are peculiar to the 
job being run. 

//bJOBbEXAMPLE 
//bASSGNbSYS008,X'193, 
//bVOLbSYS008,UOUT 
//bDLABb'bFILEbLABELb ••. bl000012',b ••• bC 

( co 1 • 54 t ) ( co 1. 72 t J 
b .•• bOOOl,66020,66l20,'bSYSTEMbCODEb' 

(col.16 t ) 
//bXTENTbl,O,405000000,4050004l9,'000012',SYS008 
//bEXECbCLDC 
//bUCMbB=(K=O,D=900),C'X' 
//bEND 
/& 
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CLEAR DISK 

The clear-disk program clears one or more 
areas of IBM 2311 Disk Drive, and estab
lishes preformatted tracks containing an 
indicated base throughout the area cleared. 
The control information for the operation 
of this program is entered in three types 
of control statements. 

The first type of control statements 
(job control) define channel and unit as
signment, physical-device description, and 
areas of disk to be processed. 

The second type of control statement 
contains the information unique to this 
program. This control statement is the 
utili~y modifier statement. 

The third type of statement is an END 
card. 

The area to be cleared can be as small 
as one track or up to a maximum of a com
plete disk pack. Any number of areas can 
be designated to be cleared with one run of 
this program. When an a·rea of disk is 
cleared, fixed-length blocks containing 
count, key, and data areas are established 
on the disk. The information defining the 
key and data areas is indicated in the 
utility modifier statement, or, if a util
ity modifier statement is not entered, 
values are assumed. The count area is 
generated with: 

Cylinder number (2 bytes) 

Head number (2 bytes) 

Record number (1 byte) 

Key length (1 byte) 

Data length (2 bytes). 

The key and data areas defined, with the 
exception of the first eight bytes of the 
data portion or the track descriptor record 
(RO), are filled with a user-defined charac
ter. The first eight bytes of the data por
tion of the track descriptor record (RO) 
are written: 

Bytes 1-2 

Bytes 3-4 

Byte 5 

Bytes 6-7 

Byte 8 

The cylinder number 

The head number 

The record number 
(always zero) 

The number of unused 
bytes on the track 

Binary zero. 
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Label checking determines whether the area 
to be cleared contains all or part of an un· 
expired file. Expired labels for the area 
to be cleared are deleted from the VTOC 
(Volume Table of Contents). 

UTILITY-MODIFIER STATEMENT 

The utility-modifier statement allows three 
parameter entries. The first parameter 
defines the length of the key and data 
block. 

The second parameter defines the fill 
character. 

The third parameter allows the option to 
write disk check or not write disk check. 
The format and entries for this parameter 
are: 

JC'c'} jY} //bUCLbB=(K=l,D=l) 'lX'xx' ,OlN 

If the utility ~odifier statement is 
omitted, the assumed values are: 

//bU 

CLb 

//bUCLbB=(K=O,D=lOO) ,X'OO~,OY 

These entries identify this as a 
utility modifier statement. 

These letters indicate this is the 
Clear Disk program and can be 
omitted. 

Parameter Entry 

B= 

Explanation 

B= (K=l, D=l) 

C' c' 
or 

X'xx' 

(K=l, 
D=l) 

C'c' 

X'xx' 

Identifies this 
parameter. 

Indicates the length 
of the key and data 
block in bytes. If 
a key length is not 
desired, the key 
length must be zero. 

C is entered and fol
lowed by the fill char
acter (EBCDIC) enclosed 
in apostrophes. 

The letter X is en
tered and followed by 
the hexadecimal fill 
character enclosed 
in apostrophes. 



Parameter 

OY 
or 

ON 

END STATEMENT 

Entry Explanation 

o Identifies this as 
the output param
eter. 

Y 

N 

Indicates write-disk 
check. 

Indicates do not 
write-disk check. 

This must be the last control statement. 
The statement is entered: 

//bEND 

//b Indicates that this is a utility 
control statement. 

END Indicates that this is the last 
control statement. 

This program is resident in the core image 
library in three phases: 

CLRD 
CLRD2 
CLRD3 

The following is the job control state
ment input stream necessary to execute this 
program from the core image library; device 
and extent descriptions are peculiar to the 
job being run. 

//bJOBbEXAMPLE 
//bASSGNbSYSOI2,X'191' 
//bVOLbSYSOI2,UOUT 
//bDLABb'bDISKbLABELb ... bIOOI221'b ... bC 

(col. 54t) (col. 72t) 
bbb ... bOOOI,66030,66040,'bSYSTEMbCODEb' 
(col.16t) 
//bXTENTbl,O,000031000,000093009,'OOI221',SYSOI2 
//bEXECbCLRDSK 
//bUCLbB=(K=38,D=480) ,X'55',ON 
//bEND 
/& 
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TAPE COMPARE 

The tape-compare program can be either a 
core image or relocatable library program 
that compares two files from two or more 
tapes to ensure that the files are identi
cal. The number of reels in each of the 
files need not be equal. 

The program does not perform tape posi
tioning; therefore the tapes are assumed 
to be positioned at the beginning of the 
file upon commencement of the run. If 
prepositioning of the tape is necessary 
before the compare operation, the user may 
position the tapes by specifying that the 
tapes are unlabeled and by using the mag
netic tape command (MTC) as found in the 
System Control and Service Publication 
listed on the front cover. 

Tapes containing fixed, variable, or 
unknown record lengths may be compared. 
When the tape-compare program is initiated, 
it will normally run to completion regard
less of the number of unequal compares that 
may occur. Unless a user exit has been 
specified for an unequal compare, any 
physical records that do not match will be 
written on SYSLST, along with an index of 
the byte{s) that do not match, and the 
physical record number. No editing is per
formed on unprintable characters. If the 
exit has been specified, the tape-compare 
program yields control through that exit. 

Input areas are assigned from a common 
area of storage. The number of areas 
assigned to each file depends on the maxi
mum size of the physical input records. If 
the space is available, two input areas are 
assigned, otherwise, one input area is 
assigned to each file. 

If the tape files to be compared extend 
over more than one reel, the additional 
reels are also compared. If two tape drives 
are assigned for each file, the program can 
alternate between the two, for example, 
Primary, Alternate, primary, etc. In this 
case, tape reels are not rewound and un
loaded. If only primary tape drives are 
assigned, (and there are multiple reels per 
file) the operation waits for a new tape 
reel to be mounted on the primary tape drive. 

The compare operation may be terminated 
at any time by pressing the external
interrupt key. A compare operation for a 
new file can be initiated by supplying the 
correct control statement and following the 
restart procedures. This applies only when 
SYSIPT is assigned as a card reader. The 
program will automatically be terminated 
upon detection of the /* or /& control 
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statement. The following job in SYSRDR 
will then be run. 

RESTART PROCEDURES 

A restart procedure is available to allow 
the user to control the program when the 
external interrupt feature is incorporated 
in the supervisor. The restart procedure is: 

• Press the interrupt key, a message is 
printed, and the compare in process will 
be interrupted. 

• The user can continue the current com
pare, start a new compare, or terminate 
the job by responding to the message 
with the appropriate character. 

Any other information concerning the 
messages can be found in the appendix of 
this manual or the 16K Operating Guide. 

LABEL PROCESSING 

All volume labels are skipped without com
paring. The first header and the first 
trailer file labels are checked to ensure 
that-the file names are identical. Addi
tional heqder, trailer, and user labels are 
bypassed. If the file names are not iden
tical! both labels are printed. 

When an end-of-volume (EOV) trailer label 
is sensed, the following action is taken: 

• If the number of reels specified has 
not been processed, the compare con
tinues on the next reel for the asso
ciated file. 

• If the number of reels specified has 
been processed, the job will be 
terminated. 

When an end-of-file (EOF) trailer label 
is sensed, the compare is terminated, and 
the user is given the option to restart or 
terminate the job. 

NON STANDARD OR UNLABELED FILES 

For non-standard labels, if the first rec
ord from the tape is a tape mark, the tape 
mark is ignored. If a tape mark follows the 
non-standard label, the reel count in the 
utility modifier statement must be a one; 
otherwise the data immediately following 
the label will not be compared. For every 
non-standard label (with the following tape 



mark) detected for this file, the operator 
must supply another utility modifier state
ment with a reel count of 1 and restart the 
operation. Other tape marks will be 
assumed to indicate an ,end-of-volume condi
tion except when the reel count has been 
depleted, in which case the condition is 
assumed as an end-of-file condition. In any 
case, a compare operation may be restarted 
by supplying the correct control card and 
following the restart procedures. 

For unlabeled files, tape marks will be 
assumed to indicate an end-of-volume condi
tion except when the first record read 
from the tape is a tape mark, in which case 
the tape mark is ignored. An end-of-file 
condition will be assumed when a tape mark 
has been detected and the reel count has 
been depleted. In any case, a compare 
operation may be restarted by supplying 
the correct card and following the restart 
procedures. 

JOB-CONTROL STATEMENTS 

Upon initial program loading the symbolic 
names, channel addresses, and tape charac
teristics for the tape-compare program are 
defined via Job-Control statements. These 
items, once defined, cannot be changed 
during the running of the program. If the 
required units for the program are not de
fined, the program will be terminated. 

The following job-control statements are 
used for system assignment. 

JOB Card 

TPCP 

ASSGN Cards 

SYSLOG 

SYSLST 

SYSIPT 

SYS004 

Required. Unique identi
fication: 

Required as follows: 

Must be assigned for di
agnostic messages. 

Must be assigned for 
writing records that do not 
match (printer or tape) . 

Must be assigned for 
reading tape compare con
trol statements (reader 
or tape). 

Must be assigned as the 
primary and alternate tape 
units for one of the tape 
files to be compared. 
This tape file will be re
ferred to as file A. 

SYS005 

LINKAGE EDITOR 

Must be assigned as the 
primary and alternate 
tape unit for the other 
file to be compared. This 
tape tile will be reterred 
to as tile B. 

The program can be entered into either the 
Relocatable or the Core Image Library. If 
the program is in the relocatable library, 
the link edit phase must be performed. 

The following are the job-control and 
linkage-editor control-statement streams 
that must be used to execute the tape com
pare program when it is resident on the 
Relocatable or the Core Image Library with 
and without exit routines. 

Executing the program when it is resi
dent in the Relocatable Library without a 
user's exit routine. 

//bJOB 
//bASSGN 
//bOPTION LINK 
bPHASE TPCP,*,NOAUTO 
bINCLUDE IJWTCP 
bINCLUDE IJJCPO (for TOS) bINCLUDE IJJCPDO 

(for DOS) 
bINCLUDE IJWXIT 
bINCLUDE IJWTPCP 
bEN TRY 
//bEXEC LNKEDT 
//bEXEC 
//bTPCP 

/& 
Executing the program when it is resi

dent in the Relocatable Library with a user 
exit routine: 

//bJOB 
//bASSGN 
//bOPTION LINK 
bPHASE TPCP,*,NOAUTO 
bINCLUDE IJWTCP 
bINCLUDE IJJCPO (for TOS) bINCLUDE IJJCPDO 

(for DOS) 
bINCLUDE (If the operand is omitted from 

this statement the text of the 
user's routine must be present 
on SYSIPT and followed by /* 
control statement. If the rou
tine is in the Relocatable Li
brary, it must have a user
assigned module name unique to 
the system as the operand.) 
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bINCLUDE IJWTPCP 
bEN TRY 
//bEXEC LNKEDT 
//bEXEC 
//bTPCP 

/& 

Executing the program when it is on the 
Core Image Library: 

//bJOB 
//bASSGN 
//bEXEC TPCP 
//bTPCP 

/& 

UTILITY-CONTROL-STATEMENT 

utility assignment for the tape-compare 
program is made by a utility-control state
ment. There is only one statement used. 
It is read in by the main-line phase of the 
program. The control statement and its 
associated parameters are as follows: 

//bTPCPbRECSIZ=(m) ,LABELS,REELS=(n) ,ALTA, 
ALTB,EXIT 

//b (Required) 

TPCPb (Required) 

RECSIZ (Required) 

=(m) (Required) 

LABELS (Optional) 

indicates control 
statement. 

identifies tape-compare 
control statement 

identifies record size 
parameter. 

maximum physical record 
size in bytes. It must 
be enclosed in parenthe
ses. This is needed for 
the assignment of input 
areas. If any physical 
input record exceeds 
this maximum, the excess 
is truncated and not 
compared. 

This entry indicates 
that the tapes are 
labeled according to IBM 
System/360 Standards. 
If this parameter is 
omitted, the tapes are 
assumed to be either 
unlabeled, or not labeled 
according to IBM System/ 
360 Standards. In the 
latter case, the labels 
are treated as data. 
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REELS (Optional) 

= (n) (Optional) 

ALTA (Optional) 

ALTB (Optional) 

EXIT (Optional) 

USER-EXIT ROUTINE 

identifies reel count 
parameter to follow. 

this entry specifies the 
maximum number of reels 
per file to be compared. 
It must be enclosed in 
parentheses. If this 
parameter is omitted, 
n=l will be assumed. n 
set to zero is an error. 
(Maximum value of n is 
255.) If the tape file 
extends over more than 
one reel, this parameter 
must be used to cause 
the additional reels to 
be compared. 

This entry indicates an 
alternate unit for tape 
file A. If this entry 
is omitted, it is assumed 
that there is only a 
primary unit for tape 
file A. 

This entry indicates an 
alternate unit for tape 
file B. If this entry 
is omitted, it is as
sumed that there is only 
a primary unit for tape 
file B. 

This entry indicates 
that the user wishes the 
tape compare program to 
branch to a routine sup
plied by him when an un
equal compare is detected. 

If this entry is omit
ted, no branch will be 
made and unequal com
pare records are writ
ten. 

If the user supplies an exit routine, the 
storage required for the routine is taken 
from the input area. If the exit routine 
is specified the main-line phase branches 
through general register 15 to the 
location IJWXITI (defined as an entry point 
in the user's exit routine) when an unequal 
compare is sensed. Return to the tape
compare program is through a general 
register 14. 

The user has access to all physical and 
logical IOCS macro instructions to perform 
input/output, etc. The locations of the 
records that do not compare equally are 
supplied by general registers. 



During user-exit routine processing, 
program flow is as follows: 

1. Obtain the address of the file A descrip
tion parameter list from register o. 

2. Obtain the address of the file B descrip
tion parameter list from register 1. 

3. Obtain the number of the mismatched 
record from register 10. 

4. Perform. user processing. 

S. Return control to the tape-compare pro-' 
gram through register 14 (containing 
the return address). 

File A Description Parameter List 
(Register 0) 

The address of an eight-byte parameter list 
is found in register o. The first four 
bytes of the list contain the address of 
the file A input area. The second four 
bytes contain the length of the physical 
record. 

File B Description Parameter List 
(Register 1) 

The address of an eight-byte parameter list 
is found in register 1. The first four 
bytes of the list contain the address of the 
file B input area. The second four bytes 
contain the length of the physical record. 

CONTROL STATEMENT STREAM 

Two sample control statement input streams 
for running respectively, from the disk
resident core image and relocatable libraries 
follow; device and file descriptions are 
peculiar to the jobs being run. 

//bJOBbEXAMPLE 
//bASSGNbSYS004,X'181' 
//bASSGNbSYSOOS,X'182' 
//bASSGNbSYSOOS,X'183' ,ALT 
//bEXECbTPCP 
//bTPCPbRECSIZ=(300),REELS=(2) ,ALTB 
/& 
and, 

//bJOBbEXAMPLE 
//bASSGNbSYSLNK,X'180' 
//bASSGNbSYS001,X'181' 
//bOPTIONbLINK 
bPHASEbTPCP,*,NOAUTO 
bINCLUDEbIJWTCP 
bINCLUDEbIJJCPDO 
bINCLUDEbIJWXIT 
bINCLUDEbIJWTPCP 
bENTRY 
//bEXECbLNKEDT 
//bASSGNbSYS004,X'183' 
//bASSGNbSYSOOS,X'184' 
//bPAUSEb OPERATOR PLACE TAPE A ON DRIVE 183 

AND TAPE B ON DRIVE 184 
//bPAUSEb RESTART JOB BY REPLYING 2 TO EOF 

MESSAGES 
//bEXEC 
//bTPCPbRECSIZ=(2000) 
//bTPCPbRECSIZ=(2000) 
//bTPCPbRECSIZ=(2000) 
//bTPCPbRECSIZ=(2000} 
/& 
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APPENDIX A: MODULE CONTENTS 

File to File Utility Programs 

Common Modules Unique Program Modules 

IJJCPO (for TOS) IJJCPDO (for DOS) IJWxx 

Text for Phase 1, Part 2 PHASE xxxx, * , NOAUTO 

INCLUDE IJWxxl 

IJWGEN 
INCLUDE IJJCPO (for TOS) INCLUDE IJJCPDO 

Phase 2 text 
PHASE xxxx2, * , NOAUTO 

(for DOS) 

IJWLAB 
INCLUDE IJWGEN 

Phase 5 text 
{ 

IJWGENP2} 
PHASE xxxx3, , NOAUTO 

xxxx2 

(JJWGENP 2 is for printer output) 

INCLUDE IJWxx3 

PHASE xxxx4,xxxx3, NOAUTO 

INCLUDE IJWxx4 

IJWxx 1 

Text for Phase 1, Part 1 

JJWxx3 

Note: xxxx represents the phase names and xx the module identification. 
Phase 3 text 

IJWxx4 

Phase 4 text 

Tape Compare Module Contents 

IJJCPO (for TOS) IJJCPDO (for DOS) 

Text of Phase 1, Part 2 

IJWTCP3 
IJWXIT 

Text for Phase 3 
Text for dummy user routine (Phase 1, Part 3) 

JJWTPCP 
IJWTCP 

Text for Phase 1, Part 1 
PHASE TPCP2, * , NOAUTO 

INCLUDE IJWTCP2 

IJWTCP2 PHASE TPCP3, TPCP2, NOAUTO 

Text for Phase 2 INCLUDE IJWTCP3 
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Clear Disk and Clear Data Cell Module Contents 

Common Modules 

IJJCPDO 

Text for Phase 1, Part 2 

IJWCLD2 

Text for phase 2 

IJWCLD3 

Text for Phase 3 

Clear Disk Modules 

IJWCLD1 

Text for Phase 1, Part 1 

IJWCLD 

PHASE CLRDSK, *, NOAUTO 

INCLUDE IJWCLD1 

INCLUDE JJJCPDO 

PHASE CLRD2, *, NOAUTO 

INCLUDE IJWCLD2 

PHASE CLRD3,CLRD2, NOAUTO 

INCLUDE IJWCLD3 

Clear Data Cell Modules 

IJWCLM1 

Text for Phase 1, Part 1 

IJWCLM 

PHASE CLDC, *, NOAUTO 

INCLUDE IJWCLM1 

INCLUDE IJJCPDO 

PHASE CLDC2, *, NOAUTO 

INCLUDE IJWCLD2 

PHASE CLDC3,CLDC2, NOAUTO 

INCLUDE IJWCLD3 
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APPENDIX B: FILE-TO-FILE PROGRAM MESSAGES 

The following are file-to-file program messages that appear on the device assigned to 
SYSLST. This device can be either a printer or tape unit. The messages are divided 
into three groups: 

• Diagnostic messages 
• Processing messages 
• Informational messages 

A job is terminated when a diagnostic message is received; the operator is informed of 
this condition on the SYSLOG device. When informational and processing messages are 
received, processing continues. 

RESPECTIVE ORDER OF DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES FOR THE FILE-TO-FILE PROGRAMS 

Note: Whenever xxx precedes a message, it indicates in which field definition 
the error occurred, e.g. card 1 and 2 each have 5 field definitions: for 
a format error in the third definition, xxx would be printed as 003; for 
a format error on the fifth definition of card 2, xxx would be printed 
as a cumulative 010. 

MESSAGE 

END CARD MISSING 

x INVALID FORMAT. 
UTILITY MODIFIER CARD 

REASON 

No END statement supplied (II END), or non
control statement read before END. 

Format specifications for utility-modifier 
statement were not followed, or all re
quired parameters were not supplied as 
follows: 
x: Decoded message 

A: Error in input format specifications 
(A parameter). 

B: Error in output format specifications 
(B parameter). 

F: Error in record format specifications 
(F parameter). 

I: Invalid input option (I parameter). 
J: Invalid type of job (J parameter) • 
M: Missing required parameter (F,A,B 

parameters must be present). 
N: Invalid type of program (U identifier 

II U not found, or xx representing the 
program type is not valid). 

0: Invalid output option (0 parameter) . 
P: Invalid page number option 

(P parameter). 
Q: Error in sequence checking specificationp 

(Q parameter) • 
R: Error in starting record specifications 

(R parameter) . 
S: Invalid spacing option (S parameter). 
T: T parameter missing (type of job 

parameter) • 
U: Undefined parameters (parameter 

identifier not valid). 
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ACTION 

The job is 
terminated. 



MESSAGE 

FIELD SELECT CARD 
MISSING 

xxx INVALID FORMAT 
FIELD SELECT CARD 

FIELD SELECT CARD 
NOT EXPECTED 

INVALID CONTROL 
CARD 

INVALID INPUT DEVICE 
AT SYS004 

INVALID OUTPUT DEVICE 
AT SYS005 

UNDEFINED FORMAT CAN 
ONLY DISPLAY 

xxx CANNOT FIELD 
SELECT INTO 1st 4 
CHARACTERS 

INVALID OUTPUT 
DEVICE AT SYS006 

UNDEFINED FORMAT 
CAN ONLY COpy 

INCORRECT PROGRAM 

x INVALID FORMAT UTIL 
MOD CARD 

FIXED LENGTH RECORD 
FORMAT REQUIRED 

REASON 

Field-select was indicated on utility
modifier statement, but no field-select 
statement was supplied. 

Format specifications for field-select 
statement were not followed. (000 
indicates no fields for field select 
were indicated but CV was present.) 

Field-select was not indicated on 
utility-modifier statement, but 
field-select statement was supplied. 

A control statement (with lib in the 
first 3 columns) was read which was 
not a utility modifier, field select, 
print header, or END statement. 

The device assigned to SYS004 is not valid 
for this program. 

The device assigned to SYS005 is not 
valid for this program. 

Data display is the only mode that can 
be indicated for undefined records in 
printer output programs. 

The indicated field cannot be selected 
into the record length field of a 
variable-length record. 

The device assigned to SYS006 is not 
valid for this program. 

Copy is the only format that can be 
indicated for undefined records in non
printer program. 

Utility-modifier statement punched with 
the wrong program initials, such as DT 
for a disk to card program. 

x: Utility-modifier statement error 

A: For non DASD input a key field 
was used. 

B: For nonprinter output, a printer 
B format was used; for non DASD 
output a key field was used. 

K: For non DASD input or output a 
key field was used. 

Card input or card output was not 
fixed length. 

ACTION 

The job is ter
minated. Note 
that all suc
ceeding messages 
may not have a 
valid meaning. 

The job is 
terminated. 
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MESSAGE 

INVALID JOB FOR THIS 
PROGRAM 

REASON 

Program 
Valid 
Types 

Undefined records 

a. TP,DP and 
MP 

b. DD,DM,DT, 
MD,MM,MT, 
TD,TM, and 
TT. 

* p 

C 

Invalid 
Types 

C,B,BF,F,L, 
LF,R,RF. 

B,BF,D,F,L, 
LF,R,RF. 

Fixed-length records without key fields. 

a. CP 

b. MP,TP, and 
DP 

c. CD,CT,DC, 
DD,DM,DT, 
MD ,MM,MT, 
TC,TD,TM 
and TT. 

* B,BF,C,D, 
F,L,LF 

D,L,LF 

C,F,R, 
RF 

R,RF 

B,BF,C,F,R, 
RF 

B,BF,D,L,LF 

Fixed-length records with key fields. 

a. CD,DC 

b. DT,MT,TM, 
and TD. 

c. DD,MM,DM, 
and MD 

d. DP and MP 

F 

F,RF 

C,F 

* D,L,LF 

B,BF,C,D,L, 
LF,R,RF 
B,BF,C,D,L, 
LF,R, 

B,BF,D,L,LF, 
R,RF 

B,BF,C,F,R,RF 

Variable-length records without key fields. 

a. MP ,TP, and 
DP 

b. DD,DM,DT, 
MD,MM,MT, 
TD and TT. 

* D,L,LF 

C,F,R, 
RF 

B,BF,C,F,R 
RF 

B,BF,D,L,LF 

* If first-character-forms-control is 
specified (S parameter) data display 
is invalid. 
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MESSAGE 

INVALID INPUT RECORD 
LENGTH 

NON-STANDARD LABEL 
INVALID INPUT 

NON-STANDARD LABEL 
INVALID OUTPUT 

INVALID INPUT OPTION 

INVALID OUTPUT OPTION 

INVALID CARD SEQUENCE 

I/O .:AREA .. CANNOT BE 
ASSIGNED 

FIELD SELECT MUST BE 
SPECIFIED 

xxx INVALID UNPACK 
OUTPUT LENGTH 

xxx INVALID PACK OUTPUT 
LENGTH 

xxx RECORD CAPACITY 
EXCEEDED BY PACK 

xxx RECORD CAPACITY 
EXCEEDED BY UNPK 

xxx RECORD CAPACITY 
EXCEEDED BY FS 

xxx RECORD CAPACITY 
EXCEEDED BY HEX 

REASON 

a. Card input. Record 
length was greater 
than 80 (EBCDIC) or 
160 (binary). 

b. Tape input. Record 
length was greater 
than 4096. 

c. DASD input without 
key. Block length 
was not a multiple 
of the record length. 

d. DASD record length 
exceeds 3,625 for 
disk or 2,000 for 
data cell. 

DASD programs do not allow nonstandard 
labels. 

Option is incorrect for the program. No 
option for DASD input. 

Option is incorrect for the program. 

Card Programs. The length parameter 
specified is over 10 characters, or 
the~tarting position plus the length 
exceeds BO characters. 

Not enough main storage to assign the 
specified input/output areas. 

When the output record length differs 
from the input record length, field
select must be used. For printer programs, 
list function, the input record length 
cannot exceed the size of the print line. 
For DASD programs with key fields (except 
DASD-to-printer or DASD-tO-DASD), field 
select must be specified. 

The parameter values specified are invalid. 

The xxxth field-select parameter specifies 
a field not entirely contained within the 
input or output record. 

ACTION 
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MESSAGE 

xxx FIELD SELECT 
PARAMETER FOR 
NONEXISTENT KEY 

INVALID OUTPUT RECORD 
LENGTH 

INVALID INPUT KEY 
LENGTH 

INVALID OUTPUT KEY 
LENGTH 

INVALID INPUT BLOCK 
LENGTH 

INVALID OUTPUT BLOCK 
LENGTH 

INVALID INPUT DATA 
LENGTH 

INVALID OUTPUT DATA 
LENGTH 

xxx FS INPUT LENGTH 
EQUALS ZERO 

xxx PACK INPUT LENGTH 
EQUALS ZERO 

xxx UNPK INPUT LENGTH 
EQUALS ZERO 

REASON 

A key field was specified in the field
select statement, but no key was 
indicated in the utility-modifier 
statement. 

a. Card output. Record length was greater 
than 80 (EBCDIC) or 160 (binary). 

b. Tape output. Record length was greater 
than 4096. 

c. Printer output. Record length was 
greater than 144. 

d. DASD output. The output block 
length is greater than 3,625 for 
disk, and 2,000 for data cell. 

For a DASD input the key length is greater 
than 255. 

For a DASD output the key length is greater 
than 255. 

a. For card input, the block and record 
length was not equal. 

b. Tape input--for fixed length record 
processing, the input block length was 
not a multiple of the record length; 
otherwise, the block length was not 4 
greater than the fixed portion. 

c. DASD input, the input block length is 
greater than 3,625 for disk, and 2,000 
for data cell. 

a. Block length is not a mUltiple of the 
record length. 

b. For DASD, the output block length is 
greater than 3,625 for disk or 2,000 
for data cell. 

c. For the copy function, the block lengths 
must be equal. 

DASD input programs with key require data 
length plus key length to be less than or 
equal to 3605 for disk, or 1984 for data cell. 

DASD output programs with key require data 
length plus key length to be less than or 
equal to 3605 for disk, or 1984 for data cell. 

Input field length has been specified as 
zero. 
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MESSAGES 

xxx HEX INPUT LENGTH 
EQUALS ZERO 

xxx CANNOT PROCESS HEX 
PARAMETER 

xxx CANNOT PROCESS 
PACK PARAMETER 

USER ROUTINE NOT 
PRESENT 

REASON 

Hexadecimal indicator valid only for print 
output programs. 

Cannot pack a field for print output 
programs. 

User label checking is specified on the 
UPSI statement, but a user label routine 
is not present. 

RESPECTIVE ORDER OF FILE-TO-FILE PROCESSING MESSAGES 

Messages 
(on SYSLST) Format Function Primary Condition 

BLOCK NO. F, V, Copy 
xxxxxx, INPUT or U 
AREA OVERFLOW 

BLOCK NO. 
xxx xxx , INPUT 
AREA UNDERFLOW 

BLOCK NO. 
xxxxxx, INPUT 
AREA UNDERFLOW 

BLOCK NO. 
xxxxxx, INPUT 
AREA UNDERFLOW 
BLOCK NO. 
xxx xxx , RCD. 
NO. xx RECORD 
AND REMAINDER 
OF BLOCK 
DROPPED 

F 

F 

F 

Copy 

R, F, 
RF, L, 
or LF 

R, F, 
RF, L, 
or LF 

Input block length 
is longer than 
that specified in 
the utility modi
fier statement. 

Input block length 
is shorter than 
that specified in 
the utility mod-
ifier statement. 

Associated 
Conditions 

None 

The actual block 
size is a multi
ple of the speci
fied record size 
but less than 
the specified 
block size. 

The last logical 
record of the 
input block is 
less than the 
specified rec
ord size. 

ACTION 

Processing 

The specified input 
block size is 
copied and the re
mainder is trun
cated. If the rec
ords are variable 
length, the count 
field is not 
corrected. 

Only the actual 
block size is 
copied (no pad
ding) • 

Processing is per
formed as speci
fied for the short 
block. This mes
sage is not issued 
if the starting 
record number in 
the record-skipping 
parameter has not 
been encountered. 

Processing is nor
mal up to the short 
record. The rec
ord is dropped and 
processing con
tinues. This mes
sage is not issued 
if the starting 
record number in 
the record-skipping 
parameter has not 
been encountered. 
The short record 
is counted as one. 
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MESSAGES REASON 

Message 
(on SYSLST) 

BLOCK NO. 
xxxxxx, INPUT 
AREA OVERFLOW 

BLOCK NO. 
xxxxxx, INPUT 
AREA OVERFLOW 
BLOCK NO. 
xxxxxx, RCD. 
NO. xx RECORD 
AND REMAINDER 
OF BLOCK 
DROPPED. 

BLOCK NO. 
xxxxxx, RCD. 
NO. xx RECORD 
AND REMAINDER 
OF BLOCK 
DROPPED 

BLOCK NO. 
xxxxxx., RCD. 
NO. xx, SHORT 
VARIABLE 
LENGTH RECORD 
DROPPED 

Associated 
Format Function Primary Condition Conditions 

v 

v 

v 

V 

R, F, 
RF, L, 
or LF 

R, F, 
RF, L, 
LF 

R, F, 
RF, L, 
or LF 

F, RF, 
or LF 

Input block length 
is longer than 
that specified 
in the utility 
modifier 
statement. 

An input logical 
record contains 
an invalid length 
field. A record 
length field is 
invalid if it is 
less than 5 or 
is not equal to 
tJie number of 
Bytes read. 

The length of a 
logical input rec
ord is less than 
that specified 
as the fixed por
tion of the var
iable-length 
records. 

The last position 
of the specified 
block is the last 
position of a 
logical record. 

The last logical 
record in the 
specified block 
size is not com
plete within 
the block. 
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ACTION 

Processing 

The overflow rec
ords from the in
put block are trun
cated. This mes
sage is issued even 
if the first rec
ord to be proc
essed has not been 
reached. The trun
cated records are 
not counted. 

The input block 
(and the last logi
cal record) are 
truncated. The 
truncated record 
is dropped. The 
second message is 
not issued if the 
starting record 
number in the rec
ord skipping param
eter has not been 
encountered. The 
dropped part of 
the block is 
counted as one. 

Processing of 
the current block 
cannot proceed and 
the block is 
dropped. This mes
sage is issued even 
if the record
skipping parameter 
number has not been 
reached. The part 
of the block is 
counted as one. 

The record is 
dropped and proc
essing continues 
with the next rec
ord, if present. 
This message is not 
issued if the 
record-skipping 
parameter has not 
been encountered. 
The dropped rec
ord is counted as 
one. 



MESSAGES 

Messages 
(on SYSLST) 

BLOCK NO. 
xxxxxx, OUTPUT 
AREA OVERFLOW 

BLOCK NO. 
xxxxxx, 
KEY LENGTH IS 
xxx 

Format Function 

v 

F or 
V 

R, F, 
RF, L, 
or LF 

C,R,F, 
RF,L, 
or LF 

REASON 

Primary Condition 

A generated output 
record exceeds 
the block size 
specified in the 
utility modifier 
statement. 

The key length 
for this block 
is invalid, or 
it differs from 
the key length 
specified in the 
utility modifier 
statement. 

Associated 
Conditions 

a. For unde
fined records, 
the message 
should not 
occur. 

b. For fixed
length rec
ords with no 
key fields 
specified, or 
variable 
length rec
ords, only 
the data 
portions are 
processed. 

c. For fixed
length records 
wi th key fields 
specified, the 
actual and 
specified key 
length differ. 
Both key and 
data fields 
are processed 
as specified 
(i.e., if the 
actual key is 
less than that 
specified, the 
difference is 
made up with 
data bytes, 
if greater, the 
excess is 
treated as data 
bytes. ) 

ACTION 

Processing 

The generated block 
is truncated. The 
block count and 
record count are 
corrected and the 
block written out. 

Processing, con
continues, with the 
output record 
formatted as speci
fied in the uti Ii ty 
modifier statement 
(if valid specifi
cation. ) 
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RESPECTIVE ORDER OF FILE-TO-FILE INFORMATIONAL MESSAGES 

Control parameter diagnostics are followed by logging messages in this order. 

MESSAGE 

CARD TO DISK 
CARD TO PRINTER/PUNCH 
CARD TO TAPE 
DATA CELL TO DATA CELL 
DATA CELL TO DISK 
DATA CELL TO PRINTER 
DATA CELL TO TAPE 
DISK TO CARD 
DISK TO DATA CELL > 
DISK TO DISK 
DISK TO PRINTER 
DISK TO TAPE 
TAPE TO CARD 
TAPE TO DATA CELL 
TAPE TO DISK 
TAPE TO PRINT 
TAPE TO TAPE .. 

)FIXED PORTION xxxx 
KEY LENGTH xxxx 

INPUT DATA LENGTH xxxxx 
~ RECORD LENGTH xxxx 

BLOCK LENGTH xxxx 

~. FIXED PORTION xxxx 
KEY LENGTH xxxx 

OUTPUT " DATA LENGTH xxxxx 
~RECORD LENGTH xxxx 

BLOCK LENGTH xxxx 

ICARD BCD 

INPUT 
~CARD BINARY 
~NO REWIND, UNLOAD 

REWIND 
REWIND, UNLOAD 

UTILITY 

l 
~ 
l 
\ 

\ 
rBCD, CHARACTER ~ 

CARD BCD 
CARD BINARY 
DISK WRITE CHECK 

OUTPUT NO DISK WRITE CHECK 
OPTION PRINT CHARACTER > 

PRINT HEX 
NO REWIND, UNLOAD{WRITE TAPE MARK} 
REWIND{WRITE TAPE MARK} 

,REWIND, UNLOAD{WRITE TAPE MARK} -' 

~x INPUT, x OUTPUT} 
~x INPUT/OUTPUT AREAS ASSIGNED 

{
FIXED } 

RECORD FORMAT VARIABLE 
UNDEFINED 
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ACTION 

Identifies the particular utility program. 
The program continues processing. 

Processing continues. (x represents 
a digit.) 



MESSAGE ACTION 

(tOPY " Processing continues. (x represents 
DATA DISPLAY a digit.) 
FIELD SELECT 
LIST 

TYPE,'( LIST, FIELD SELECT 
PRINT AND PUNCH 
PRINT, PUNCH, FIELD SELECT 
REBLOCK 
~BLOCK, FIELD SELECT 

STARTING SEQUENCE COLUMN xx 

SEQUENCE LENGTH xx 

STARTING RECORD NUMBER xxxxxxxx 

REPLY x This message is printed to indicate the 
reply given to a diagnostic printed on 
SYSLOG. The action taken is indicated by 
the letter x. Processing continues. 

1ST CHARACTER FORMS CONTROL TYPE f! } Processing continues. 

xx ERRORS FOUND IN CONTROL CARDS 

CARD SEQUENCE ERROR, CURRENT SEQ xxxxxxxxxx 

LAST SEQ XXX XX xx xxx 
.-

END OF DATA END OF DATA will not be printed for first-
character forms-control. 

FILE MARK WRITTEN IN For DASD output programs, the decimal 
value of the XTENT sequence number and the 

XT. NO. Bl Cl C2 HI H2 R address of the file mark (written at the 
end of the file) are logged. The headings 

xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx represent bin (Bl) , subcell (Cl) , strip 
(C2) , cylinder (HI) , track (H2) , and 
record (R) numbers for data cell. For 
disk, they represent cylinder (C2) , track 
(H2) , and record (R) numbers. 

NUMBER OF {INPUT } BLOCKS PROCESSED xxxxxx Processing continues. 
OUTPUT 

SPECIFIED STARTING RECORD NO. LARGER THAN 
TOTAL NO. OF LOGICAL INPUT RECORDS 

END OF JOB 
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APPENDIX C: TAPE COMPARE PROGRAM MESSAGES 

The following are tape compare diagnostic messages that appear on the device assigned 
to SYSLST. This device can be either a printer or a tape unit. 

MESSAGE REASON ACTION 

INVALID INPUT DEVI CE AT SYS004 The device assigned to SYSOO4 The job is 
is not valid for this program. terminated. 

INVALID OUTPUT DEVICE AT SYS005 The device assigned to SYSOO5 
is not valid for this program. 
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APPENDIX D: CLEAR DATA CELL AND CLEAR DISK PROGRAM MESSAGES 

The following are informational or diagnostic messages that appear on the device 
assigned to SYSLST. This device can be either a printer or a tape unit. 

MESSAGES 

CLEAR DATA CELL UTILITY 

CLEAR DISK UTILITY 

UTILITY CONTROL CARDS 

INVALID CARD 

INVALID PARAMETER 

INVALID FORMAT 

INVALID KEY LENGTH 

INVALID DATA LENGTH 

INVALID OUTPUT PARAMETER 

I/O AREA NOT ENOUGH FOR 
SPECIFIED RECORD SIZE 

SPECIFIED PARAMETERS 

ASSUMED PARAMETERS 

REASON 

The name of the program is 
logged for identification. 

This heading message immediately 
precedes the logging of the 
control cards. 

ACTION 

Processing continues. 

Valid utility control cards begin The Job 1.S 

with //bU; //bEND; or with ./bU; terminated • 
. /bEND. 

Valid parameters begin with B, 
C, X, and o. None of these 
parameter identifiers may be 
repeated with the control card, 
nor may C and X appear together. 

The format of at least one of 
the above parameters is incor
rect; e.g., the key and data 
lengths must be specified as 
B=(K=l to 3 digits, D=l to 4 
digi ts) . 

The key length must be ~ ° and 
S 255. 

The data length must be greater 
than 0. If a key length speci
fication is greater than 0, the 
key length plus the data length 
must be S 1984 for data cell, 
or S 3605 for disk. If a key 
length specification is equal 
to 0, the data length must be 
S to 2000 for data cell, or 
S 3625 for disk. 

Valid output parameter values 
are OY or ON. 

The block size specified in the 
utility modifier statement 
exceeds the main storage 
available. 

This heading message identifies 
the specified utility modifier 
statement parameters. 

This heading message 
identifies the assumed utility 
modifier statement parameters. 

Processing continues. 
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MESSAGES 

NO END CARD 

REASON 

Either no END card was supplied 
(//bEND), or a non-control 
statement was read before END. 

Informational messages are logged in this order. 

KEY LENGTH - xxx 
DATA LENGTH - xxxx 
FILL CHARACTER - {X' xx' } 

C;'x' 
OUTPUT PARAMETER - x 
RECORDS/TRACK - xx 

XTENT BB 
SEQ_ NO. 

xxx xxx 
xxx xxx 

· · · · 
· · 

END OF JOB 

Cl 
xxx 
xxx 

· · 
· 

LOWER LIMIT 
C2 Hl 

xxx xxx 
xxx xxx 

· · 
· · 
· · 
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UPPER LIMIT 
H2 Cl C2 Hl H2 

xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx 
xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx 

· · · · · 
· · · · · 
· · · · · 

ACTION 



APPENDIX E: OPERATOR COMMUNICATION MESSAGES 

The following are messages that appear on the device assigned to SYSLOG. Note that 
Default is the program action taken when the 1052 is not available to the system. Also 
note that in the tape compare program, a normal end-of-job occurs only after a 1* or 1& 
card has been read. 

FILE-TO-FILE OPERATOR MESSAGES 

Number Message 

80010 IS IT EOF 

8002A PUNCH CHECK 

Cause 

Tape input is specified as 
unlabeled and a tape mark 
is encountered during the 
process of transferring 
data. 

A punch check occurred 
on the card read punch . 
(2520 or 2540). 

TAPE COMPARE OPERATOR MESSAGES 

Number 

,8003A 

80041 

8005A 

Message Cause 

ALTA OR ALTB As indicated in the message. 
PARAMETER SPECI-
FIED TWICE 

I I TPCP RECSIZ= 
(nnnnn) 

II TPCP RECSIZ= 
FORMAT IS IN
CORRECT 

Supplied control statement 
is printed~ 

Control statement format 
is invalid. 

Action 

a. Type Y (upper 
case) if end 
of file. 

b. Type N (upper 
case) if end 
of volume. 

Run cards out of 
punch, discard 
the last few 
cards (i.e., for 
the 2520, one 
punched and two 
blank cards; for 
the 2'540, two 
punched and 
two blank) , 
ready the punch, 
and key in any 
character to 
continue. 

Action 

a. Supply cor
rect control 
statement 
on SYSIPT 
and type 2 
to continue 
processing. 

b. Type any 
character 
other than 
2 to termi
nate the 
job. 

Processing con
tinues. 

a. Supply cor
rect con
trol state
ment on 
SYSIPT and 
type 2 to 
continue 
processing. 

b. Type any 
character 
other than 
2 to termi
nate job. 

Default 

End of file is 
assumed. 

Processing 
continues. 
The card in 
error and the 
following card 
are repunched 
at the point 
the punch 
check oc
curred. 

Default 

Job is ter
minated 

None 

Job is termi
nated 
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Number 

8006A 

8007A 

8008A 

8009A 

Message Cause 

RECORD SIZE OR As indicated in the message. 
REEL COUNT 
PARAMETER MISSING 

ILLEGAL RECORD 
SIZE OR REEL 
COUNT PARAM
ETER 

LEADING ZERO IN 
RECORD SIZE OR 
RECORD COUNT 
PARAMETER 

INVALID CHAR
ACTER IN RECORD 
SIZE OR REEL 
COUNT PARAMETER 

Record size is greater than 
5 digits, or reel count ex
ceeds 255. 

A leading zero is invalid 
in a parameter in the 
control statement. 

A non-numeric character is 
invalid in the indicated 
parameter in the control 
statement. 
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Action 

a. Supply con
trol state
ment on 
SYSIPT with 
indicated 
parameter 
and type 2 
to continue 
processing. 

b. Type any 
character 
other than 
2 to termi
nate job. 

a. Supply cor
rect control 
statement on 
SYSIPT and 
type 2 to 
continue 
processing. 

b. Type any 
character 
other than 
2 to termi
nate job. 

a. Supply cor
rect control 
statement on 
SYSIPT and 
type 2 to 
continue 
processing. 

b. Type any 
character 
other than 
2 to termi
nate job. 

a. Supply cor
rect control 
statement on 
SYSIPT and 
type 2 to 
continue 
processing. 

b. Type any 
character 
other than 
2 to termi
nate job. 

Default 

Job is termi
nated 

Job is termi
nated 

Job is termi
nated 

Job is termi
nated 



Number 

8010A 

80110 

8012A 

8013A 

Message 

PARAMETERS CON
TAIN AN INVALID 
CHARACTER OR 
SEPARATORS ARE 
MISSING 

NO I/O AREA 
AVAILABLE 

Cause 

Invalid character p7es~nt 
in, or separators m1ss1ng 
from, optional parameters. 

a. 

Action 

Supply cor
rect control 
statement on 
SYSIPT and 
type 2 to 
continue 
processing. 

b. Type any 
character 
other than 
2 to termi
nate job. 

Record size specified exceeds a. 
I/O area capacity. 

Supply cor
rect contr91 
statement on 
SYSIPT and 
type 2 to 
continue 
processing. 

b. Type any 
character 
other than 
2 to termi
nate job. 

USER EXIT SPECI- As indicated in the message. 
FlED BUT NONE 

a. Supply cor
rect control 
statement on 
SYSIPT and 
type 2 to 
continue 
processing. 

SUPPLIED 

ILLEGAL TPMK 
DETECTED ON 
FILE x 

b. Type any 
character 
other than 
2 to termi
nate job. 

Unexpected tape mark encoun- a. 
tered on File A or B: labeled 
files were specified and a 

Supply cor
rect con
trol state
ment on 
SYSIPT and 
type 2 to 
continue 
processing. 

tape mark preceded the label, 
or two tape marks preceded 
either the first data record 
or the trailer label. 

b. Type any 
character 
other than 
2 to termi
nate job. 

Default 

Job is termi
nated 

Job is termi
nated 

Job is ter
minated. 

Job is termi
nated 
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Number Message Cause Action Default 

80l4A VOLUME LABEL Label handling was speci- a. Supply cor- Job is termi-
MISSING ON fied, but a volume label rect con- nated 
FILE x was not found on File A trol state-

or B. ment on 
SYSIPT and 
type 2 to 
continue 
processing. 

b. Type any 
character 
other than 
2 to termi-
nate job. 

801SA HEADER LABEL A heade.r label is missing, a. Supply cor- Job is termi-
MISSING ON but was specified as rect control nated 
FILE x present on File A or B. statement on 

SYSIPT and 
type ~. to 
continue 
processing. 

b. Type any 
character 
other than 
2 to termi-
nate job. 

80l6A TRAILER LABEL Label handling was specified, a. Supply cor- Job is termi-
MISSING ON but a trailer label was not rect control nated 
FILE x found on File A or B. statement on 

SYSIPT and 
type 2 to 
continue 
processing. 

b. Type any 
character 
other than 
2 to termi-
nate job. 

80170 EOF ON UN- A tape mark was detecte.d on a. Supply con- Job is termi-
LABELED FILES an unlabeled file and the trol state- nated 

reel count is depleted. ment on 
SYSIPT and 
type 2 to 
continue 
processing. 

b. Type any 
character 
other than 
2 to termi-
nate job. 
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Number Message Cause Action Default 

80l8D EOF ON FILE A File A is shorter than a. Supply con- Job is termi-
AND NOT ON B File B for labeled files. trol state- nated 

ment on 
SYSIPT and 
type 2 to 
continue 
processing. 

b. Type any 
character 
other than 
2 to termi-
nate job. 

80l9D EOF ON NLE B File B is shorter than a. Supply con- Job is termi-
AND NOT ON A File A for labeled files. trolstate- nated 

ment on 
SYSIPT and 
type 2 to 
continue 
processing. 

b. Type any 
character 
other than 
2 to termi-
nate job. 

8020A CHANGE REEL ON An alternate reel was not Change the reel Processing 
PRIMARY A assigned to primary A. and type any continues. 

character to 
continue 
processing. 

80211 SWITCHING TO Primary reel is completed Processing None 
ALTERNATE A and processing continues continues. 

with alternate reel. 

8022A CHANGE REEL An alternate reel was not Change the reel Processing 
ON PRIMARY B assigned to primary B. and type any continues. 

character to con-
tinue processing. 

802311 SWITCHING TO Primary reel is completed Processing None 
ALTERNATE B and processing continues continues. 

with alternate reel. 

8024D REEL COUNT The reel count was depleted a. Supply con- Job is termi-
DEPLETED on a labeled file and no trol state- nated 

EOF trailer label has been ment on 
sensed. SYSIPT and 

type 2 to 
continue proc-
essing. 

b. Type any 
character 
other than 
2 to ter-
minate job. 
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Number Message Cause Action Default 

8025A RESTART WAS The interrupt key was a. Type a blank Job is termi-
REQUESTED pressed during to continue nated 

execution. processing. 

b. Supply new 
control 
statement on 
SYSIPT and 
type 2 to 
restart. 

c. Type any 
character 
other than 
blank or 2 
to terminate 
job. 

80260 EOF ON An end of file trailer a. Supply con- Job is termi-
LABELED label has been detected trol state- nated 
FILES on both files. ment on 

SYSIPT and 
type 2 to 
continue 
processing. 

b. Type any 
character 
other than 
2 to ter-
minate job. 

8027A CONTROL CARD TPCP control statement a. Supply Job is termi-
MISSING was omitted. TPCP con- nated 

trol 
statement 
on SYSIPT 
and type 2 
to con-
tinue proc-
essing. 

b. Type any 
character 
other than 2 
to terminate 
job. 
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APPENDIX F: PRINTER OUTPUT 

Note that the same data was used for both examples. 

DATA DISPLAY EXAMPLE (DOS or TOS) 

TAPE TO PRINT UTILITY 
INPUT BLOCK LENGTH 00150 
OUTPUT BLOCK LENGTH 00120 
INPUT OPTION REWIND 
OUTPUT OPTION PRINT HEX 
2 INPUT,2 OUTPUT AREAS ASSIGNED 
RECORD FORMAT VARIABLE 
TYPE DATA DISPLAY 
STARTING RECORD NUMBER 00000001 
8001D IS IT EOF 
REPLY Y 
NUMBER OF INPUT BLOCKS PROCESSED 000017 
NUMBER OF OUTPUT BLOCKS PROCESSED 000017 
END OF JOB 

Job descriptive (logging) 
> me5l5Clges as it appeared on 

symbolic device SYSLST 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

THIS IS A SAMPLE Of THE HEADING INfORMATION LINE THAT HAY BE US EO If THE USER DESIRES. DATA DISPLAY WITH CHARACTER '" 
~l Sl BL NO RC NO •••• 5 •••• 1 •••• 5 •••• 2 •••• 5 •••• 3 •••• 5 •••• 4 •••• 5 •••• 5 •••• 5 •••• 6 •••• 5 •••• 1 •••• 5 •••• 8 •••• 5 •••• 9 •••• 5 ••••• 

77 III 1 5100001651000165100000000165000001b5100000000000000000000000000000000 
75 2 2 G 8A0275228A275228A0000027522800275228AOOODOOOOOOOOOOOOO0000000000000 
84 33M & lA0685901A685901AOOOOOb8590108b85901AOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO000000000000000000000 
64 4 4 2E0636222E636222EOOOOOb3622288636222EOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO00 
98 5 5 S 9E0342279E342279E0000034227952342279EOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO000000000000000000000000000000000000 
80 6 6 & » 8104212481421248100000421248304212481000000000000000000OOODDOOOOOOOOOOOO 
62 7 7 0 9AD811989A811989A0000081198920811989AOOOOOOOODOOOOOOOO 

129 8 8 A 3 3G0255753G255753G0000025575383255153GOOOOOOOOOO 
9 + 7A0999977A999977A0000099997771999977ADDOOOOOODOOOOOOOO0000000000000000 

10 6 2 2105982321598232100000598232555982321000000000 54 
86 

101 

9 
10 
11 

11 0 K 9A0326429A326429A0000032642939326429AOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO000000000000000000000 Primero~~ 

12 V I 61001147610114761000000114760801147610000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 asitappeared 
o ~ on symbolic 

94 
126 

144 

65 
79 

101 

END Of OATA 

12 
13 

14 

15 
16 
11 

13 
14 
15 
16 -
17 2 
18 A 
19 
20 V 

o 

8GI)1 74538G114538GOOOOOI7453870174538GOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO000000000000000000000000000 device SYSOOS 
5 3G01503~3G150333G0000015033341150333GOOOOOODOOOOO 

5E0570315E510315EOOD0057031576570315EOOOODDOOOOOOOOOOO00000000000 
2E0259782E259782E0000025978240259782EOOOOOODOOOOOODOOOOODOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 

OC0774100C714700C0000077470064774700COOOOOOOOO 
lC0018351C018351C0000001835112018351COOOooOOOOOooOOOOOOO0 
4CD736S44C736544C0000073654442736544COOOOOOOOOOOOODODD00000000000000000 

I lC0056811C056611C0000005681142056611COOOODOODOOOOODOOOODOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOODOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 

::::::- - - - -
PAGE IBL NO RC NO •••• 5 •••• 1 •••• S •••• 2 •••• 5 •••• 3 •••• 5 •••• 4.:::5 •••• 5 •••• 5 •••• 6 •••• 5 •••• 7 •••• 5 •••• 8 •••• 5 •••• 9 •••• 5 •••• ~ -
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DATA LIST EXAMPLE (DOS or TOS) 

TAPE TO PRINT UTILITY 
INPUT BLOCK LENGTH 00150 
OUTPUT BLOCK LENGTH 00132 
INPUT OPTION REMIND 
OUTPUT OPTION PRINT CHARACTER 
2 INPUT,2 OUTPUT AREAS ASSIGNED 
RECORD FORMAT VARIABLE 
TYPE LIST 
STARTING RECORD NUMBER 00000001 
800JD IS IT EOF 
REPLY Y 
NUMBER OF INPUT BLOCKS PROCESSED 000017 
NUMBER OF OUTPUT BLOCKS PROCESSED 000020 
EttD OF JOB 

Job descriptive (logging) 
>- mesrages as it appeared on 

symbolic device SYSLST 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

THIS IS A SA~PLE OF THE HEADING INFORMATION LINE THAT MAY 8E USEO IF THE USER OESIRES. OATA LIST WITH CHARACTER ~ 
I 5100001651000165100000000 165000001651 00.000000000000000000000000000000 
G 8A0275228A275228A0000027522800275228AOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO0000000000000 
& lA0685901A685901A0000068590108685901AOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOODOO 

2E0636222E636222E0000063622288636222EOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO00 
9E0342279E342279E0000034227952342279EOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO000000000000000000000000000000000000 

J 810421248142124810000042124830421248100000000000000000000000000000000000 
o 9A0811989A811989A0000081198920811989AOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
3 3G0255753G2557536000002557538325575360000000000 
• 7A09999774999977A0000099997771999977AOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO0000000000000000 
2 2105982321598232100000598232555982321000000000 
K 9A0326429A326429A00000326429393264294000oo000000000000000000000000000000000000 
I 610011476101147610000001147608011476100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

8G01745386174538G0000017453870174538GOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO00000000000000000000000000000000 
5 3G0150~33G150333G0000015033341150333GODOOOOOOOOOO 
E 5E0570315E570315E0000057031576570315EOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO00000000000 

2E0259782E259782E0000025978240259782EOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO00000000000000000000000000000000 
2 OC0774 700e 174 7COC 00000 77470064774 700COOOOOOOOO 

lC0018351e018351COC00001835172018351CoOOOOOOOOooDoODOO000 
4C0736544C736544C0000073654442136544COOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO00000000000000000 

I lC0056811e056811C0000005681142056811COOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
ENO OF DATA 

- --- - -- -PAGE 
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Printer output 
as it appeared 
on symbolic 
device SYS005 
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ASSGN 9 
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Available I/O Area 15 

B (g) 23 
B (K = 1, D = 1) 22 
B (n,m) 22 
B = (n,p) 23 
B (Output Record and/or 
Length) 22 

B = (p) 22 
Both Print and Punch 12 

Card to Disk 28 

Block 

Card to Printer and/or Punch 

18 
11 

Card to Tape 35 
Carriage Control 
Checkpoint Records 
Clear Data Cell BO 
Clear Disk 82 
Copy 12 
Copy Variable 25 

Data Cell to 
Data Cell to 
Data Cell to 
Data Cell to 
Disk to Data 

Data Cell 
Disk 43 
Printer 
Tape 49 
Cell 55 

Disk to Disk 58 
Disk to Printer 
Disk to Tape 64 
Tape to Data Cell 
Tape to Disk 73 
Tape to Printer 
Tape to Tape 79 

Core Image Library 
Control Cards 5 

61 

70 

76 

5, 8 

40 

46 

Control Statement Conventions 
Control Statements 8 
Control Statement Stream 

Card to Disk 30 
Card to ~rinter and/or Punch 
Card to Tape 36 
Clear Data Cell 
Clear Disk 83 

81 

Data Cell to Data Cell 
Data Cell to Disk 43 
Data Cell to Printer 
Data Cell to Tape 49 

40 

46 

31 

6 

34 

19 
Disk to Card 52 
Disk to Data Cell 55 
Disk to Disk 58 
Disk to Printer 61 
Disk to tape 64 
Tape to Card 67 
Tape to Data Cell 70 
Tape to Disk 73 
Tape to Printer 76 
Tape to Tape 79 
Tape to Compare 87 

Convert 19 

Data Cell to Data Cell 38 
Data Cell to Disk 41 
Data Cell to Printer 44 
Data Cell to TApe 47 
Data Display 15, 109 
Data List 15, 110 
Description 5 
Disk-Resident Utilities 6 
Disk to Card 50 
D1sk to Data Cell 53 
Disk to Disk' 56 
Disk to Printer 59 
Disk to Tape 62 
Display 12 
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